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The Vaal Reef palaeoplacer (VRP) is a stratiform gold, uranium
oxide and sulphur deposit in the Klerksdorp Goldfield of South
Africa. It is situated directly on an angular unconformity in
the ~ohannesburg Subgroup of the Precambrian Witwatersrand
Supergroup. The western portion of the goldfield comprises a
large area of VRP with a lower gold content. This area is
called the Witkop facies. This thesis aims to produce a
palaeoenvironmental model for the VRP which explains the
origin of the Witkop facies.
The data consists of 1:10· scale mappings of stretches of
underground exposures and a set of 330 orientated slab samples
taken from within these stretches. A wide range of
sedimentological and mineralogical information was taken from
these samples.
The VRP consist of two units: a lower, localized, channelized
unit which occurs in the western portion of the thesis area
and an upper, ubiquitous, sheet-like unit. The channelized
unit consist of two lithofacies: channelized rudite and
channelized arenite. The sheet-like unit consists of four
lithofacies (listed in order of occurrence from the bottom
upwards): kerogen, upper rudite, quartz wacke and argillite.
The rudite and arenite lithofacies in both lower and upper
units, in turn, consist of further basic facies: massive
rudite (Gm), horizontally stratified rudite (Gh), single
pebble layer (GI), trough crossbedded rudite (Gt), massive
arenite (Sm), horizontally stratified arenite (Sh) and trough
crossbedded arenite (St).
The channelized unit consists mainly of channelized rudite in
stacked channel groups which are in the order of 36 cm thick.
The upper rudite is an on average 16 cm thick, hundred. at
square kilometre 81Ctensive, flat sheet.
The pebbl e assemblaQes
rudite are ol1Qomict,
The p~bble size ot the
ot the upper rudi te.
1arQer where it occurs
unit.
1 n both the channe lized and upper
very well sorted and very well rounded.
channelized rudite is larger than that
The pebble si ze at the upper rudi te is
in the vicinity ot a channelized rudite
The thesis area can be subdivided into lIedimentologically
homoQeneous units dependent on the scale required. On the very
large sca le the VRP can be subd i v ided into aWl tkop and
Stlltontein facies on the basis at the chert pebble count and
the average gold content. On the hundreds at metre to
kilometre scale tour properties vary ecross the thes 1 s area I
the bed reliet index of the unconformity surface, the "resenc"
at channe li zed units, the abundance of kerogen and the average
pebble size ot the upper rudite. On the metre to tens-at-metre
scale the VRP can be statistically divided into three basic
types I channelized rudi te type, kerogen with thin upper rudi te
type, and thick horizontally stratified, pyrite-rich, upper
rudi te type.
The VRP ill interpreted to have formed as a consequence of a
major tectonic drop of the ba.. level. This caulled widespread,
uncontained (due to the lack at rooted plantll) erosion of the
anQular unconformity by a braided-type pediment placer. This
wa. the main placer concentratinQ event. The thin erosive
pediment placer unit was then pre.erved by a .ajor b.sin-wide
tranIlQre ... ion, re.ulting in the reworkinQ at the sediments and
the formation of the upper sheet-11ke unit with its regimented
stratigraphy.
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1 • 1 Background
The Vaal Reet palaeoplacer (VRP) is onl ot the world's
~argest stratitorm go Ld , urani um and suI phide deposi ts. It
is a member ot the Precambrian Witwatersrand Supergroup
and is situated in the Klerksdorp Goldfield ot the Western
Transvaal, South Atrica (Figure 1.1).
The VRP was tirst recognized as an economically viable
depos i t when it was intersected in a dri 11ing programme on
the tarm Strathmore. This resul ted in the establi shment ot
Ellaton Mine (Figure 1.1). At that time the VRP was known
as the Strathmore Reet, and was not considered as a major
orebody. This is partly due to this portion ot the VRP
only representing a small taul ted tragment.
Its importance as a consistent gold carrier similar to the
Carbon Leader Reet palaeoplacer ot the Carletonville
Goldtield was first noted by Dr. R. Waters at the Western
Reets Exploration and Development Company in 1942, atter
it was intersected in borehole V2 on the term Vaa lkop
439IP. From then onwards it was reterred to as the Vaal
Reet. Intensified exploration in the r8qion resul ted in
the establishment ot Stlltontein G.M. in 1952, Vaal Reets
G.M. in 1956, Hartebeesttont8in G.M. in 1956 and
Buttel.tontein G.H. in 1957. The then ..tabU shed Western
Reets G.M., which today is the western portion ot tha
amalgamated Vaal Reet. G.M. (and at that stage wa. mininq
only the Vlntersdorp Contact Reet palaloplacer and the
Elsburg Rut palaeoplacars), also reco;ni zed the VRP at
depth. IUlaton G.H. wa. sub..quently reopan.d 1n 1954 and
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Figure 1.1 Locali t.y plan ot t.he the.i. ana. The upper
diavra••ho". the po.i tion ot t.he Klerhdorp Goldr ield
ralat.ive to the Witv.t.er.nnd SuperQroup .ub-outcrop. and
relat.ive to other e.t..blhhed voldtield•• The lover
diavra••ho". the t.h••i. area relative to the .in•• in the
Klerk.dorp Goldt ield.
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At present the VRP is mined 1n tour large 90ld mines over
an area ot approximately 300 square kilometres (Table 1.1
and Figure 1.1). Amongst these is Vaal Reets G.M., which
was the world"s largest gold mine up to 1995 and
consistently produces over eighty metric tons ot gold each
y'ear.
Exploration outside the present limits ot the goldtield is
in progress and wi 11 probably resul t in the tuture
establ i shment ot turther mines and mine extens ions on the
VRP.
Table 1.1 MINRS EXPLOITING THR VRP TOGRTHER WITH
SUMMARIZRD PRODUCTION STATISTICS OP TO THE RND
OF 1985 (after MinIng Survey, 1986).
19~ STATISTICS CUMMULATIVE snnsncs
Min. Mining houM De,. of 8014 00N,teW TON or. e:-••lltl.. __lit' C4MlMlIuIatl..
fht pro"o1loll tMC5 (,II) lIlllH It85 toW FI4 ,.... .......
....nrtleft INa (k,) I... 000'11 ........... ...... 0114•
., gofd Mloe ttort prodwotlotl
(q) (kl)
StllfOflftIn 0.- .NIt~ un 5,11 ITI. M070e 11,61 MT889




H«ttbHlttDMtIn AfttIo'IOlIl oUr ,.ISIS uno ',30 lIIlll eB S4l .," 111fT 011
Veal It.... MtIo MerIocM ...., teee 10 1t3 7,74 10310 I St7 ne 10,38 1004T 711
!luff....... 8tIIc'Of' .... ,.1S7 U 101 ',51 HIS ellG ..... II,U II liT ,.4
VII' TOTALI 147 153 T,II 18 .45 3 '717 24. 11,30 47 170m
(. Uraniua oxide production .tati.tic. up to the end ot
1984,. atter Antrobu. et al., 1986)
(t .t.opped product.ion In February 1963)
Geologically the VRP is a laterally exten81v8, thin
udimentary unit situated directly on a regional anCjJular
uncontormity .urtac•• It conaists ot relatively mature
ruditell and arenit.s together with minor a ..ounts ot
argillite. and keroCjJen.
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AI though it 11 rarel y more than a metre thick the VRP 11
one ot the world's largest known 90ld deposits. In 1985,
tor example, the VRP wa. responsible tor 22.1 per cent ot
South At rica's go ld production. Thi. WIR 10.5 per cent ot
the total world's annual output (using the 9lobal
statistics ot Janisch, 1986). Up to 1985 the VRP has
produced over 3700 metric tonll ot gold and over 45 000
metric tons ot uranium olCide. This was elCtracted over the
last 34 yearll at an average gold grade ot 11 ppm (g/t)
gold and 175 ppm (g/t) uranium oxide. Sulphur, silver,
i rid i um and osmi um are turther economically contr i buting
by -products.
Within the rudite ot the VRP the major proportion ot the
economic mineral content is contained in the tirst tew
centimetres above the angular uncontormi ty surtace. This
strongly limits the mining operationll to extracting a thin
one-metre slot ot the total stratigraphy (i.e. stratitorm
mining by stoping). Even with such a strong stratigraphic
control on the economic mineral distribution a problem
tacing the mines on the VRP today is an uneven
geographical distribution ot the gold content. In
particular the western portion ot the goldfield contains
signiticantly less gold than the rest. Payne (1995)
elltimatell that the average <lold content ot this re9ion to
be in the range ot 1500 to 2000 cm g/t, compared to hill
estimate ot 1500 to 2500 cm g/t range tor the rest ot the
goldtield. Similarly the data in Antrobu. et al. (1986,
p.553, Table III) indicate an average gold content ot 9.5
g/t over 100 cm (950 cmg/t) tor the we.tern portion,
compared to about 11.7 9/t. over 100 cm (1170 cmq/t) tor
t.he rest ot the 90ldt i.ld.
In a major goldtield-wide .edlmentoloqlcal It.udy Hinter
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(1972) tound that th1s E'eQ10n 01' the VRP conta1ns a larQ8r
pebble size and a lower chert pebble count. He named this
loweE' QE'ade westeE'n portion at the goldt1eld the W1tkop
tacies and the E'est 01' the Qoldtield the Stiltonte1n
tac i es. Due to its 10weE' Qold content, the W1 tkop tac1..
r:eqion at the VRP has not yet been mined extens1vely. The
thes 1s area 11 s1 tua ted over the ea. tern boundary 01' the
Witkop tacies (Figul:'e 1.1) and includes all the presently
available exposures 01' this tacies. FindinQ the I:'eason tor
the tormation 01' the Witkop tacies could ..s1st in the
lonq-term plann1nq ot tuture minin9 operations.
The r e aear ch work 1n this thesis is a precuE'SOE' study to a
mOE'e extensi ve E'esea r c h project on the relat10nsh ips
between economic mineral distE'1bution patteE'ns and the
sed 1mentology. These need to be documented tor the
development at models tor the oE'191n ot these patterns.
1. 2 A1.
The a1m at th1l thesis is to deteE'mine how the W1tkop
!ac1es of the VRP tOl:'med. The palaeohydraul1c model tOE'
the VRP and ita tacies is developed by achieving three
.pecitic objectivesl
(i) To ducribe and quantity the .edimentology 01' the
VRP in the the.is area.
(11) To detorlline the di.tinQulahlng chaE'actsrlstics at
the Witkop tac1es and the Stlltontein taci•• , a.
well a. the chal:'acteri.tica at any .ub-tacie. within
the Witkop taci •••
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(iii) To construct a model for the environment or
formation of the VRP in the entire region,
including an interpretation of the oriQin of the
Witkop tacies.
The key objecU ve or this thesis i. an accurate
interpretation of the model for the environment of
formation (objective 111). For sediments deposited in the
last 530 Ma, it is Qenerally possible to use the preserved
fossils and trace tOllsils for interpretinq a model for the
environment of formation of a sediment (for example
Howard, 1972). This is because the animals and plants that
generate the fossil s are very particular to thei r local
habi tat. Having been deposi ted somewhere in the 1 nterval
between 3,0 Ga and 2,3 Ga, the VRP cannot be subjected to
such an analysis (the diversification in t.he evolution of
fossil-producing li fe -forms had not yet occurred at that
stage). Hence interpretation of the VRP's environment of
formation has to be based on stratigraphy, mineralogy,
sedimentary textures, sedimentary structures and
geochemical evidence. None of these lend themselves ea.ily
as a "proof" of a unique environment of forlllation, such
as a fossil assemblage would.
The method proposed here to qenerate an integrated model
of the environment of formation for the VRP in the thes18
area i. to qather a set of sedimentological observation.
and measurelllenta together with their epatial distribution
patterns. Prom this informaUon the modern .nvironmental
model providing the clo.e.t interpretation to the
collected data i. then determined from a literature study.
The difficulty of th111 ta.k 18 reflected in the extre.ely
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wide range at models tor the environments of tormation
that have been proposed tor various Witwatersrand
palaeoplaeer. in the pasta beach and shallow marine
(Sharpe, 1949 and Baine., 1949), ••tuarine (HelloI', 1916),
fan delta (Pretorius, 1966), alluvial and lacustr1ne
(Vas, 1975), tluvial plain (Nami, 1993), alluvial
(Reinecke, 1930 and Bain, 1955, 1960), fluvial degradation
(Buck and Hinter, 1986), Qlaeial (W1ebols, 1955) and
pedimentation (Antrobus, 1956 and Krapez, 1996).
Because of a number 01' Witwatersrand-aQed palaeoplacers
having seemingly unambiguous tluvial and alluvial
features, for exampl e the Klsburg palaeoplacar (8m 1 th and
Hinter, 1990) and the Venterspost palaeoplacer
(Krapez, 1995), a general consensus on a tluvial origin
for most Witwatersrand-age palaeoplaeers hal been attained
(Tankard et aI., 19B2, Pretorius, 1976, 1991, and
Hinter, 1979, 19B1c). It 1s, however, possible that
various Witwatersrand palaeoplacers could have torlDed in
different environments, or even that more than one
sedi mentary envi ronment was invol ved over time in the
sorting and deposition of a particular palaeoplacer. These
possibilities are investigated 1n this theais.
1.3 Provious Work
The major previous etfort on the sedimentology 01' the VRP
18 a PhD thesh by Hinter (1972). This re.ulted in a
88rie .. at publications (Hinter, 1976, 1991a, 1991b).
Otherwise, the .ediment.ology at this palaeopl.cer 1s only
addre ....ed directly in a tew int.ernal mining company
reports Ce.g. Karp.ta, 1992a) and in .tudent projects
Ce.9. Paher:, 19B4).
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Other publications on the geoloCJY in the Klerkadorp
Goldt ield tocus on the tollowinCJ I
(i) the stratiCJraphy and its nomenclature
(Baines, 1949; Collender, 1960; Jacob, 1966;
S.A.C.S., 1980; Tankard et ale 1992;
Antrobull et al., 1996),
(ii) the structure ot the goldtield (Nel, 1935;
Strydom, 1959; Wilson and Toenll et al., 1964;
Wilson and Oosthuizen et al., 1964),
(iii) the mineraloCJY ot the VRP (McLachlan, 1968;
Von Rahden and Url1, 1969; Feather and Koen, 1975;
Nagy, 1975; Utter, 1977a, 1977b, 1979a, 1978b,
1978c, 1979di Zumberqe and Nagy, 1977;
Zumberge et al., .1~79; Glatthaar, 1979; NaCJY, 1990;
ZumberQe et al., 1981; Karpeta, 1992b;
Reid at a1., 1986 and Reimer, 1996).
Minter (1972) documented sedimentological parameters at
499 sections ot the VRP in the CJoldtield. Hill data
collection, however, was limited to the VRP that was
available more than titteen years ago. The present study
documents a signiticantly larger portion ot the Witkop
taciell area or the VRP than was available at Hinter'lI
time.
Minter (1972) detarmined that the VRP is a lIlinaral00ically
and texturally lIlature lIedilll8ntary unit depo.itad diractly
on an anoular uncontormity surtace. It conl1sta mainly ot
mature rudi tel, lIlatu ra areni tes, mi nor alllounts ot karooen
and haavy minerals in the ppm ranoa ot concentration.
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Furthermore, he tound th.t the VRP'. pebble ••••mbl age 18
comprised predominantly ot vein qu.rtz pebbls •• The second
Illost common pebble type is chert. The Iverlqe pebble
88s8mbl age tor the St il tontein tacie. ot the VRP i. It-ted
in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2 TIIB AVRRAGK PROOLB POPDLATION or THR STILPONTBIN
















He a 1 so round that the pebble assemblaqe is very we 11
sorted, with pebble sizes in any given exposure talling
within a limited size ranqe. The average pebble sizes,
measured by hiID trom the 10 largest .ectioned pebble lonq
axes in a population 01' 600, range b.tween about 15 mm .nd
35 mm, with a mean at 22 mill.
From point-counting in thin ••ction Hinter (1972)
determined that the VRP rudit.'11 matrix is a quartz
areni te composed at an av.r.ge over 93 per cent quartz
gr. i ns. Other component. are rock trag.lntl, IDUSCOV i te .nd




Pebble size (mm )
Stilfontein
% cherI pebbles in VRP
mean long axis (rnrn)
of the 10 largest pebbles
Figure 1.2 Hinter'. (1972) chert p.bble content. and
pebble .1 ze contour. on which the pre.ent.
Stiltonteln-IUtkop recle. lubdlvl.10n 1.
b•••d.
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Minter (1972) turthermore documented that channel
or i entati ens and pal aeocurrents within the VRP are south
to south-easterly, whereas the palaeocurrents in the
overlying arenite are easterly.
In the study ot the llmited exposures ot Witkop facies
available to him Hinter (1972) found that this area
coincides with a region ot larger pebble size (a mean ot
over 30 mm as compared to the goldfield average of 22 mm),
as well as a region of lower chert pebble content (8 mean
of 5 per cent compared to the goldtield average of 12 per
cent) (Figure 1.2). Utter (1978a) also tound on scanning
electron microscope (SEM) measurements ot the gold grain
finenesses that in the northern portion ot the thesis area
the gold grains have a statistically signiticant lower
silver content compared to the rest ot the ooldfield
(Figure 1.3). This second finding, however, waa not
substantiated in follow-up studies ot the whole-rock
silver content (Karpeta, 1992b), or the dlver content at
qold p.rticles meallured with .n electron microprobe (Reid
et a 1 ., 1996). A recent unpubl i ahed .tudy by Dr J. Henckel
at the Chamber of Hine. R....rch Orqanization, ullinCjJ SEM
me.surements ot t inenea. on qold particles torm the alab
samples collected in thill theda, did .180 not .how the















Figure 1.3 Dlagra••atic illust.rat.ion of previous facies
classificat.ions on the VHF.
Hinter (1972) concluded from all his information that the
VRP formed as a consequence of the upslope migrat i on of a
distal fan plain of a fan delta during a transgression
("transgressive distal placer"). He interpreted these
sediments to then have been buried beneath a transqressive
longshore-dom1nated marine .equence.
IUs interpretation for the cause of the Witkop facies is
that it represents a separate t 1 uv 1al entry poi nt into the
goldfield.
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In summary, Hinter's (1972) proposed model tor the history
ot tormation ot the VRP iSI
1) Erosion ot the angular uncontormity ... consequence ot
a shoreUne transgression.
2) Reqression ot the shoreline.
3) Deposition ot' the VRP on this uncontormity by two
noiqhbouring t'luvial systems (Witkop and Stiltonteln
tacieD).
4) Transgression at' the shoreline, preserving the VRP




Tectono-sedimentary setting ot tho VRP
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2. TECTONO-SEDIMENTARY SITTING OF THB: VRP
2.1 Basin Develop.ant
The Witwatersrand Superqroup i. a predominant 1y e la.tic
terriqenous sequence which i. int.rpret.d to have
deposited under epeiroqenic conditions in an
intracontinental basin; where the basin was thought to
have tormed as an e lonqate trough with a northeast-
southwest axial trend. Two pos.ibl. typell ot
intracontinental settinqs have been proposed: toreland
basin and ritt.
The former setting envisages the Witwatersrand Superqroup
to have deposited in a thrust-tault bounded, toreland
ba s Ln which developed on the craton-ward side ot an
Andean-type arc (Burke et al., 1985b and Winter, 1986).
The ballin-forming process is ascribed to the colli.ion
between the Kaapvaa 1 and Zimbabwe cratonll at about 2,7 Ga
(Burke, et a l , , 1985b). Other .tudies, tor example that ot
Stanistreet et a!. (1986), ascribe the foreland basin-edge
tectonics to wrench taulting. The Witwater.rand toreland
basin is thought to have evolved in two IIt_qes: initial
rapid lIubsidence resulting trom tlexure in response to
compression; and a second, slower stage ot .ubsidence
resul ting from a decreasing compression.l load (due to the
erosion or the per i pher.l mountain.). The•• two ph••••
• re believ.d to be the c.uu ot the lower argillite rich
West Rand Group and the upper arenit. rich Central Rand
Group ot the ••quence (Figure 2.1). Burke.t al. (1985b)
auqg•• t th.t equi valent ..tt! ng. to the Wi t"atarsrand
could ba the pre.ent-day Andean and Tibetln Plat.au
baaina, 81 d8lcrlbed by them. Another .quivalent .etting
could be the Allladeus baain type .etting dllcrlbed by
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Teyss fer (198S).
The alternative setting that has been proposed tor the
Witwatersrand Supergroup is an intracontinental ritt
(Bickle and Eriks.on, 1982; McKenzie et al., 1990 and
~lsbet, 1984). In this model the ditteronce in
sedimentation ot the two groups ot the Supergroup is also
interpreted to be a result ot ditterent subsidence rat...
Here the initial period ot rapid subsidance ill caused by
isostatic compensation tor the thinning ot the
lithosphere; whereas the slower second phase ot subsidence
is caused by thermal relaxation ot the lithosphere.
However, Burke et ale (198Sb) indicate that the ritt type
of intracontinental basin is generally accompanied by
volcanics of a particular composition, which the
Witwatersrand Supergroup does not contain. Al so, the
faulting pattern on the basin margins (Stallistreet. et a1.
(1996) and Winter, 1986) does not tit a rift model.
In the following sections of this chapter the age,
strat igraphic set t i ng, structura 1 setting and poss i ble
metamorphic history ot the VRP in the Klerksdorp Goldfield
are discussed. These provide the necenary background to
some of the conclusions reached in thlll thesis.
A tair degree of uncertainty surround. thl age limits of
the VRP. Initlal studies luggeeted that thl VRP depo81ted
lIomewhere 1n the interval between 2.9 aa and 2.3 Ga betore
the preslnt (Allsopp and Welke, 1986). Other studies
lIugg.st a narrower age range ot 2.80 aa to 2.64 Ga (Burke
et al., 1986b), or 2.80 Oa to 2.76 aa (Ar•• trong et al.,
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Flgure 2.1 Lithoetratlgraphic coluan ot thl "ltv.tar.rand
Supargroup in the Klark.dorp Goldt laid.
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bracket ot 3.06 Ga to 2.70 Ga (H. Welke, per ••
communication, 1986).
The older limit tor the dep08ition ot the Witwatersrand is
based on the dating ot the Dominion Superqroup lava., a
vo leana-sed imentary sequence precedinq the Witwater8rand
(a lead-lead age ot 2.80 +- 0.06 Ga by Van Niekerk and
Burger, 1969; and a uranium-lead age tor the zircon8 and
apatite ot 2.93 Ga by Van Niekerk, 1969). The 2.64 Ga
younqer limit is based on more recent uranium-lead datinq
ot zircons in the Ventersdorp lavas by Van Niekerk and
Burger (1978). The 2.3 Ga age stems trom Van Niekerk and
Burger's 1964 datlnq ot the same suite. The 2.76 Ga aljll
stems trom uran i um-l ead dating ot the Vent8rsdorp lavas at
Klerksdorp (Armstrong et al., 1986).
The prevaillng env i ronmental cond 1tlons in that ti me epoch
are generally believed to have been slgn1ticantly
dltterent tram those ot the present. The atmosphere, tor
exampl e, is hypothes i zed to have had a lower oxygen
concentration (Dimroth and Klmberley, 1976; Grandstatt,
1980 and Canuto et al., 1983; Smits, 1984;). This would
have constituted a reduclng atmosphere, ln which the
oxidatlon reactlons, observed today on mlnerals such as
gold, uranlnHe and pyrlte, would not have occurred.
Furthermore, it may a180 have had an etrect on the
viscosity and 8easonal temperatures at the water and ot
the alr, and hence on the climate.
Bl010ljlical lite-torm. were then hypothulzed to have been
at an early .taljle ot evolution. llvlnq orqani .... bein;
re.tricted to procaryote. (Cloud, 1972 and Lazcano et
al., 1983). Plants w1th root. and to.. ll-produc1n;
eucaryote. did not yet exist. The conuquenc•• ot thi.
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include both the lack of the sediment stabilizing eftect
of plant roots and ot any bioturbation at sediments by
eucaryotelll.
Many 11n81l1 at evidence, however, indicate that the earth
at that IlItage of its evolution already had many present-
~ay features, such as a well-establilllhed global ocean and
we II-developed cant i nental crust. The sediments ot the
Witwatersrand Supergroup were depolllited on the Kaapvaal
craton, which probably represented an ancient continent
(Hunter, 1974 and Burke et al., 1985b). The crusta 1
thickness at that time, however, was probably on average
significantly less than the present 36 km (Gane
at al., 1956 and Nisbet, 1984). Furthermore, the moon was
then al ready in earth orbit. I n particular, the above
conc lusions ar e substantiated tor the Witwatersrand
sediments in the Klerksdorp Goldfield by the tact that the
Hospital H111 Subgroup at the lower WitwatersL"and
Supergroup there contains meso- and macro-tidal sediments
(Watchorn, 1980), as is also found in other parts ot the
basin (Eriksson et al., 1981 and Camden-Smith, 1980).
These substantial tides required the presence of the moon,
a large body of water, such as the ocean, and a gradually
rising ocean tloor, such as a continental shelt (so that
amplification at the tidal wave could occur). However, the
earth and the moon at that time were probably e Lo s e e
together and rotated with a IlIhorter period (frictional
attenuation ot the earth f s and moon f s net tides has
reduced the kinetic energy at the earth-moon system over
time). This implios that the tides, tor a given
continental shelt, would have been larger and Illore
trequent than their modern eqUivalent. Thl possibility
also exists that the radius at the earth IDlY have been
smaller at that time (Carey, 1975). This would have
resulted in a higher graVitational acclleration at the
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surtace. However, in this thesis it is auumed that it has
remained constant and that the acceleration due to qravity
then was 81 so about 9. e ml·-.
2.3 Stratigraphy
Stratigraphically, the VRP is the basal rudite ot the Vaal
Reet Member, which, in turn, is the basal member ot the
Strathmore Formation (Figure 2.1).
The Strathmore Formation is the uppermost formation of the
JohannelilburgSubgroup. This subgroup comprises the lower
ha 1 t of the Centra 1 Rand Group ot the Witwatersrand
Supergroup (nomenclature after S.A.C.S., 1980).
The Witwatersrand Supergroup is conventionally subdivided
into two groups: the West Rand Group and the Central Rand
Group. The criterion for subdivision is that the lower
West Rand Group has a higher proportion ot argillites in
its stratigraphy compared to the more arenaceous Central
Rand Group.
2.3. 1 Nut Rand Group
The West Rand Group of the Witwatersrand Supergroup in the
Western Traneva.l i. part of a tairly universal ba.in-wide
sequence. It consi.t. of arQillites and arenite. in about
equal proportions, with rouQhly a maximum ot 250 III ot
volean les (the Crown lava). The West Rand Group i.
subdivided into three sublJroups: the Hospital Hill
Subgroup, the Govsrnnulnt Subqroup and the Jepp•• town
Subgroup.
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The Hospi tal Hill SubQroup contains both quartz arenites
and arQillites. Th.se have been interpreted as shelt-mud,
beach and tidal inlet sequences (Tankard et al., 1982).
The Goedqevonden Formation also contains lIlaQnetic marker
shales and iron tOr"mations that can be traced in the lame
strat iqraphic posi t i on throuQhout the Witwatersrand buin
(and thus have otten been used to map the sub-surtace
distribution at the Witwatersr"and strata, as tor" example
by Krahmann, 1936). Theile maQnetic horizons indicate deep
marine, distal shelt sedimentation (Watchorn, 1990). The
Hospital Hill Subgr"oup is the main portion at the
Witwatersrand sequence which contains these distal marine
chemical sediments.
The tidal sediments in the Hospital H111 SUbgroup are
generally macro-ti da 1, with ebb-dominated pa 1aeocurrents
(Watchorn, 1980). Their lateral persistence indicates a
large, open continental shelt.
The second Subgroup at the West Rand Group, the Government
Subgroup, is more ar"enaceous than the Hospital Hi 11
Subgroup. It also contains several palaeoplacers. It is
interpreted to have tormed in shelt, shoreline and tan-
delta environments (Tankard, et aI., 1982).
The Jeppeltown SubQr"oup, in turn, is more arqillaceous. It
is also interpreted to have tormed in a proximal ahelt
tacies, with incursions at beach and tan-delta
environments (ibid).
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2.3.2. Central Rand Group
The Central Rand Group 1'ollows the West Rand Group
con1'ormably. It consists predominantly 01' quartz wackel,
with about ten per cent rudites and only minor arQill1tes.
Basin-wide lIopachs 01' the Central Rand Group show a
smaller plan distribution than thole at the West Rand
Group (Brock and Pretorius, 1964). Eltimates give the
lower portions 01' the Wast Rand Group an original plan
distribution at approximately 100 000 square kilometres,
compared to the approximately 10 000 square kilometres at
the Central Rand Group (Pretorius, 1991a). This shrinking
basin rapresants a net progradation at the Witwatersrand
basin over tima. This progradational interpretation is
substantiated by the universally documented net coarsening
upwards stratigraphy 01' the Witwatersrand succession.
The Central Rand Group is div i ded into two subgroups I the
Johannesburg Subgroup and the Tur1'tontein Subgroup
(Figure 2.1). The subdivJding surtace is where the
Johannesburg SUbgroup is termi natad by an arg ill aceous
transgressive event, named the Moddertontein Member in the
Klerksdorp Goldtield. The Modderfontein Member is a 70 In
thick argi1l1te which can be traced across the whole ot
the Witwatersrand basin. It 1s the equ1valent 01' the
Dagbreek Shale Member in the Welkom Goldfield and the
Booysans Shale Member ot the Carletonvllle, Krugersdorp,
Johannesburg, Benon 1, Evander, South rand and Vredetort
Goldfields (F1gure 2.2).
The Central Rand Group contains numerous angular
uncon1'orm1tiell, often with allsociated palltoplacers. Th•••
unconformities have parallel strikell and cut each oth.r
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Figure 2.2 Coaparative lithostratigraphic coluan. ot the
Wi twater.rand Supergroup .ediaent. in all the
aajor producing goldt ield., .hoving the ba.in-
wide equivalence at the Moddertontein .hale
(atter Tankard at al., 1902). The Southrand
and Vred.tort Goldtield. are not .hown, but
aha contain tha Doo,..en••hah equivalent.
Ilubgroups at the Wi twater.rand Supu'oroup tram t.he
Government Suboroup to the Turttont.in Subqroup
(Figur. 2.1) ba.ically con.illt at a 8Iri •• ot Iltat.igraphic
packno•• uparated by th... uncont'ormi ti ... Th••e packao"
are generally tininq upward ••quanca., and llIo.tly have a
ba.al palaeoplacer. The Strathmore For.ation, tor a.ampla,
ha. the VRP at it.. ba•• and t1 n •• upward int.o t.he
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Hoddertontein Member. Thill indicates that the VRP is the
initial event ot a basin-wide transQression. In other
qoldtields the base at this transQreuion also hosts a
pa 1aeoplacer (Basal Reet, Ooorntontein, Kloot, Bi rd Reet
and Rous Reet palaeoplacera), which may thus be the
~tratiQraphic equivalents ot the VRP (PiQure 2.2).
The Central Rand Group 11 interpreted to have been
deposited in alluvial, tan-delta, shoreline-related,
shallow marine (or lacustrine) and tidal environments
(Tankard et al., 1982). Palaeocurrents are mostly unimodal
and are generally directed down the uncontormity dip
directions (l.e. towards thickeninQ isopachs). On the
other hand, several polymodal palaeocurrent assemblages in
the Central Rand Group have been recorded. The VRP is one
such sedimentary un it, where Minter (1972) recorded a
bimodal pattern between the rudite ot the VRP and the
over lying quartz wacke. Another example is
Armstrong 's (1968) study ot the UK9A Harker above the
Kimberley Reet Palaeoplacer in the Benoni Goldtield, which
shows polymodal directions, as well as wave-generated
sed i mentary structures (wave ripples and ladderback
ripples).
2.4 Stratigraphy or the Strathaore Poraation
The Strathmore Formation is a two-hundred metre thick
tin i ng-upward sequence, whose basal anqular unconformity
surface hoats the VRP. It conslata at tour members (tram
the bottom up) I the V.al Raat Member, tha Zandpan Membar,
the Hoddertontein M.mber and the Pretoriulkraal Hember
(FiQura 2.3). The top at the Strathmore Pormation ia
truncated by the anqular unconformity at the bas. at the


































'loure 2.3 Ll thoatratiqraphlc coluan at the Strathaora
Por.ation in the Klerk.dorp lJoldfleld.
The Va.l Reet Hember 1•• thin ralJlonal1y conel.tent unit.
It h •• a maximum thickn••• ot about ten .etra., but
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qenerally averaqes about four metres. Its lower surtace is
detined by the reqion.l angul.r unconformlty th.t hosts
the VRP. Its upper surt.ce 18 det ined by In erosi ve
d iscontormi ty at the base of the Zandpan Member, which
hosts the Zandpan Marker palaeoplacer.
The Vaal Reef Member itself is a thin tinlng-upward
sedimentary uni t. The immediate ba.e is def ined by
millimetre scale kerogen and gold concentrations. On
average, the basal thirty centimetres are the rudites of
the VRP. The following metre generally comprises a coarse
grai ned quartz wacke, with minor pyr i te enri ched pebble
zones ("grit bands" ). The top of the Vaal Reef Member
contains a series of quartz wackes separated by thin
horizontally Qxtensive argillites.
The Vaal Reef Member is followed disconformably by the
Zandpan, Moddertonte i nand Pretor i uskraal Members ot the
Strathmore Formation. These three members of the
Strathmore Formation comprise a single two-hundred metre
thick fining-upward sedimentary unit.
The base of the Zandpan Hember is deflned by a polymict
rudlte called the Zandpan Harker. It ls generally 1n the
order ot tifty centimetres thick .nd conslsts of a mixed
assemblaqe of mineraloQically and texturally mature
pebble•• It cont.ins Qold and uraninite concentrations,
and thus conltitutes • pala.oplacer. Th. Zandp.n Marker 18
~ ,
contorm.bly overlain by an approxim.tely four:ty metre t.¥)
thick sequ.nce ot arenit.. and minor rudit•• (MB4 and
HB3). The rudite. content diminish•• upwards .nd the
argillite content incr••••• upwards. Th. upper t~ty S,...
metre. ot the Z.ndpan Member con.i.t .alnly of wacke. with
mi nor 8rq1111 te. (MB2).
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Th. Moddertontein Member, in turn, consist. lII.inly at
argillites (comprising predominantly muscovite,
pyrophyllite and chlorite) together with lilt and sand-
s i zed Quartz gra ins. It is about .evlnty Illetre. th Lck ,
Towards the top of the Modderfontein Hllllber the proportion
and .ize 01' the quartz .and 1n the .rgillite t ne e ••••••
The tap fitty metres at the Strathmore Formation consist
mainly of Quartz wackes reterred to as the Pretoriu.kraal
Member.
2.5 structure
The structural geology ot the VRP horizon i. dominated by
large-scale normal strike taults (Figure 2.4 and 2.5). It
is also folded and crosscut by numerous dykes.
The north-western boundary ot the VRP in the Klerksdorp
Goldfield is defined by the largest of these normal
faults, the BUffelsdoorn tault. It has a vertical throw at
about 1300 m, with the southern portion being down-faulted
relative to the northern portion. No Illeasure of the wrench
movement ot this tau I tis given in the 11 terature.
The major displacements in the Buttelsdoorn f.ult,
however, as with the many other faultl 1n the goldfield,
probably occurred only atter deposition at the
Wi twateruand Superq roup. Host norma I faults .re
interpretod to be a result 01' crustal fracturing in the
Ventersdorp Supergroup period (T.nkard .t 11., 1982 and
Burke et al. I 1985a) •
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'lvuro 2.4 Orth09raphlc plan view at the VRP In the
Klerk.dorp voldtleld, .hovinQ the plan po.1Uon
at the tault plane. and the .tructur. contour.
at the VRP horizon.
Tho nor.al taul t i nQ 1 n the aouthern-c.ntral port Ion at the
Qoldtield h.. roaulted in a northaaat atrlklnQ har.t-llke
toatura. It I. boundod by norlllal hulta on both 1 ta north
and aouth t link.. Th 1. tuturo 1. ev Ident In tho .outhern





Figure 2.6 North-south geological section through the
thesi. area.
Although most faulting in the goldfield has been
interpreted as be i ng predominant I y normal, ev i dence tor
wrench taul ting, low angle reverse taul tinq and bedding
parallel thrust taul ting has been documented
(J.H. Barton, pers. communication, 1986).
The VRP 1s furthermore folded in a large-Ieale shallow
syncline in the area between the Buttehdoorn tault and
the horst-like teature. The axis 01' the syncline strikn
northeast, parallel to the other major structur••• Th.
foldinq ill interpr.t.d by Hint.r (1976) to have occurred
attor depod tion 01' the Vent8rsdorp Supergroup, but before
the deposition at the Transvaal Supergroup.
Numerous intrusive. crosscut the KI.rkldorp Goldrield.
Jacob (1966) ha. clalllllt1ed th•••• They unqe In aQe troll
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Ventersdorp teeder dykes to post-Karoo SuperQroup dykes.
A problem that the structure present8 to this the.is 18
that no daf inl t. measure of the lateral movement on the
abundant taul tinQ ex ist•• The th•• i. area 1. trans.cted by
three major taul ts and numerous .maller taul ts, all of
which might have undergone 80me degree of transverse
movement.
Tectonlc models tor the loll twatersrand, however, envisage
the Klerksdorp Goldf ield to have detormed under mostly
extens i onal tecton i c., unlike the inten.e wrench and
thrust tectonics documented in the northern marginal
goldfields (Stanistreet et al., 1986) and the southern
margin Welkom Goldtield (Winter, 1986). Under an
extensional tectonic regime lateral movement on the normal
f aul ts was probabl y minimal. Nevertheless, even minor
faulting distorts sedimentological and grade distribution
patterns. It ls tor this reason that 1lIl was decided not to
draw contour plans of the distribution pattern of any
regionally measured sedimentological t'eature. Contour
lines would be distorted by both the horizontal extension
ot the plan view caused by the normal taulting, as well as
by any transverse displacements along the.. taul ts.
Instead each value 1s plotted .s a function at its
orthographic position only. This provldes an unbia.ed
distribution plan of the sedlmentological teatures a. they
are distributed pr.s.ntly.
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2 .6 Het.a.orph i ••
The mineral ..semblaoe ot the VRP, as with many ot.her
palaeoplacer. in the Witwatersrand ba.in, indicat.es a
~ignitic.nt degree 01' hydrothermal and/or met.amorphic re-
dist.ribution. The et"t'ect is so si9n1ticant that Bome
studies at the Witwat.ersrand pala.oplacers propose a
hydrothermal or ig in tor the mi ne rali zation (Grat.on, 1930
and Davidlon, 1953, 1957).
The VRP contains a very wide range ot are minera Is, but
most 1y only in trace concentrat.i on. These .re cata 1ogued
in Utter's numerous publications (1977a, 1977b, 1978b,
197Bc, 1978d). Most 01' these are hydrothermal/metamorphic
minerals. They are hosted in a metamorphosed rudlte,
believed to have consolidated under r89iunal greenschist
conditions (350 DC - 400 DC at 2 kbar; Phillips, 1986).
Furthermore, ini t ia 1 oxygen isotope studies indi cate that
the Witwatersrand palaeoplacers have undergone a long
metamorphic history (B.A. Skinner, pe r s ,
communication, 1986). AE'gillite geochemistry also
indicates equilibrium metamorphic conditions
(Phillips, 1986).
A consequence 01' th is tomperature and the react i ve 1'1uids
on the VRP is the alteration 01' the gE'ain lize and shape
ot the detdtal asaemblage, as well as the posaibility ot
siqniticant post-depositional red18tribution and
r.consti tution 01' the ore minerals. A pr 1m. cand i date tor
such an inteE'pr.tat 1 on 18 the h iOhl Y 1II1neu11 zed kerogen
documented in this thes18. The high gold-, uraninite- and
branner i te concentrat ions might have developed dur i ng
metamorphic/hydrotherrll8l redistribution, and not by the
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proposed placer concentration into the alQal precurllora
(Hallbauer, 1975).
In this thesis, theretore, it i. asaumed that the v.ry
strong IItratiQraphic relationship ot the or. d.posit to
~he angular uncontormity ....ntially indicate. original
placer concentration ot the are minerals. Th. above
evidence indicates that 8iQniticant poat-depositional
chemical redistribution, however, i. not ruled out. Thh
study thus adopt. the model as proposed by the "modit1ed
placer theory' (Liebenberg, 1955; Ramdohr, 1955, 1959;
Coetzee, 1965; Schldlowski, 1970; Saager, 1973; Feather
and Koen, 1975; Utter 1977a, 1977b, 1979b, 1979c, 1979d;






3.1 Underground Sedl.entological Happing
3.1.1 Po.ition and dlatribuUon ot .ites
Generally, the nature at deep stratitorm mininq in most
Witwatersrand palaeoplacer ore-bodies allows only
relatively little exposure at the palaeoplacer at any
given time in the course at mining. This is because only
areas directly under production are ventilated, cooled and
supported, and are thus accessi ble to docuftlentat i on. The
study of the palaeoplacer's sedimentology at any given
time is theretore essentially limited to a set ot
scattered sites in an arcuate zone on the limits of the
mining venture. Most sites on the VRP available in the
western portion ot Vaal Reets Gold Mine dudng 1985 and
1986 were documented in this thesis (Figure 3.1 and
Figure 3.2). This accounted tor a total at 61 sites. It
took a total at about 130 underground shUts to collect
the data.
On Vaal Reets Gold Mine each underground area at
production has a name that has evolved out ot a
combination ot geographical position and work
responsibility. Par example the site 53 CW 13 (site F10-2)
stands tor level 53 (the mine's eqUivalent at a tloor in a
bUilding), wostern portion ot section C (area at
responsibility) and raise line 13 (mininq layout
coordinate). To use this naming syatell in this the.ia
waul d have been ~mpractical, since it would have requi red
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rioura 3.1 Phn view ot the the.l. ana, .hovlno t.he
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Figure 3.2 Mine pl.n or part of the Vaal Reet. Develop.ent
and Exploration Co. lea•• area, .hoving the
po.ition or tho the.i. aroa relative to the
.ine boundar, and the portlon. ot VRP alread,
extractod b, .ining.
A naming _y.han va. developed tor thi_ thuis u.1ng the
mine'_ orthoQraphic survey coordinate systean (FiQure 3.1).
Her. the study ar.a is subdivided into north-south
or ientated orthograph t c one-kilometre square ar•••• Th.
north-south dir.ction is identitied by consecutive
lottor., tho .a.t-voat direction is ldontltlod by
con.ecutivo numb.r. (Figure 3.1). This coordinate .yst••
coincidos with the min.'s lC and y coordinate ey.t•• , with
tho north-.outh d i recti on repro••nti nQ the x direct ion.
Hence overy sit. in this study ha•• na.e thet cont.ins
the ono-kllo•• tr••quare coordinate (tor ....pl. the .ite
J12-& being tho rU't.h .it. docu.ont.d in the J-12 block).
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P1Qure 3.2 lllu.trat•• thl po.ltlon and orlentation ot the
plan u.ed ln thl. th••l. relatlve to the boundarle. ot
Vael Reeh Hlne and the portion. ot tho VRP that had
al reedy been extracted by 1Il1nlnQ at tho tillle ot the
underC,Jround data collection.
Three typ•• or elte den.1UI. "ere uaed in thi. study. a
reQional Ilt. dletrlbutlon (PiQure 3.1), two medlum .iud
lite di.trlbution. (In block. FlO and J12, PlQure 3.3 and
PlQure 3.4) and two local .lto di.tributlon. (part at the
medium .lzed lite dl.trlbutions ln P1our.. 3.3 and 3.4).
Tha reQional Itudy repre.ent. all the .it.. that are
wldaly I.parated trom one another. Th••e Ilte. are u.ed to
Qat a lIIea.ure at the kllom.tre .cale at l.dimontoloQical
variation.
The medium .cale .tudy 1. one in which levlral VRP
.ectlonl ln proximlty to one another are mapped and
.ampled (Pl0uro. 3.3 and 3.4). Thl1 document. the ten-
metro Icale ••dlmontoloQlcal patternl.
In tho local 11to dlstrlbution. a lerl •• or con••cutlve
bleat. ot one .tope are lIlapped and .amplod. Thl. Qlve. a














'Ivure 3.3 Plan vie. or tho ••pped eectlon. In tho





r10ura J •• Phn via. ot tho ••pped .ocUon. 1n t.he
dot.11ad .t.ud, .lta ot tho JU block.
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3. 1 .2 O.ta collect 1 on procedure
At each .tte, atter an Initial in.pectlon, the VRP
expo.ure w•• w••hed down with w.tor trolD a ho•• -pipe and
sometillle••crubbed with a .ti tt br uah , It wa. then marked
Into one metre wlde ••ction. by aprayino a whlt. llno trolll
the atope root to the atop. tloor at each 1I0tr. poaltlon.
Tho plan po.ition o~ tho mapp.d a.ctlon w.. th.n
datarmlned by takinQ • readlno ot tho b.arino ot the
.ectlon, tho Qon.r.l dip and atrlk. at the ar.a and tho
dlstanccu and bo.rlngR to the neare.t pOO(I) (aurv.yed
posltiona). From thle intormation tho orthoor.phic min.
coordinate. ot oach point on the ••ction could be
calculatod, ullno an .1oorithm d.v.lopod tor thl. th....
(Appendi x I).
A total at about 1300 metre. ot VRP w.. mapp.d. Th. lenQth
at .ach ..ction mapped varied between 3 III and 125 Ill, the
aver-ao. lenQth b.lnQ .bout 20 m. Thi8 lenQth 18 a tunction
at the lenoth at expORure that w•• available .nd the
degr-ee at variation that wa••vident trolD the inltial
inapection.
The aod I1ll0ntolooy ot .ach VRP aect i on waa docum.nted by
pr-oduclno a drawino on a 1110 .c.le. All dlatance
Illeaaur••onta ".r-e tak.n with a toldabl. one •• tre rulor
(1 •• aubdlvlllon.). Th. drawino waa charter.d on 1 •• Wit
atr-.noth Qraph paper (on all the lDapp.d a.cti on. 1 n
Append i x VI an accuracy at about 2 c. can bo .aau••d).
U 1 teaturoa docum.ntad woro ••••ur.d relativ. to t.h.
v.rt.ical ono-•• tra .p.c.d .ark••nd tho horlront.l top
Durt.co at thl VRP rudtt•• Thl. horllonlol datu. va.
chosen because 1 t 1. both un1 veraall y pre..nt, •• wall a.
being the mOlt naturally horizontally contiatent teature
in the palaeoplacer (lowrut bed ral1et index).
Tho features 01' the VRP which wera documented inc 1 uded I
1) The position and shape of the basal uncontorm1ty
surtace.
2) The position, thickneu and lateral extent
of the kerogon surfaces.
3) The position, shape and th1ckness at argil11tes.
4) The distribution, size and packing 01' pebbles.
S) The distribution, size and packing 01' grit-sized
particles.
6) The distribution and packing 01' pyrite orains.
7) The position, size and orientation of sedimentary
structures and scour surtaces.
All the sections mapped in this thesis are shown on
microtiche in Appendix VI.
3.2 Orientated Slab Sa.ples
3.2.1 Docu.entation
Three hundred and twenty orientated .lIb samplea 01'
between 0,5 kg and 10 kg ma.. were taken trom with in the
mapped oxposureD (the.a are liated in Append i x V). Thay
woro taken by chi.elino a Uat slab 01' rock trolll the
expo.ure. Tho p08ition .nd outline 01' each .ample wa.
recorded on the Is10 scale nction. The ....ple itselt w••
lllarkQd with. black permanlnt lIarkar 10 that the outward
hc ino lurtaci and the top 01' the 81.b ..lIple caul d be
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i dent it lId in the laboratory. Tha .lab .uple. con.tl tute
orlentated .uple. in the unse that thelr posltion and
orlentatlon wlth respect to the .edilllentoloQlcal ",applng
la known.
rhe .ample number o~ .ach .ample orlQlnatu trom
underQround ..mpling books in us. by the luthor. Tha.a
consl st ot wlter -proot papar w1th pra-pr lntad number ••
Each paQe comprlsQu two separabla .ectionll ona which
remal nil ln the samp 11 ng book and the other wh 1ch
accompanles the sample in a plastic bag.
In the laboratory these slab samples wera tl rst washed and
scrubbed to remove any loose dust or rock-dr 111 0 il and
then photographed agal nst a squa red sca le backQround.
The next step in the sample documentation procedure
involved drawlnQ a 1: 1 scale representation ot the main
teatures ot tho slab samplel the position and dlstribution
ot pebbles, arenlte, pyrite and kerogen, as well .s the
planar teatures such a. the unconformity surrace,
argillaceous partings and sedimentary structures.
3.2.2 Pebble dz. _.aaure.ant
Tha pebble .iza di.tribution wa. dator .. ined trolt
lIloaaurelftant ot tho lonQo.t and ahorta.t perpandicular axl.
ot ovary pobbla .act ionad on tha brokan oulUda and in.ide
lurtaca ot ..Olt .lab ....pl .. (~ppandix V). Tha
.aa.ura.ant. wara taken wlth a diC,Jital varniar calipar
connected to I dadicatad printar.
Tha total ot 16 79. pabblel 'lara ••••ured in t.hla vay. Tho
.3
un i versal plot for this data is shown in Figure 3.5 z the
mean long axis of all the pebbles in the Vaal Reef Member
(from all the various lithofacies) is 12.9 mm and t.he mean
short axis 7.9 mm. The plots in Figure 3.5 show that
larger pebble sections display mostly elongat.e shapes,
whereas the smaller pebble sect.ions display a range from
round sections to elongate sections. Furthermore, the
frequency distribution of long axes is roughly lognormal.
This implies that. the arithmetic mean of the pebble long
axes in any gi ven sampl e is a bi ased measure ot the
average size of the pebble population at any given place
in the VRP. It is, however, used in this thesis as it
provides the most straightforward measure of the
population. This is substantiated by the argument that the
aim here is to detect relative differencp.s in the pebble
assemblage of the VRP across the study area, and not the
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Figure 3.5 Scatter diagra.s at the long versus short and
short over long ratio versus long axes
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Pigure 3.6 Short-ovar-long a.i.l ratio venue long •• i •
• e••ur••ant. at the p.bble••ectioned on one
.lab •••ple (No. 168), ••••••ur.d by thr.e
ditter.nt oper.tor. (A,8, .nd C) .nd co.p.r.d
to the ••••••••ur•••nt. on the •••••••pl.
with qround tac•• (CUT).
Thi. method's robu.tn••• v•• t •• tad by h.vlnQ three
operators m•••ure the ••me .l.b .ample •• p.rt ot •
routine .erie. ot lDe••ur.lD.nt., .nd then cOllIparing th•••
to the pebble .action ax••••a.urad on the .allle .l.b tace
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that had boon oround flat on a lap and polllhad. Plotl A,
Band C ln F10ure 3.6 111u,trata that all thrao oparator.
basically obtaln the sa.e population dl,trlbutlon of
lIIea.uromenta. Tha on 1 y operator bias that occurs 1. wl th
tho s.all pobble sectlon" operator A 1lI0a.urad IDore ,.all
pebble. (10" than flvo 1lI1111Il1etr•• ) than did operator. B
and C. The cut and Q round .ect 1on, howevor, do.. .how a
,1Qnlt1clntly I",aller population. Thll II becau.e lt 1. a
truly rando••ectlon throuOh tho pebble,. The ••ctlon.
m•••urod on tho broken lurtace of tho .lab .ample by
oparator. A, Band C cOlllprl •••ecUon. at the pebble. that
aro .. con..quanca o~ tho tracturino at the rock by the
oxploslve bla,t durlnQ 1II1nlno. Whon luch a tracture
propaoat.. throuQh t.he rock the pobbllll preterent.lall y
break at tho thlr-ds and halt posHlon. (RoerlnQ, 1979,
1980 and Brl00R et al., 1994). Thl, clu,e. a bia. toward.
a lar-oar pebble .1zo.
The m.a.ured populat.ion dhtribut10ne at the 10n9 and
Rhort axaR at the pebble. 01van ln thl••tudy are thu. a
tunct10n at nUlllerou. factorRl
(1) The pebblo IDa•• froquency d1.tr1bution.
(11) Tho avo riO. pebblo 'hlPO, tho varlation ot that .hapo
wlth ,1ze and t.he varlaUon at the .hlpe for one
(111 ) Any preterred or 10nt8Uon ot the pobble., tho
con.l.tftncy ot that orientation and tho anQlo ot tho
.lab relative to that orientation.
(Iv) Tho nature ot tho pebble tractur1nq.
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(v) Tho number ot pebblOi availabla on a qiven .ampla.
(vi) Tho er r cr in the mea.urolllent, includinq operator
bi ...
~hla unquantitlable ranQo at detarminanta at tha .ectioned
pebblo 8ize prohlblts a reconstruction at the true pebble
d 1man.l on. ln the VRP at the tha.har... All the quoted
pebble dlmon.iona ln thl. the.l. can thu. only be
con.ld.red all a relatlve and bla.ed m...url ot the
population. Tho moallurinQ tochnlqu., howevlr, 1. robuat
onouQh to detect chanoea in the p.bble populat 10n betweln
va r Lous lithor.cloa and within on. lithotacias. The
moasuroment at two axoll on each p.bbll and the
documontation at 011 visible pebble. in a qiven ••mpla
alao p r ov I de more intormation on the pebble population
than, tor oxampl e, tho maalurement at the ten 10nQo.t axe.
in a tixed population.
Tho pobble size data tor all tho .tudied lIite. 111 01ven in
Appondi Cell V and VI.
3.2. J X-ray photooraphy
Staroo.coplc X-ray photoQrapha ot about tin POl' cent ot
the .a.plol were taken. For th1. unltoraly th1ck .lab
Ralllple. were placod on atandard lIl.dical X-ray til. and
oxpo.ad with X-ray. tro. a 80 kV .ourco (Slltart. -Ereaco'
lndu.trlal X-ray .ourc.). Expo.ure ti.l. ranoad tro. 2-6
.1nut.••• Two e.po.ure. at each ea.pl. were takon, each
wlth tha laurel t.Ut.ed 3,6· tro.. tho vertical. The X-ray
tll. nOQaUve••how t.ho po.1Uona ot th. pyrlt.e Or"81n. and
(lold oralnc in thrae dlaondona w1t.hln tha .a.pla, when
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viewed throuqh a stereoscope on a l1qht table. In highly
mineralized samples the pyrite also outlines the pebble
geometries, enabling the study at their morphology. A
total ot 31 samples tram 21 Iledimentological sites were
stUdied in this way.
3.2.4 Thin sections and polished sections
A thin section and a polhhed section were cut tram most
slab samples (Appendix V). The polished sections were used
tor a qualitative determination at the economic mineral
assemblage.
Point Counting
A portion ot the thin sections were point-counted. This
was done in order to determine the composition of the
various lithofacies within the VRP and its surrounding
stratigraphy.
The point-counting method described by
Hutchinson (1974, p.56-5B) was used. The thin Bections
were sBmpled on a 0.5 mm grid. On averaqe 995 point counts
per thin .ection were taken. A Nikon binocular microscope
and a Swift electric stage and point counter were used.
Three constituents were counted I quartz, clay minerals
(i.e. mica.) and opaque minerals. The cla..itication




A measure ot the grain size distribution at the VRP matrix
was obtained trom measurement ot the longest apparent axe.
ot 160 randomly selected quartz qrain. on each thin
section. For this a Leitz im8qe analyur linked to a
standard Leitz optical microscope wa. used. The
measurement was taken under crossed polars. The ax is ot
every optically continuous, rounded qrain, part at who..
section was within a ·sampl1ng square' etchod in the
ocular was measured. The samplinq square was pro<;lressively
moved over the thin section until 160 axes were measured.
This long a)(is data were processed by ulIlinQ a maximum
entropy analysis (Full et a1., 1984 and Perillo and
Marone, 1996). Here tho parent population at all 16 950
axes mealllurod is plotted on one histoQram (Fiqure 3.7).
This parent population is then sub-divided so that each
subdivision contains equal numbers ot measurements. When
each ind ividual sect i on is plot ted on the max i mum entropy
ax i sit reveals the max imum di t terences between samples.
This is because thero are more subdivisions where thare
are many readings, and less where there ara tew readings.
It one compares the maximum entropy scala to the
arithmetic Bcale or the phi scale in FiQure 3.7, the
advantaQa at this type ot analysis becomes apparent, on
the arithmetic scale, tor example, a larqe proportion ot
all tha readinQs would tall within the three smallest
cate<;lories. This would tend to make all tha individual
plots mora unitorm. On the maxlmum entropy Icala, this
ranq_ ls covered by nlne ot the ten subdivisions.
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4. DESCRIPTION - SEDIMENTOLOGY
4.1 Uncontorai ty Surtace Shape
~he Vaal Reat palaeoplacer (VRP) is very clo.ely
associated with a reQional anQular uncontormity surtace.
Th i s angular uncontormi ty surt ace tran8qrulles
approximately 60 m ot the underlying IItrat1qraphy.
The angular uncontormity surtace at the base ot the VRP is
a remarkably !lat, regionally consilltent lIurtace. On the
scale at the qoldtield it 111 only very llliqhtly ~wavy' in
its nature, resulting in the VRP's rudite describinq very
broad northwest-southeast trending channell. These have a
width-to-depth ratio in the order at a thousand (Hinter,
1976).
In th i G thes is the degree ot i rregulari ty ot the
uncontormity surtace in the documented situ is quantitied
using a bed reliet index (SRI).
The BRI is calculated as tallows (Smith, 1970) I
whore T ill the elevation at a relative high point between
two lOWII, t 111 tho elevation ot a low point between two
hiQhs, L ill the lenQth at the mapped ..ction, and Te .. , T..
are the elavation. at tho ands ot tho mapped .ect 1 on (Te
ill added ot it ill a hiqh and subtracted at it 1. a low).
The DRI il thoratore tha sua at the dittarencell ot every
low point subtracted tram uch ot its two adjacent h1qh
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points d1vided by the len9th ot the mapped .ection (in the
same units) and multiplied by 100. Hultiplyino by 100
gives a convenient number greater than 1. An example ot a
SRI calculation is oiven in Smith (1970, p.3011).
~he average DRI tor the VRP in the thui. area i. 3.4. The
average BRIs for each mapped section ot this thesis are
Qiven in Table 4.1.
A plan view of the variation ot the SRI of the
unconformity surtace over the thesis area 18 oiven -t n
Figure 4.1. The western portion ot the th8llis area has
significantly higher BRIs, 1.e. the unconformity surface
is less regular. The most i rregul ar unconformi ty surface
occurs in the north -western port ion of the thesi s area.
The most even uncont'orm1 ty surtace occurs in the central
and north-eastern portion ot the thesis area.
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Table 4.1. TABLE Oll THE BED RELIEF INDEX (BRI) os THB
UNCONFORMITY SURFACE AT EACH STODY SITE (CR •
BRI ot the unconforat ty surface under the
channel t zed rudi te, OR • BRI of the
uncontorat tv surface under the upper rudi te).
SITE AVI-;. en UR
Dill






014 2 0.8 0.8
E14 ·1 4.) 4.)
E14-2 O. ) O. )
FlO 1 11.8 11.8




Fl0-6 5.0 8.6 3.0
Fl0·7 6.2 8.6 3.2
Fl0-8 9.5 13.0 4.1
Fl0-9 7.4 12. a 3.6








G11 -1 1.~ 1.9
G11-2 2.7 2.7
G11 - ) 1.4 1.4
1/10-1 7.5 7.5
1110·2 4.0 4.0




If 10-5 1.7 1.7
1/13-1 1.7 1.7
112 - 1 3.2 3.2
J12-1 2.4 2.4






J12-8 3. 1 3.1
J12-9 1.4 1.4




J 12· 14 3.3 3.3
J12-15 3.0 3.0





J 1) ·1 1.0 1.0
K1)-1 7.2 7.2
K1) 2 3.6 3.6





o 0 0 0 0 0
s 9 s 10 g 11 s 12 g 13 g

































Fiquro 't.l Plnn viow of th.. th".t. nraA .hnNlnq th.
variation in th.. DRI of th..
unconforMitv.urfnca. Th" W01lt.rn portion of
tho aran contain" tho .ost channcrli zlPd rudl t ••
and th. h I Qt".P. t un I ••
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4.2 Li thofacie.
The sediments .tud i ed in this th.si. ar. cl ••••d a.
rudite., arenite. or arqlll1tes. Rudites contain cla.ts
with sectioned long axes qreater than tour milli metres. An
~rgillite contai ns more than e i9hty per cent clay
minerals. The arenites, in turn, are lubdivided using the
class1t'ication 01' Okuda (1971). Since the VRP sediments
contain no visible 1'eldspar and very low concentration. ot
rock traqments, the only portion ot the Okuda
clossification that is used is the distinction between
quortz areni te and quartz wacke. A quartz aren i te is an
aren 1te with less than titteen per cent clay mine ra I sand
a quartz wacke is an arenite wi th more than ti tteen per
cent clay minerals.
The classitication 01' rudites and argillites in the
studied sediments is possible trom visual inspection of
the rocks. The quartz arenite and quartz wacke
classification, however, requires quantification 01' the
clay mineral content of the arenites. For this purpose a
selection of 45 thin sections 01' the various arenites in
the thesis area were point counted usinq the method
outlined in Section 3.2.4. of Chapter 3. The selection
inc I udes the aren i tes of the Hapai.kraal Hember underl y inq
the VRP , the arenite immediately overlyinq the VRP
rudite. (VRP arenite) and the arenite. of the Zandpan
Member of the Strathmore Formation (Table 4.2).
The aver.qe quartz content of tha Hapai.kraal He.ber
ar.nite. 11 53.6 p.r cent, the averaQ. clay mineral
content 45.7 pDr·cant and the averaoe opaque .ineral
content 0.7 per cant. The average quartz content 01' the
VRP arenite 11 72.3 per cant, the av.nOD clay minaral
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Table 4.2 TABLR OJ! QUARTZ, CLAY MINRRAL AND OPAQUE MINRRAL
POINT COUNTS ON TUIN SBCTIONS OF VARIOUS ARRNITR
LITnOJ!ACIKS IN TUR STRATIGRAPUIC SBCTION J!ROM




SITE TOTAr. QUARTZ CLAY OPAQUE QUARTZ CLAY OPAQUCOUNTS COUNTS COUNTS COURTS \ \ \
M.1Pid skraa l M.
M.lp.tlnkrllill M.
M,II',tlnkra,ll M.




M,q)d i nkra.i l M.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































content 26.8 per cent and the average opaque mineral
content 0.9 plr cent. The average Zandpan Member arenite,
in turn, contains 59.0 per cent quartz, 40.7 per cent clay
minerals and 0.3 per cent opaque minerals. On average,
therefore, all arenites in this thesis ara classed a&
quartz wackes. The VRP arenite contains the low.st clay
mineral content of all the arenites. Five of the thirty-
three VRP arenite samples in fact plot in the Quartz
arenite classitication of Okuda (1971).
4.3 Li thofac1ea Sequences in the Vaal Reef Heaber
Two detailed sedimentological sections through the Vaal
Reef Member are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, one at J12-4
(Figures 4.2 and 4.3), and one at £14-2 (Fiqure 4.2). Both
reveal that the Vaal Reef Member is an approximately five-
metre thick fining-upward sequence which cccur s on a
regional angular unconformity surface. The general
sequence wi thin the Vaal Reef Member starts wi th a matrix-
supported rudite followed by a coarse-grained quartz
wacke, in turn followed by tiner-grained quartz wackes
intercalated wi th arg illaceous partings.
All 61 sites ot the VRP mapped in this thesis display the
Bame three lithofacies a& the above detailed vertical
sections, the unconformity surface, the matrix supported
rud i te, the quartz wacke and tha arg illac.ou. part i nqs (in
that sequence). A port ion ot the mappod ..ctions contain a
further three lithofacia•• The additional lithofacies are
keroqen, channeli zed rudi te. and channelized areni te••
Kerogen occurs ~t 22 site. (36 per cent), channelized
rudites at 12 lit•• (20 por cent) and channeUzed arenite.


























.. argillite ~ lrn
c=J arenite
rudite
Figure 4.2 Sediaonto logical logs through the Vaal Reet'
Heaber at K14-2 and J12-4.
Figure 4.4 is a schematic illustration or the six
11 thorachl that canst i tute the VRP.
In this chapter, eech or these six lithoracies is
dascr i bed in turn. The descri pt i on Qenerall y ha. the
tollowinQ tormat (Where applicable).
(i) .tratiQraphic pOllit1on at the lithotaci •• relativ.
to the anQular uncontormity.
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Fiour. 4.3 DDtalled sedimentological ••ction through ~h.
VRP and ·tho Vaa I Rltof Mmnber at oJ 12-4.
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(iii) average thickne•• and geographical distribution ot
thicknesses or the lithotacie. in the thesis area.





description or the mineralogy.
average pebble long- and short uial dimensions.
goographical variation at pebble 10n9- and short
ax18l dimensions.
(viii )arenite long axe. dimensions.
(ix) geographical distribution ot arenit. long ax•••
(x ) sedimentary structures and their orientations.
,..---------- .-=--------------'7 quartz wackes
- argillaceous parting.....-..~~~~~~a;;;:> <=<S:7 c> <::::>
.. .... , .... .. '. .. .. . . ..: . " .. ..'
~~-;""fuo _''!.•(ll'a!.~.·~._d.tJ..·i:~Or.900 ...~.o.\.&i:t••: ••,•••: .•- ud't~ .... / .....-. "" upper t I e
.,. I o'~·::-\..0·::- C annclizcd oreoite <,
. ~.o' ~,!-' keroQcn
disconformity surface unconformity surface
channelized rudilc
Figure ••• 8che.atic section through the VRP illust.rating
the occurrence at the six lithotacies.
'.3. 1 KerofJon
Stratigraphic Position
Kerogen, where present, nearly al"ay. occur. at ths ba••
at the sequence, .d i rsct 1y on the angular uncontorlDi ty
surtace (Table •• 3 and Plat.. '.1, '.2). aenerally only
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one stratigraphic layer is present (Table 4.3). At three
of the twenty-two s 1 tes, however, a second kerogen lamina
i 0 present, but occurs lelillil than five centimetres above
the uncontormi ty surface.
Geographical Distribution
Kerogen occurs in th 1 n decimetre seal e horizontal sheets.
The lateral sectional distances 'over which these sheets
olCtend range between 5 em and 250 em. The average
sectional length of the kerogen sheets is 60 cm.
The geographical distribution ot the averaqe trequency of
occurrence of kerogen (calculated from the length ot
kerogen as a percentage at each t ive metres at mapped
section) is listed in Table 4.3 and illustrated in
Figure 4.5. Kerogen is tar more abundant in the eastern
portion at the thesis area. The north-eastern portion is
particularly abundant in kerogen.
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Table 4.3 TADLE OF TilE POSITION AND OCCURRKNCK OP KEROGKN
IN TilE TJlHSIS ARKA (NO•• No. ot laainae,
uncont. .. on the uncontoral ty sur1'ace, UR •
wl thin the uppor rudi te, " OCCUR • average
percentage trequency 01' occurrence at sheets
wlthln a 5 a soction 01' palaeoplacer, MAX.
LKNGTJI • lonqest stretch 01' koroqon sheets
aooRured, MHAN LKNGTJI • average longth 01'
korogen sheots).
. MAX. MEAN
-SrTE NO. POSITION OCCUR LENGTH rlENGTH
C11-1 1 unconf. 5\ /.0 cm 1~ em
C14-2 1 uncon f . 25\ IRa em 180 em
C14-3 1 uncont . 90·. 150 cm 140 em
D1) 1 1 11I1COI1!. 90·. 40 em 30 em
D14·1 1 UI1COI1 f . 60\ 110 cm so em
D14-7. 1 11I1COn f . ~O' 100 cm 100 em
1-:14 1 1 unconf . JO\ 110 cm 110 em
E14 2 1 unconf , J•• 30 em 15 em
FlO-l0 1 unconf , 4·~ 50 em JO em
1110-5 1 11I1C0I1 f . 30\ 160 cm 60 em
111 3 -1 2 UR IUI1COn f . 90\ 60 em 20 em
J12 1 1 UI1COII f . 1" • 150 em 40 em.1 •
J 12-2 1 unron f . Pj~. 210 em 50 em
J12-3 1 unccnf . 9; 120 em 50 em
J12·4 2 UR-unconi . 10\ 100 em 50 em
J12-5 1 unconf , 5~. 70 em 40 em
J 12 8 1 unconf , 2\ 80 cm 80 em
J12·13 1 unconf . 5\ 40 em 20 em
J12-14 1 unconf. 8\ 40 em 30 em
.]13 1 1 unconf . 70"- 50 em JO .:m
K1) -2 1 unconf. JO·, 110 em 110 em
K13 J 2 URiullC'onf. 70\ 250 em so em
Kerogen thicknoss
Lom 1nae th icknocseR rango botween 1 mm and e mm. Ot ton
kerogen is p r eae n t, only as a colouratlon ot the
uncontormity surtace, and can b. detectod by a poncll-11k/)
marking tram r ubb t n q ono'l: tinQer on tho contact, or ar.
sma 11 speck. in tho uppal' rudi ta matI' 1 It
















Figure ' •• 5 Plan vicw of tho thani!1 Area nhowinq tho
occur r encew of kcrogun nhuntn 4G a parccntAg.·
of ovary:; m of llIappud _action. t<QrOODn is ",o~.t.




Kerogen is a black amorphous mixture that consists
predominantly of aromatic and short-chain aliphatic
hyd r o c a r bon s , aromat i c and other organic-suI phur
compo und s , as well as o r qan I c free r'adicaIs (Zumberge
ot 01., 1977,1970 and 1901). Polished sections reveal
that tho ke r oqe n contains high concentrations of gold,
ur an t n i t e and brannerite. The uraninite tends to occur as
d t e c r e t.e grains within the ker'ogen matrix, whereas the
gold and br anne r i t;e occur' as vein type precipitations in






[r. ·~ - I'.;;;.:.: pyrite
• quartz
o gold
~ uraninite with C}Jlena
Figuro 4.6 01&9rl&. o~ a horizontal aoction through a
typical apoc i ••n at co I u.nar' kftroCJon
(looking devn), .hovlng tho dlatr'lbutlen or
C)old In the apaceR batvoon tho korogon celuan"
And the uranlnlto •• grain. vithln tho celuanA.
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Thin argillaceous layers are often sHuated directly below
or above the kerogen. An analysis of the peak height
percentages of an X-ray diffraction spectrum of such an
argillite (sample No. 045 at C14-2) indicates that it
contains 49 per cent muscovite, 24 per cent quartz, 15 per
c e n t, chlorite and 12 per cent pyrophyll1te. The muscovite
is of the 2M1 polytype (O.K. Hallbauer, pers ,
communication, 1986).
Associated Pebbles
The kerogen is always overlain by the pebbles of the upper
rud i te, but none of the kerogen documented contai ns quartz
clasts larger than sand size.
At site F11-3 the basal argillite associated with the
kerogen contains scattered pebbles. Six vein quartz
pebbles were extracted from this argillite. These were the
only pebbles of the VRP that could be extracted as whole
pebbles. Their dimensions are listed in Table 4.4.
Figure 4.7 is a Zingg diagram (Zingg, 1935) of their axial
r-a t.Lo s , The pebbles are equant to slightly disc shaped.
They also show a high degree of sorting.
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}ilble 4.4 LENGTHS OF LONG, INTERMEDIATE AND SHORT AXES OF
SIX VEIN QUARTZ PEBBLES EXTRACTED FROM AN
lJNCONFORM I T V RELATED ARB I LL ITE UNDERL V I NG A
KEROGEN LAM I NA.
PEDDLE LONG INT. SHORT
No. (mm) (mm) (mm)
1 25.6 16.0 14 .0
2 21.4 15.5 10.9
3 20.0 12.9 9.4
4 14.? 11 . ., 7.5
5 1).9 11. ) 6.0




















Figure 't.7 Zingg di ..,gro1lm of the int~rmr.di.. tn ov~r long
ver nus nhort ov~r int~rmediate .udal r .... tio'!:l of
!ibc vnp p~bbl~9 collec:ted 49 ...holo pP.hbl~'!:l from





The channeli zed rud i tor: always occur 1n discrete,
localized channels on the unconformity sur rac e , They are
invariably overlain by on upper rudite (together with an
associated quartz wacke and argillite unit, as shown in
Plnte 4.3).
The chape of the unconformity surface underlying the
channelized r ud i t e is often concave upward and ic
generally more irregular compared to the unconformity
surface under the upper rudite. The average SRI under the
channelized r ud I t.e s (CR in Table 4.1) is 8.7, compared to
the average DRI of 2.6 under the upper ru~1te (UR in
Table 4.1). Figure 4.8 compares the frequency
distributions of bed relief indices under the channelized
r ud i t.e s and the unde r upper r ud i t.e s ,
Geographical distribution
The sites that contain a channelized rudite are listed in
Table 4.5. The occurrences and orientations ot these
channelized rudite units are shown in Figure 4.9.
The channelized r ud t t e s occur in the ",ostern portion of
the thesis area. Tho no r t h-ve e t e r n portion at the thesi.:
area is particularly abundant in channolizod units. Horo
the channelized unit.e a l ao display thoir maximum
thicknoSlgos. At tho G9-l uludy aito, for oXAmple, t.ho
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FiqlwP ' •• 9 I'I.Ul V\PW of tlu' lh...;i·. ,,,,',1 ,.hllwinq thl'
di!.lrihlllinn of till' chiHln.. lizl'd rudil.~~.
clncllm..nl(~d. T'H'y o'II'(~ mu,.t "huncl.lnl in til,.
ncH'lh-w(~~,ll!rn pnrlinn of llll' lhr.!>i!i ,.,rril.
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Table 4.6 TABLK OF TIIR OCCURRKNCR OF CIIANNKLIZRD RUOI'l'K9
IN TUR STUDY ARKA (OCC. , • ave. longth at the
channolized rudito alll a percontago at each 5 •
at Boction, w .. width at tho channelized unit,
T ...oan th i ckno8s, IIld II standard dev i at i on at
tho thickness .oallure.entlll, 1 ••oan long axis
or tho pobblolll, B .. aean short axis at the
pobblelll, s'l ...oan short to long axilll ratio at
tho pebbles, or. II .oan long axi8 at the .atrix
quartz grains, Bod. II tacios d08criptor).
:;ITE ace. w T ~;u 1 :; 1;/1 at. sed.
.~ (m) (em) (em) (mm) (mm) (rom)
1"10 1 100 Hi 1'1 5 17 10 .63 Gm
Fl02 19 22 40 22 10 11 .59 .25 Gl,Gr.l
1"10 4 100 >7 17. 4 . 4 1 G.I!,Gm
FlO -6 313 >10 32 16 Gl, Grn
FlO -7 36 >'J 26 11 Gl,Gm
1"10-0 61 >14 32 19 Gt, Gm
F10--9 50 >12 7.9 19 Gt, Gil:
rIO 10 413 >11 30 1'1 Gt, (jm
FlO - 11 60 >1'J 2J 11 Gt, (;m
Fl0-12 6 5 P ., (; e
GO,) -1 100 >20 220 10 (;L
GIl - 2 64 7 0 4 .20 (;11
1110-1 100 >6 76 6 17 10 6'- .34 (;1.. )
1/103 100 >10 16 4 16 11 . '10 .)0 Ct
1110 4 100 >0 38 3 (~ 1












o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
SRI
Figure 4.8 fUstograa at the bed relief indo. ot the
unconforlDi ty surface beneath tho channel ized
rudi te and beneath tho upper rudi te tor the
docu.ented sites of this theds.
Averago thlcknoGc and geographical dlctrlbut!an at the
thlcknes:c.
The average th 1cknec s of the ehannel120d r ud ito 1 n the
stud1ed coetionr: 1a 36 cm. The variance at the th1cknoru:
ir: 302 em l • (F1Qure 4.10).
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channel ized rudi te
n • 105
o 10 lO ~ 10 ~o eo 10 10 III 100
thickncsoso (em)
Figuro 4.10 lIistogra. of the .easurcC: thicknosses or the
channel i zed rudi te in the thesis area.
The mean thickness within each section is listed in
Table 4.5. The range is from 8 em to 220 em. The
d i s t r i bu t Lon of channelized rudite thicknesses values in
tho thosis a r e a is shown in Figu['e 4.11. Out of the 16
s i to s con t a i n i nq chan n e 1i zed r u d i t e s , on 1y three c h anne J II
are not terminated by the ends of the exposuro, and a r e
thus p r e s en t as who 1 Q channels. The respective channe 1
widths ore S m, 7 m and 22 m, and the \lidth to depth
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•ve r tical: orilhmetric me un
of Ihe liltloIoOY'~ Ihl CknH5
4 km
Figura ,•• 11 Plan viuw of tho thu~i~ .'\rIM nhowing thn
geogr.,phic41 dlntrihution of t.ho chllnnrl1 Zf'et
rudi te th i cknr.!uU?B And the !itnnd.1rd dDV i ... t i on
of the thickne9B vari.'1tionn within It nr.ctioll.
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Channelized rudite geometry t'rom the detailed study at FlO
The medium-scaled study in the FlO block documented a
single north-south trending channelized rudite unit in
threo adjoining east-woct orientated raises (present in
all the sections of tho FlO block, except for the FlO-4
and FlO-5; Figures 3.1 and 3.2, Chapter 3).
The channelized rudite unit dicplays considerable
variation between the three sections (Figure 4.12). In the
northern section (1."10-12), the channelized rudite unit is
only p r e s en t, as a single 4 m wide and 50 cm deep channol.
In the central raise (FIO-2), it consists at' a set at' four
channels. The largest of there is 6 m wide and 60 cm deep.
The other three are smaller (2.5 m x 30 em, 1.8 m x 40 em,
1.6 m x 20 em). Each consecut i ve 1 y cuts the weste t"n
portion of the previous channel. This is documented in
detail in the sections of the channelized unit t't"om
consecutive blasts of the s ame stope (sites FI0-G to FIO-
11, Figure 4.13). The southern raise (FlO-13) again
contains only one channel, 5 m Wide, but only 25 cm d oe p ,
The geometry of this unit indicates that the channelized
rudite units might have finite lengths, and thus have I1n
overall scoop-shaped geometry. The length of this GCOOp-
shaped channelized rudite would be about 400 m.
The channelized rudite in the detailed study Gite of the
central r s t s e (sitos FlO-6 to FlO-II, whero a Ger10G of'
consecutive blasts at tho rzamo Gtopo wore mapped and
r:R mpIed, a a a how n 1 n F 1g u r 0 4. 1 3 ), b. a i c. 1 lyea n IZ 1 c t ,: (l t
trough crocabeddod rno t r i X-Ilupported rud 1tOil and t r o u o h
croccbedded aren 1 tOR.
The eastern portion at each at the tour channollZ c o e r r t s ••
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a more densely packed r ud i t e , The western portion of each
channel comprises II less dencely packed rudite,
















































30 40 50 60
I
70",
Fiquro 4.12 Scho.atlc d1ogra. ot tho VRP
1n throo oaRt-wo.t tronding rahoR ot the FlO
block (locality plan in F1CJuro 3.3, Chaptnr







Figuro 4.13 Fenco diagra. of the VRP in
consecut.ive blasts or the sa.e stope 1n the
11'10 block (FI0-6 to FI0-11). (The locality
plan is given in Figure 3.3, Chapt.er 3).
Average pabble long and short axes dimensions
A total at 687 channelized rudite pebbles \l8G measured on
four exposures. Tho mean axial dimensions ar a s
long axes I 17 mm
short aX08 I 10 mm
Figure 4.14 ill a plot or the 10nQ and IIhort axo. or all
thORO pebbloa. Tho channolized rudito contain. a unilllocl.11





_anI 17.22 I 6.01
f>hort ISxns
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Figure 4.14 Scatter diagraas of tho 10n9 verllUl: short
axial dimensions of all aeasured channelized
r ud I te pebbles and a histoqra. ot the long
axis .easure.ents.
Ge09..!..!!.P.hiclll variation or pobble long and uhort oxis
dimonciona
All tour UitOR uho,", tho Gomo uinqlo larQo pebble
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Figure ' •• 15 PI.ln vir.... of thr. thr.~i!l nrp.., "howing the
mean channelized rucHto pebble "Mial
dimenslon!l for the different documunted
study slt~s.
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Ar:-enite long aKis dimensions
The mean long axis of the quartz graino in the matrix of
the channel1 zed rud i te is 0.36 mm.
Geogr:-aphical distr:-ibution of matrix quar-tz gr:-ain long 8XOS
Ther:-e is no significant pattorn in tho va r l s t r on of the
mea n size or- the size distr-ibution betwoen different sitos
(Figur-a 4.16 and Appendix VI).
Sadimantar-y str-ucturos
The pr-edom1nant sed i mentar-y s t r uo t.ur e is trough
c r o s s be dd In q (pi-cross-str-atification; 1Illen, 1963). The
pr:-edominant facies is thus Gt (Table 4.5). However,
structureless r ud t t e s (Gm, Table 4.5) a r e also common in
the channelized rudite. Dna channel at GII-2 also conlains
a horizontally stratified r ud Lt.e (omikr-on-cr-oss-
stratification; Allen, 1963).
The intercalated areni tes ar e generally tr:-ough cross bedded
(St), but structureless ar en Lte s (Sm) and hor-izontally
stratified ar en t t e s (Sh) ar e also present.
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Figure '•• 16 PI.,n viow of" tho thQ!lhl nrcul ..howinO thl:!' Inn""
Ililt.rhc arl!'ni to qu.,rtz grain .iz", for I!'Ach
doculllentod &i te.
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4.3.3 Channelized Aren! te
~_t:-ratigraphic position
Tho channelized a r o n r tes occur in tho IIame Iiltratiqraphic
poe i t i on as the channo Ii zed rud i tes and are classed as
their fine-grainod equivalents. An example ot such a
channelized arenite can be seen in tho northern portion ot
Plata 4.4.
QQographical distribution
The channelized arenites have only boen occasionally
documented. This, however, might be due to the difficulty
in recognizing them, cinco they are only distinguishable
from tho arenites of the underlying Mapaiskraal Member by
lower argillite contant (a light gray instead of a light
green colour) and a concave upward shaped unconform1 ty at
the i r base. The documented occur rences of channe Ii z o d
aren i tes in the thes is area are shown in Figure 4. 17. They
are most common 1n tho central portion of the thesis n r e a ,
Ave rage thickness and geograph i ea I d i str i but! on of the
thicknesses
Tho av e r aqn thickness of tho channelized arenite is 10 em.
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Figure It.17 Pllin vir.w of tho thrnios areA ~hoHlng th~
goographical diotribution uf the




The upper rudite is the lowermost member of an about one
metre thick tin1ng upward sequence (base of the Vaal Reet
Member) consist1ng of the upper rudite ovorla1n by the
quartz wacke (VRP arenito) and then by quartz wackes w1th
intercalatod arg111nceouc part1ngs. The overall geometry
of the Vaal Roef Member is a th i n sheet-like un it one to
t.on metrea thick and approximately 300 square kilometrea
in extent. Tho upper rudite occurs e1ther directly on the
unconformity surfaco, on the unconformity surface w1th a
kerogen shoet, on a d1sconform1ty surface over a
channelized rud1te un1t, or on a d1sconformity surface
over a channelized arenite unit.
The unconformity and disconform1ty at the base of the
upper rudite is a remarkably flat horizontal surface. The
average BRI of the surface at the base of the upper r ud t t c
is 2.6, compared to the average BRI of 8.7 of the
unconformity surface at the base of the channe11zed r ud f t e
(Figure 4.8).
Furthermore, vho r o the surface at the base of the upper
rud i te det'ineB tho unconformi ty surfaco far removod from
any channeli zed r ud I tes it haa an averaQo BRI index of
2.3. Where it dnfineG tho unconformity within twenty
metros at a channelized rudito, it has a DRI of 3.9. Tho
unconformity aurface at the base of tho uppor r ud I to ir:
thus 18110 rogular in tho aroa. adjoining a channellzod
rudlto.
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Table 4.6 TABLE 0(1' THE OCCURRENCE OF THE UPPER RODI'l'E IN
TilE STUDY AREA. (T • aean thickness;
ad = standard deviation at the thicknesses;
1 • lIean long axis at the pebble.; s a .ean
short axis at the pebble.; a/I • 1I0an short to
lonq ratio at the pobbIA.; ar , • lIean long axia
ot the lIatrix quartz grains; aed. a predo.inant
racios descriptor).
~ i Lr. T :Jd 1 :J 3/1 a r , :Jcd.
(em) ( em) (mm) (mm)
ell 1 2 1 22 12 ,57 .34 Gl
C14 ··1 'J ) 12 6 ,67 · 31 Gm
C14·2 10 ? 11 7 ,67 · 30 Gm
<:11) 21: ) 11 6 ,59 Gm,Gt.J
n13· 1 24 1 13 6 .67 Gh
[) 14· 1 5 2 17. 6 ,67 .38 Gl
D14-2 lj 1 11. 7 ,61 .47 G1
r. 14· 1 'J 2 11 7 .6) .24 Gm
[141. 4 1 13 7 .51 G1
FlO· 1 'J 6 Gm
F10·2 tz ., ,., 11 ,62 .32 Gm
FlO ) 1~ 1 10 6 ,66 ,3'; Gh
F10-4 13 .J 16 10 ,65 .41 Gm
Fl0-lj 11 3 15 9 ,64 .32 Gh
Fl0·r, 1) r: Gm.J
noon 0 6 Gm
FlO ~ 7 Il Gm
FlO 10 I) R Gm
r ro 11 21 10 Com
no 1~ )0 10 (jh
rIll n 3 1) 6 ,62 ,30 Gh
F11· 2 ,., 'j 14 ') ,1;8 P Gh• k
F11 J III 1 10 6 ,S5 Gm
F12- 1 10 1 0 lj ,70 .32 Gm
F12·2 )() 1 16 7 ,59 Gh
r;()I) , 1n .! Gm
r,11. 1 I) ? 11) 11 .64 · 41 Gm
G11-2 11 '1 11 7 .67 ,2R Gm
c; 11 J 'I 1 III 10 ~n .31 G1•• r
1110 1 1] 2 .45 Gm
1110-.' 1(, '1 1J. 6 ,.,0 .2'1 Gm
1110· ) 211 '1 12 7 ,65 .4 1 (jl
11104 Ilj 'j Gm
1I10·lj 1) 3 10 6 .58 Gh
111) 1 I) 2 1) 6 .r.~ .21 Gh
I 12- 1 10 r 1) A ,6) · )'i (jh.J
J12-1 14 6 Gh, r.n
J12 2 15 r, 12 13 ,69 Gm, r.h, i~1
J 12·) II) 9 Gill, r.li
J12-4 19 4 1) 7 ,55 Gm,Gli
JI2-S 16 6 Gm,GIl
J12-6 14 3 Gm, Gli
J12-7 11 2 Gil, Gh
J12-8 11 3 .30 Gm, Gh
J12-9 11 2 Gm,Gh
(Table ••6 continued)
Site T 3d 1 3 5/1 ar , sed.
(em) (em) (mm) (mm)
J12-10 10 3 Gm,Cih
J12-11 13 3 Gm,lih
J12-12 11 3 Gm,Gh
J12-13 11 3 Gm,Gh
J12-14 13 5 Gm,Gh
J 12· 15 30 0 11 8 .73 Gh
J 12··16 24 2 14 0 .66 .47 Gm
J12-17 30 1 14 ? .67 .35 Gh
J12·10 6 2 14 9 .68 Gt
J12-19 11 1 15 8 .55 Gil
J12-20 47 2 16 11 .6? Gm
J13··1 6 1 Gt
K13-1 46 4 13 9 .70 .39 Gh
K13-2 7 3 G1
K13· 3 7 3 8 6 .74 Gh
K134 18 2 10 7 . 75 Gh
Geographical distribution
The upper rudite occurs at every site documented 1 n this
thesis (Figure 4.18).
Average thickness and geographical distribution at
th i cknesses
The trequency distribution ot the thicknesses at the
upper rudlte is shown in Figure 4.19. The mean thickness
ot the upper rudite is 16 cm. The variance ot the
population is 127 cm 8 • Thill compares to the mean at 36 cm
and the variance at 302 cm- tor the channeliz.d rud 1 t ••
The distribution ot th1ckn....s and th.lr standard
dev 1at1on. tor each 81 te 111 shown in Fiqura •• 20. The
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Flgur. 4.10 Plan view of' the the.i. ar•• sho... lno th.
occurr.nco of upper rud 1 t ••s a pllrc.ntaoe










upper rud i te
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Fiqure 4.19 Histoqra. at the aoasured thicknesses at the
upper rudi te in the thesis area.
Upper rudi te geometry from the detai led studies at F 10 and
J12
The upper rud ite is a remarkabl y cons i stent un it. I n the
longest sections documented in this study, which are on
the order ot 120 m long (F10-2, JI2-3, J12-4), the upper
rudi te could be traced vi thout break or Rioni t icant
variation throuohout each section. Thill lateral
consistency is apparent in all section. doculllented in this
thesia (Appendix VI).
In the detaihd atudy site. (Fi9ure. '.13 and '.21 thi.
lateral con.illtency i8 clearly evident. Geolll.trically the
upper rudite 18 a thin unbounded parallelepiped. Ba.ically
It can b... ld to compria. an extenaiva .he.t at rudite






























of Ihe lithology's thickness
harizontal = standard deviation /'
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Figuru 't.20 Plnn v"lew of' the th•• i. are••howlno the
distribution of upper rudi t. thickn•••es
and the .tandard dRvl.tion of the variation
of thickne•• within each docu..onted .it••
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J12-9 J12-1O JI2-11 J12-12 J12-13
unconformity surface
/ North
Figure •• 21 Pence diagraa of the VRP in
consecutive blasts at the saae stope in the
J12 block (JI2-7 to J12-13). The locality plan
i8 given in Figure 3.4, Chapter 3).
Average dimensions of pebble long and short axes
A total at 12 690 upper rudite pebbles were measured on 37
exposures. The mean axial dimensions aref
long axeSf 13 mm
short axeSf e mm
Figure 4.22 111 a plot of the long and short lXes ot all
these pebbles. The pebble population of the upper t"udito
is thus 81~nificantly smaller than that of the c:hannelizod
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Figure •• 22 Scatter diavra•• or the lono venus .hort
axial diaenaion. ot all ••••urad upper rud1 to
pebbl •••
The upper rudite otten contain. larve amountl at py r ito °
Pebble a1z.. and .hape. are thug viaible •• pyrita-treu
hollowa in the Itarao.copie X-ray photoQuphl at the upp o r
rudite aamplea. A qualitative .tudy ot 31 .upla. at 21
aita. reve.led two unit yin; propartie. at th. uppar
rudita pabble population.
9.
a.) The pebbles ot the upper rudite are extrelDely well
sorted. Host pebbles, whan viewed in three dimensions, ar.
remarkably similar in their three principal axial
dimensions. The largest, median and smallnt pebbles in
any given sample are generally relativaly clos. in size.
~owever, variations in the lIIaan size 01' tha whole
population in a sample do.. vary trom dte to site, with
the sites in the northeastarn portion 01' the study area
exhibitin9 tha smallest sizes.
b , ) The pebbles in the upper rudite are remarkably similar
in their shape and roundness. They detine very clear
prolate ellipsoids with an axial ratio ot about 10:6:4
(t"oughl y similat" to the pebbles extracted trom the
uncontormity related argillite at Fl1-3; Table 4.4 and
Figure 4.7). In all 31 samples only a sin9le bladed pebble
(in sample No. 917 at FI0-5) is evident in the A-ray
photogt"aphs. Classi f i cation ot the uppar rudi te pebbles
thus talls in the range ot r cunde d to well rounded to
extremely well rounded in the classitication by Sames
(1966). Approximate measurements ot rho (percentage
exter ior circumterence ot the pebble) tall in the range of
60 pet" cent to 90 per cent. The upper rud t te pebbl es hence
plot well within the littot"al tield on Sames' roundness
(t"ho) vet"sus elonQat 1 on (si9l11a - percentage ot breadth
compared with the greatest lenQth 01' tha pebble) dlaQram
(Sames, 1966, p.140).
Two dralkanter pebbl •• "ara also visible in the x-ray
photoQraphs. Tha t i rst dre1kant.r is in ulllpia No. 816
troll' site FlO-5 and occurs in tha upri;ht orientation on a
tor.set plana. The s.cond draikantar is in IImpl. No. 3067
tt"OID sita J12-15 and occurs overturnad n.ar tho
uncontormity surtace.
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Geoqraph ical var i at i on at pebbl e long and Ihort axe.
d i mens ions.
The pebble size. at the upper rudite in the north-ea.tern
portion at the thesis area comprise a linQ1I small pebble
p,opulat1on (FiQure 4.23 and see CU-l, C14-2, C14-3, 013-
1, 014-1,014-2, £14-1 and E14-2 in Appendix IV). The
upper rudito pebble population in the rest ot the the.is
area talls into three catoQorie.,
1) a single population at Imall pebbles similar to the
sites in the north-eastern portion (seo Fl1-3, F12-1, F12-
2, HI0-3, J12-1S, K13-3 and K13-4 in Appendix IV)
2) a bimodal clustering at pebble sizes (881 FI0-3, FI0-5,
Fl1-1, Gl1-2, HIO-l+2, J12-16, J13-1 and K13-2 in
Appendix IV)
3) a single population at large pebbles, similar to the
channelized rudlte samples (see FI0-2, FlO-4, Fll-2, GU-
1, G11-3, HI0-4, H13-1, 112-1, J12-1-3, J12-4, J12-5-U,
J12-17, J12-1B, J12-19, J12-20, and H13-1 in AppendiX IV).
The ditterent categories do not plot in specitic
geographical reQions. There i8, however, a correlation to
the distance tram a channeUzed rudite unitt the pebbles
in the upplr rudite overlyinQ a channeUzed rudite or
adjoining a channel compri .. one larQe population, the
pebbles r8lll0ved trom, but in the reglon at a channelizad
rudite, dilplay bimodal behaviour and the pebble. ~ar
removed tram a ch.onnelized rudite display a 81ngle 8mall
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Figure I • • 23 Plan vie" of" tho thosi!\ .rIP.. ,.howino the
Qeooraphica1 distribution of' the ..an lonq And
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Figure 4.2'. Schema tie diagram showing the relationsh ip
between the pebble dimensions of the FlO block
of the thesi s area and the posi tion of the
channa I i zed rud i tes.
A fur ther pa ttern tha tis apparen t from th" ~hor til 0 no
ratio versus lono a)(i. plots in Appendhc IV i. that in
sam.. sit ... th" plPbblv. of tho upp"r ruditlP .how • limitC!'d
.pr••d of short/long aMi.1 ratios, Q"nerally from 0.4 to
0.7 <..... CI4-3, EI4-2, FII-3, FI2-2, HIO-4, HIO-5, J12-4,
312-19 and J13-1 in AppendiM IV). All thlP othlPr upper
ge
rudite sections display a tull spectrulIl ot short/lonC}
axial ratios, C}enerally trom 0.3 to 1.0. Sections with a
limited pebble axis ratio ranqe imply that only elongate
sections through the pebble ellipsoid are apparent on the
outside surtaces ot the slab samples.
Limited Shor t to Long Axial Ratios
N
I
Wide - Spread Short to Long Axial Ratios
N
I
TREND DIAGRAMS OF SLAB SAMPLE ORIENTATIONS
Fiqur. 4.26 Trend diavra•• aho.,inv the orientation or .lab
•••pl•• vith • Hait.d .hort/lon; a.1a1 rAtio
.pr••d, co_pared with the orientation or .1Ab
•••pl•• vi th a wide .hart/lon; alia1 ratio
.pr••d.
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A plot at the Ivaraoo orientation. at tho Ilab .a.p1a. tor
each .actlon contalnlnQ the 1111litad .hort to 10no axl.
ratio. campa rod to tho other aactlona II .hown In
FIoure '.26. Thl. indlcat.. that pebbln in the upper
rudlta at the thoul. araa ahow a preterred orientation
with the 10nQut axoo at the pebble. al1;n.d in a HE-OW
t r e nd ,
Aronlte 10n9 ula dlmon.lonl
Thft mean 10n9 axlo or the quartz oralnl In the matrix at
tho uppal" rud I to III 0.3& mm.
G_ooqraphlcn1 dlotrlbutlon at arenlto lono auo
Thoro 10 no olonltlcant pattern In the variation o~ the
Illean 0lZ8 or at the size d18trlbutlon betwe.n the
dltrorent IIltu (Table '.6, FIQure '.26 and Appendix VI).
Thill could bo a conllequence at either unltormlty o~ the
arenita Qraln IIlzo, or It could be a tunction or the
relatively low .alDpllno donllty.
Sod IllIantary atructurao
Pour typo. at IIdl ..entary atructurea an pr..ent In the
uppor rudltll
1. Tho .Olt co••on typo at uppor rudlU U the
.tructurol .... val" I.ty (tic10. G., which occur. In
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Fiqure 4.26 Plan viev ot the the.i••re••hovinq the
oeoor.phical dhtribution at the ••an lono
•••• ot arenite or.in. at tho uppar
rudi to.
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2. Tha 88cond mo.t common .edlmentary .tructure in the
upper rudl te 1. hor hontal .trati ticatlon (t.c 1ea Gh,
wh lch occur. 1n about 40 per cant ot the .1 te.;
Tabla 4.6 and Plate. 4.1, 4.4 and 4.5). Thl. type ot
.traUtic.tion would be c l ••••d a. IIlU- .nd omlkron-
cro••·.tr.titlc.tlon by Allen (1963).
3. The thlrd lIlo.t common type 1. a .inQle-pebble horizon
(taci.. Gl, which occurs ln 9 per c.nt ot the alte.;
Tabla 4.6 and Plat•• 4.6 and 4.7).
4. The tourth and l ••• t common .edimentary structure in
the upper rud 1te 1. trouQh cro.sbeddinQ (pl-croaa-
.traUtication or Allen, 1963) which cecue s .t only
two sitos (facios Gt at C13-3 and J12-18; T.ble 4.6
and Pl.te 4.2).
Gooqroph leal var 1st 1on 01' sedi mantsry structure.
The Gm and Gh tac le. occur tOQether throulJhout the study
.rea. The sinQla-pobblo layer type 01' uppar rudlte (Gl)
occurs mainly in the north-eastern portion 01' the the.ls
ares (Table 4.6), Qonerally as.oclated wlth keroQen. The
Gt t.cie. comprl.es • thlcker m.trix-.upported rudlte, but
1. not 111l11ted to any apecltic re9ion ot the the.i. area.
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• • 3.5 Quartz Wacke
Stratigraphic position
~he quartz wacke always conformably overl1u the upper
r ud i t.a , No ev idence to r a di scontormi ty or eros i ve contact
betwoen tho quartz wacke and the underlyinq upper rudite,
as indicated by Minter (1972, 1976), 18 present in any of
the mapped sitos.
Geographical distribution
The quartz wacke occurs universally in all mapped sites
(Figure 4.27).
Average thickness and the geographical distribution at its
thickness values.
The average thickness of the quartz wacke 111 53 cm ,
Figure 4.28 illustrates the distribution of thicknesses
across the thesis area. The quartz wacke is very unitormly
distributed across tho thesis area.
The variation in thickness within each section ill also
vory small. The avoraQ8 standard doviation at variation 1n
thickneas within aoctiona ill only 3 em (about 1 por cent).
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OCCURRENCE OF QUARTZ WACKE
4 km
o 0 0





































Figure ' ••27 Plan vi ew of th" the.l", area showlno tho
occurrence of' the quar t z wac kl! aB a
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Figura 4.20 Plan viow or tha tho.i. aroa .hovinq t.ho
dhtt"ibut.ion or the quartz vacke thickno••
valuoa and tho .tandard doviation at
variat.ion tor oach docuaontod .action.
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Mineraloqy
The quartz wacke cons i sts most 1 y ot quartz, but contains
approximatoly 27 per cent clay minerals (muscovite,
chlorite and pyrophyll1to).
Average associated rudito pebble long and .hort axis
dimensions
A total at 597 pebbles in rudite layers within the quartz
wocke were measured (nomed ~pyrite grits' by the mine).
The meon axial dimensions arel
long axec
ah o r t, axes
o mm
3 mm
Figure 4.29 1c a plot ot the long and chart axes of all
these pebbles. The pebbles in the quartz wacke describe
one population. The size at this population is
significantly smaller than both the channelized rudite and
upper rudite pebble populations (Figures 4.14 and 4.22).
Sed 1 mentary structures
Four sedimentary structures are present t n the quartz
wacke I
1. StructuralesR wacke (tacioR Sm, Plat.s 4.1, 4.4 and
4.7). Tho Qon.,,18 at th1s "tratif1cation, however, 1a
most probably not a •• Itructural.1III un1t, but it
formed 811 a horizontally stratified w8cko
(nu- and olllikron crol:lI-lItrat1f1cat1on ot Allen, 1963).
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The mineraloqical and textural unitormity at t.he
quartz wacke makes the oriqioal cross-stratitication
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Figure 4.29 Scatt.er dlaqra•• ot the long venus .hort.
axial dlaen810n. or all pobble••oa.ured 1n
the quart.z vacke.
2. Horizontally att'atltled \lack. (fac1.. Sh, Platos 4.2,
4.3, 4.5 and 4.6). Both mu-croR8-.trltitlcation .nd
om1kron-croIJR-strat1f1cation (Allen, 1963) occur, but
the mu-cro.8-lItra tit lcation 1 II Illore COllllllon.
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3. Trough crossbedded wacke (facies St, Plates 4.2,4.6
and 4.7). This is generally ot the pi-cross-
stratification type but nu-cross-stratitication
(All en, 1963) sometimes occurs near the top of the
quartz wacke.
4. Shallow cross-cutting horizontally stratitied wacke
(Plato 4.2). In this sodimentary structure the
horizontal laminations occur in sets which are about
30 cm thick, and the overlying set cuts the underlying
sot at a shallow anglo (gamma-croGS-stratification 01'
Allen, 1963).
All sitos gonerally contain the first three sedimentary
s t r uc t.ur es (Sm, Sh and St). These mostly occur in a
vee-tical r;:equence of Sm, Sh and Stl the wacke immediately
above the upper rudite is generally structureless (Sm),
the a r an Lt e in the range at 10 em to 40 cm above the upper
rudite is a horizontally stratified wacke (Sh), and the
uppe r' 20 cm under the first argillaceous parting is a
trough crossbedded wacke (St). The shallow crosscutting
hor i zontally strati f i ed wacke occurs less otten, but where
it occurs it is found in the stratigraphic position
occupied by the hoe-izontally stratitied wacke.
4.3.6 A['g ill ito
Strat ige-sphi c poa it i on
The arQlllitoR dofinG the upper Rurtac. at the quartz
wacke. There 111 uRuall y a IIquencft ot thin utena i ve
111
arg illi te layers 1 ntercalated w1 th quartz wackes. The bulk
or the Vaal Reer Member, from above the quartz wacke to
whore tho d1scontorm1 ty at the base of the Zandpan marker
cuts the sequence, consists at argillaceous partinga and
quartz wackes (tor example F1gure 4.2 and 4.3).
Geographical distribution
Tho argillaceous partings occur at evary sito documented
in this ctudy (Figures 4.30).
Mineralogy
The mineralogy at the argillaceous partings in the
detailed section at J12-4 (Figure 4.3) was an a Ly s e d using
an X-ray diffraction technique. The lower argillite
(sample 3217) consists at 52 per cent pyrophyll1te
(AI.(OH) lISi.0 1 o ) , 28 percent muscovite
(KAI Il(OH) lISi:aAI0 1 o ) , 11 per cent chlorite
((Mg,Fe,Al):a(OH)II(Si,Al).Olo(Mg,Fe};a(OH):a) and 9 per cent
quortz (SiO ll ) . The upper argillite (sample 3218) c c n s Ls t s
at 65 per cent muscov1te, 21 per cent pyrophyl11te, 7 per
cent chlorite and 7 per cent quartz. The arglllaceoua
mineral content ot these partings is very hiOh compared to
other argillites in the succession (Table 4.7 and
Figure 4.31). Tho Moddortontein Mombor at the top ot the
Strathmoro Format 10n, tor examplo, contain. about soven
ti mos tho amount ot quartz campa red to the arq 11lacoous
parti n08 which occur onl y about one metre abovo the VRP
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Tabla 4.7 XRn ANALYBKS OF ARGILLITES IN TIIB STRATHMORE
FORMATION.
!iAMPLE ORIGIN MU!.iCOVITE PYROPIIYI,LITE CHLORITE QUARTZ
\ \ \ \
Channc l i zed rudi tc, G9··1
(:;ampl c no. 3259, 6 3 6 85
appendix X, XI
Bc15e of kerogen, C14-?
(nump l c no , 045, 49 12 15 24
appcnd i x X,XI
--
[)t1:Jl' of upper rudi tc, 1-"10-2
(namp l e no. 81O, 3 6 0 91
.ippcnd i x X, XI
uaae of upper rud i t;e , 1-'10-2
(namp l o no. 823, 0 8 0 92
append ix X, XI
Da:;c of UlJIlCr rud i tc , J 12: 12
(uamp Ie no , 3006, 0 0 8 92
appcnd ix X, XI
l nt orgill. parting, J12-4 28 52
(namp l e no , 3217, Fig. 4.2 11 9
?nd a r qi l L, ptlrtin9. J12-4
(sample no. 3218, fig. 4.2 65 21 7 7
Mod<.Jer fonlcin, scu t hvaa l 17 3 21 59
Modd~r f ont ein , !iouthVillll 7 0 39 '54









FiCJuro 4.31 Pie chart. 1l1u8tratlnCJ the X-ray dltt'raction
analY808 at' variOU8 arCJillitea in the
Btrath.ore For.aUon.
Sedimentary rztructur•• and orientation.
The ar91l11tarz are laterally ext.naive .urtacaa parallal
to the uncontormi ty aurtace and are unu.ual 1n thei r
extreme per8iat8nce, both r89ionally over the "hole the.iII
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ar-ea and locally within each site. In the J12-3 and J12-'
sections, tor 'example, the .ame ar-gillaceoull par-ting
per-sists tor over- 240 m. Typical appearances ot these
extensi ve argillaceous partings are documented in
Plates 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5,4.6 and '.7.
Two kinds at sedimentary .tructur-es are pre.erved by th•••
argillaceous partings. The most common at these are scour
shaped structures which look similar to the bottomsat at a
tr-ough c r os abad , These would be clallsed •• theta- or- iota-
cross-strat1tication in the scheme at Allen (1963).
F igur-e 4.32 ill a schematic diagram at such a scour-.
oroillaceous porlino
Pigur-e 4.32 Sche••tic diagra. ot • scour shaped structur-e
co••onl y preserved by argillaceous partings.
Hintar (1972, 1976) documented the.e teatur.. extensiv.ly
in his work (a typical example ot such a .cour is shown 1n
Hinter-, 1972, Plate 6). He inter-pretld th••e teature. a.
ba.al ca.t. at trough e r o ••blds. Hi. measurlment ot th.ir
axia orientation. yield. an la.ter-ly dirlction
(Pigure 4.33). In Pigure 4.33 Hinter-'. data tor the VRP
and the overlying quartz wackl are re-plotted on the .alll
palaeocurrent ro.ettes. Thl overall billodal-bipolar nature
116
at the VRP paleocur:-rents 1n the "hole ooldtield ar:-e
evident. In the thesis area the scour .hap.. also show an
east to north-east or:-ientation (Fioure 4.34) •




doto from Minter (U~72)
5km
-----
Fiqur:-e 4.33 Hinter'. palaeocurrent data troa Bti1 rantein
and Butrel.tontoin Gold H1na. ro-plotted onto
the .a.e palaeocurrent ro••tte••
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FIoure 4.34 Plan vinw o'f the th... is are. Ghowlno
palaRocurrent vectors 0'( tho hanglnow.11
scour••
llB
Tho .ocond ••dl.ontary .tructuro pro..rvod by th•••
arolll1tu art o.ymm.trlc and .ynll•• trlc rlpplo.
(Plata 4.7). Tho.o dl.play II ranoo at "av.1enoth. and
amplltudu. The moan wave1.noth at about 15 cm and tho
moan amp1ltudo about 3 CIll.
Tho orlentatlon trond. at th••• rlpplll hay. a wlda .prud
(F10ure 4.35), with 80llle -tt•••howinq polyllodal
orlontaUon. tram two clo.. ly a ••oclated arql11aceou.
partlno. (tor .xamplo J13-1 ln Plata 4.7). Tha ..08t co....on
trond 1a ..at-waat.
Slto J12-20 a1.0 cont.Jna a ladderback rJpple traln. Th18
comprJsoa a lArQo ripple traJn wlth a wavelenoth at 50 CII
and an amplltude or 5 cm toqethar wJth a p.rpandicular
wavo traln ln tho trouQha. The wavalenqth ot the
aub.1dlary train 1s 4 cm and tha amplituda 0.6 CIII. The
trond ot tho laroe ripple. 1a 110· (ESE-WNW); the trand at
the small ladderbnck r1pploa ls 50- (NE-SW).
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5. INTKRPRKTATION AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter three aspects of the VRP are consideredl
1. Interpretation o~ various sedimentoloQical features ot
the VRP (5.1).
2. Construction of pa laeoenvi ronmental models for the
depositional origin ot the VRP (5.2).
3. The subd Ivt e Lon of tho VRP into tacies (5.3).
5.1 Intorpretat.ion o~ Sediaent.ary Features
5.1.1 Unconforai t.y Surface
The very close relat.ionship between the VRP and it.s
angular uncontormi ty indicates that this surface is very
important to the genesis ot the ore deposit. This close
relationship is ·not restri~ted to the VRP, as nearly all
Wit.watersrand palaeoplacerlil comprise ruditelil on angUlar
unconformi ties.
Three sources of dat.a are used to make deductions on the
nature ot this anc;rular uncontormity surtacII The ~ irst is
the relationship of the unconformity lurface to the
lIequence. und.r 1y inc;r it in the stratiQraphic succe•• ion,
in particular the isopachll ot the Hapei.kraal Hember
(F i c;rure 5.1). The s.cond data.et pertain. to its shape and
its variation acroas the the.i. are•• This shape ia
measured \lith the BRI ot the unconforlDity .urface at each
documented .edimentoloc;rical .ection (S.ction 4.1 in
Chapter 4). The ·thi rd dat..et i8 ba.ed on observat 10na
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.ad. by Hlnttr (1976) 1 n... ly that the an91. ot
uncontor.ltyat StlltonUln G.H. 1. 11120 (0.47-) and the
a"(jla at uncontor.lt)' at Buttalatont.ln G.H. 1. 11360
(0.12") (Th. tvo ••••ur •••nt. ar•••parat.d by a
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'ioura &.1 Int.rprctt..,d taopach. or tho "apalakraal Ho.bar
ot tho 8t.lltonltln 'or.aUan (aodl_nt.r"
••qu.nco undorl,lnq tho VRP). ba ••d on t.ho
Intor••llon tn "Int.or (1972) and Anlrobu. at
!'.!.:. ( 1906). -
Tho roconltruclod laopach plan ot tho HapaUkra.l " ••ber
I. Olvon In 'lour. 6.1. It .. ba.od on und.rCJround
boroholo d.u by Hlnl.r (19'2) and Antrobul!!....!.L:. (1916;
'ioure 21, p.r.,,). Tvo tealuree ar. appar.nt on th•••
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Isopach., a) they are curved and b) the Ipacln9 incre••••
towards the loutheast.
The t.ct that they are curved lndic.t.. that the
Hapaiskraal r.presentl • lobe-shaped Iyltn. Thl. could be
~edlm.ntary In ori9in, luch •• a tan or a t.n-delta
(substantiated by unimodal louthe.sterly palaeocurrents
tor the Hap.iskraal Member (Hinter, 1972, 1976 and
Antrobus et al., 1986), or It could be • ruult ot
fit ructural detormat i on and eroa 1on.
The decreasinq spac i ng at the i sopachs towards the sub-
outcrop ot tho base of the Hapaiskraal Hember (containlnq
the "Hillar Reef" pa laeoplacer) indicates that the angl e
botween the unconformi ty surtace and the basal surtace at
the Hopaiskraal increases northwards.
Figure 5.2 is a section perpendicular to the Mapaiskraal
Hember lsopachs, taken at the densest distribution ot
isopach data in the plan by Antrobus et a1. (1986) (polnt
A is the northwestern corner of Stiltontein G.H.; point B
Is the triple point where the boundaries ot Buffelstontein
G.M. and Vaal Reefs G.H. meet on the Vaal River).
The anqle ot the base ot the Hapaiskraal Hllllber relative
to the VRP uncontorm i ty lurt.ce become. proqre.si vel y
shallower down the palaeoslope. This i. retlected in the
wldenlnq ot the leop.chl on the plan in Pl0ure 5.1. and
implies that the baae ot the Hapaiskr.al Hllllber and ot the
VRP become parallel at lome distance down the pal.easlopo.
P19ure 5.3 ls • plot ot the hopach thickne.. (t) versus
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Figure 5.2 Section through the Mapaiskraal Member and the
VRP perpendicular to the Mapaiskraal dips from
Stilfontein G.M. to the lower boundary of
Buffelsfont;ein G.M. and Vaal Reefs G.M.
These define a lineal trend. Fitting a least-squares line,
yields the function relating the isopach thickness (t) to
the horizontal distance (dl t
t = 22,5 l nt d ) - 157,5 (1)
Th t s curve has been plotted on the section in Figure 5.2.
It provides a reasonable fit to the Mapai5kraal section
from 2 km south of the sub-outcrop.
The slope of the base of the Mapai.kraal Member relative
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Figure 5.3 Plot at the isopach thickness at the
Hapai.kraal Heaber versus the natural
logarith•• at the horizontal distance.
Hence the angle it defines relative to the VRP is given
by:
dt 22,5
o : arctan _ = arctan __
dd d
(3 )
Figure 5.4 is a plot of the angles of uncontormity under
the VRP versus the horizontal d i.tance 1n the .ect ion
acrosll the ;oldfield. Three points are known I
1) The uncontormi ty ang le at at il tontaln G.H.
(0,47-, Hinter, 1976)
2) The an;le at the b.s. ot the Hapa1akraal Hember
relative to the VRP (0,40-, calculat.d trom the
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isopach-data up to 500 a trolD tho tub-outcrop ot tho
Hillar Ra.t in the Hapaiskraal Helllb.r itopach plan 01'
Antrobus et 01., 1906)






'i(Jure 6 •• Plot ot the anQl.a ot tho uncontorai ty veraua
the horizontal diat.ncea alonQ the .ection ot
tho VRP.
PIoure 5.S 1a • plot ot the natural loq.rlthal at the
uncontora1ty InQle, veraus the horizontll dlatance. It
detinea I stralQht lin. which yielda the function tor the
uncontoralty InQl. down the pala.oalop. I




This curve 11 plotted in P19ure 5.4 toqether with the
tunction tor the anQle between the ba.. at the Hapai.kraal
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Figure 5.5 Plot of t.he natural logaritha at the
unconforai t.y anglo versus tho horizont.al
diRtance along the section of' the VRP.
The interpretation of all this data is that the base at
the Mapaiskraal Hember is parallel to the uncontormity
surface about ten kilometres trom the SUb-outcrop ot the
VRP. The VRP is essentially conformable «0,05°) to the
Mapaiskraal Member sequence not further than about 1£1 km
trom the Millar Reef sub-outcrop.
The lIlorpholo9Y ot the uncontormi ty surtace at the ba.e ot
the VRP i. that ot • tlat extensIve aurtace. At pre.ent
this .urtace ha. been exposed over about 300 square
kilometre. and is generally tlat, with only a sl1Qht
dellree ot irl"l9ularlt.y (a ORI of about 2.5.). In the
Witkop tacie. area, however, the channelized rudltes are
incised deeper than the broad, shallow channel pattern. 1n
the re.t at the lIoldt'ield (Hinter, 1979) and have bed
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raliet lndiclt8 at up to 9. FroID the VRP 1I0pach plan at
the whole goldtield (Hinter, 1972) there appears to be a
second re9ion at increa..d BRt on the Stilt'ontein G.H.,
also indicating gre.ter inchion at' the VRP in this
ragion.
All the above intormation indicates that the uncontormity
surtace tormed as a consequence at an erollon ebout a
hinge-line which i. a strike-parallel 11ne about 18 km
down the palaooslope - whore the Hapallkrlll Member and
the VRP .equences are contormable. The stratigraphically
equivalent position at VRP in the Vredetort goldtield
(about 40 km down the paluoslope) wa. examined to test
th is hypothesis. A rudi te is developed at this po.i tion
(the Rou. palaeoplacer), but no evidence 01' a major
angular uncontormity is present. Also, stratigraphic
thicknesses and argillite contents are higher. (The Rous
palaeoplacer has occasionally been prospected tor gold,
but on averaq8 the grades are uneconomic.)
The uncontormity surtace, because 01' its hinged origin,
had several eros iona 1 and depos i tional regimes along its
dip direction. It shows a decreasing amount at erosion
down the palaeoslope. In Figure 5.6 this interpreted mode
at tormation i. summarised.
The cause 01' the tormation 01' the uncontonity .urtace 11
interpreted to be a drop in the ba.e level. The extensive
scale 01' the unconto rmi ty, as ",ell a. the lIllount 01' the
underlying sequence cut (which, 1n the northern portion or
the palaeoalope, emounts to about 60 .), indicate. a
tectonic uplitt •• the cauae at this .ove.ent.
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Piguro 6.6 Ochoa.tic dlaqra•• to il1u.trate tho propo.od
.odol tor tho tor.ation or the .nqular
uncontoral t, at tho ba•• ot the YRP.
Eu.tat lc loa-lovo 1 chanool oonerall y don' t occur over luch
laroo ranoo. (Curray, 1964 and Blatt ot. al., 1972). Tho
chanoo In t.ha anolo ot tho ba.e ot tho Hapll.kraal He.ber
relatlvo t.o tho VRP (Equation 3, FI0urI 5.4) indicate.
t.hat tho hctonlc uplitt un or-e.tor tovardl the
Dutteladoorn hult (Fiouro 5.6) • Thl. 1. 11.11ar t.o tho
·up-turn· Itructure docu••nt.od by Stanlltr.. t
at al. (1g06) In tho JohannOlburo ooldtlold.
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The variation ot the BRh ot the uncontol'lllity aurtace
acro.s the goldtield is interpreted to be a reault ot the
ditterence in tlows eroding the aurtace. The Witkop area
and the Stlltontein G.M. area can be interpreted to
represent the two entry-pointa into the sYltem. The
c;entral portion ot the goldtield (low BRII) represents the
area between the two tluvial entry points. Thia pattern in
the BRII at the uncontormity surtace il allo apparent in
the total isopachs ot the Vaal Reet Member above the
uncontormitYI it is about 10 m thick at Stiltontein G.M.
and in the Witkop tacies portion area, but ie down to 0 m
thickne.. in the centre ot the Qoldt1eld. This type ot
pattern i8 very similar to the one documented in the
Carbon Leader Reet palaeoplacer in the Carletonville
Qoldt1eld (Austin, 1986). Here Oberthiir (1984), usinQ
geochemical eVidence, also interprets it to be a
consequence at two t 1 uVial entry points into the system.
The regressive erosional model tor the tormation ot the
angular uncontormity surtace, 8S described here, contrasts
with that ot Hinter (1972), who sUQgects that the angular
uncontormity tormed as a consequence at an erosive
transgre.. ion. He proposed this model to explain why the
uncontorllli ty is such a t lat, extensive surtace, where the
transgre.. ive shoreline acted a. a control on the
tormation ot this surtace. Studies on Holocene
transgre.. t ens , however, (tor example Currey, 1964 and
SWitt, 1960) indicate. that tran.oresl1on. in tact do not
erode anQular uncontormitie•• Some Holocene tran.Qre•• ionu
do pari tiall y erode coa.tal .ediment., general 1 y rework ino
them on d1acontormi ty .urtace. (namad "ravinamenta" by
Switt ,1967), but, ju.t a. oaneral1y, "ride up" over tho
axistino deltaic and tluvial .edimente, pr..arvinQ the.a
under a new, 10w-enerQY, depo.itional environ.ent (Curray,
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1964). In this w.y t.r.nsQres.ions t.nd to decrea.e the
erosive power 01' t.he system by decre.. inQ it. potential
energy and, consequently, do not. result in .noular .
uncont'ormi ties.
~he reQussive .rosion.l model proposad in this th.sis
could .180 have occurred under shoreUne control, except
that tha shoreline was steadily retreatinQ. Thi. allowed
the tluvial Iyst.ms t.o erode the expond Hapaiskraal
Member proQressivel Y on • t'l.t uncont'ormity surt.ce. The
lack 01' rooted plants envisioned tor th.t time period
would also have prevented any siQnit'icant bank stability,
hence causing any tluvial erosion to be generally
uncontained. However, a problem wi th this model is the
apparent lack of coastal dune sedimentation, although the
dreikanter pebbles documented indicate wind .ro.ion.
5.1.2 VRP Hineralogy
The three dominant l' actors ot' the VRP' II minera logy are :
1. The adv.nced degree ot' metamorphism
2. The hlqh net quartz content
3. The maturity - m1n.r.loQical and textural - 01' the
detr i t.l ....mbl.CjJ••
Th. pre.ant VRP miner.loQY b•• ically compri.e. a
m.tamorphic ....mbl.Q. hosted ina metamorphos.d rud i te.
Ph11lip. (1986) plac•• the Witw.t.rsr.nd's met.morphic
r.CjJime at between 350·C .nd 400·C .t 2 kb.r ( ••e Section
2.5, Chapter 2). The reQion.l conditions outlin.d 1n
Section 2.5 ara .1.0 r.tlected 1n tha results at the
pre.ant study. Ev idenc. tor .et.morph 11. ara the
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metamorphic minerals such a. brannerite and phyrrot i te, a.
well as the microscopic textures 01' the economic minerals.
This has 81gniticant implication tor the interpretation 01'
the economic mineral distribution patternl.
On the larger acales, however, ths .edimentary controls
appear to become progresB1vel y stronger. This imp lies that
the met8lll0rphism had only a local ethct on the
reconstitution and redistribution 01' the economic ore
minerals. This the.i. contirms the concludons reached by
the "moditied placer theory" (ibid, Section 2.5,
Chapter 2).
The reconstructed detr i tal assemblage 18 mineral og i call y
very mature. Similarly, the shapes 01' these mineralogical
components - espec i a 11 y the qua rtz pebbles 01' the upper
rudite (Section 4.3.4, Chapter 4) - are texturally very
mature. Pebble sizes, tor example, tall in very limited
ranges, with tew long axes at pebbles ever exceeding 40
mm. Furthermore, the net quartz content 01' the VRP is very
high while the net argillaceous mineral content is
correspondingly low. Finally, the VRP'. grdn .ize
assemblage is extremely well sorted.
All three 11n.. 01' evidence (the high degree 01'
mineralogical maturi ty, the high degree at lortinq and the
rounded detrital shapes) indicate that the VRP sediments
have been .ubjected to a ••vere degree at attr i t ion,
movement and lorting at the time ot depol1t1on. The energy
t 1ux mu.t have been ve ry large.
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The oriqinal .ourc. ot the VRP·. mineral_ i_ unclear trom
the result. at the pre.ent study. It could be either a
cont inental Ica 1e 9 rani te-qreen_tone terrain (Vil joen
et al., 1970), or hydrothermally alterld qr.nite. (Robb
and Heyer, 1985; Hallbauer, 1982), or the pal ••oplacers ot
t,he West Rand Group, or the exi.tinq pal ••opl.cer. ot the
Dominion Reet Seri •• at Atrik.ner Lea... Mine (Raimer,
1986). The latter would have provided the VRP wi th a qold-
and uranium-enriched ••••mblaq., which p.rtly .xplains why
the VRP is such. high qrade d.posit (lie Section 1.1,
Chapter 1).
A turther mineralogical ~anomaly' ot tha VRP i_ the
relatively hiqh argillaceous mineral content ot the
partings above the VRP (Section 4.3.6, Chapter 4). The
origin at this could either be sedimentoloqical - in that
it represents a very low energy environment - or it could
be the result ot the removal ot si11ca durinq
metamorphism. The metamorphic model 11 substantiated by
unpub11 shed mineral 09 i cal data tram arqlll1 tes a_soc iated
with the Kimberley Reet palaeoplacer (G.N.Phlllips, pars.
communication, 1986). It is also substantiated by
unpublished oxyqen isotope data trom quartz pebbles
indicatinq large degrees ot tluid movemlnt in the
Witwatersrand (B.A.Skinner, pel's. communication, 1986).
A resolution a. to which at the two model. i_ r.spon.iblo
tor the high arqillit. content_ above the VRP, howev.r,




Both the channe Ii zed and the upper rudi tes at the VRP can
~e clasSl!IId as clast-supported in the wider ••nse (all
pl'oposed by Hat"ms et al., 1975). Both, howevlIl', display
vat"ying degt"88s ot packinQ, t"anginQ trom pebbly arenite to
a completely clast-suppot"ted l'udite. Furthumol'e, VRP
t"udites are genel'ally unimodal, well sorted, well r-ounded
and have a well sOl'ted matrix.
Fut"thet" appl1cati on ot the class i t ication scheme pt"oposed
by Harms et al. (1975) would desct"ibe the VRP l'udites as
containing a tabt"ic, displaying all types at
stl'atitication (unstratit1ed - Gm, horizontal
stratification - Gh, and inclined stl'atification - Gt)
and, tinally, as being ungraded.
Compat"ison at the approximate mean sizes at the VRP
pebbles (17mm) and the VRP 8t"enite (O,Smm) with the curve
in Harms et a1. (1975) (after Eynon and Walkel', 1974),
which relates the hydl'aul1c conditions under which a
pebble will be l'olled and a .and gt"a1n su.pended by' the
same flow, indicates that the VRP matrix arenite wa.
deposited at the same time a. the pebbles.
Among the relatively tew modet"n envil'onlllents in wh1ch
rudite. accumulate are alluvial tana, braided l'iver.,
ahoreline., deep .e••ubmarine tan. and Q!acial
envil'onment•• Comparison ot the VRP rudlte'e
chal'acteri.t1cs "ith tho.. ot typical Illodern l'udit••
cla.siti .. the VRP ruditea ae ol'iginaUnQ trolD eithel' a
braided fluvial e e • shoreUne tacie. Illodel
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(Harms at al., 1975 - Pigure 7.4 p.U1).
Arenites
A wide range ot aren i te sedimentary structures is present
in the VRP. The main structures arer horizontal
stratitication, shallow cross-cutting Itratitication,
trough crossbeddino, symmetrical ripple. and ladderback
ripples.
Trough crossbedd i ng torml by the accreti onary mi 9 ration ot
dunes (large ripples in the class1tication ot
Southard, 1971). Cocots ot trough crolillbedding indicate
unidirectional tlows with signiticant flow depths and
velocities (as represented in depth velocity diagrams -
Southard, 1971; Harms et al., 1975; Middleton and
Southard, 1994). A rule ot thumb suggested by
Harms et ale (1975) 1s that tho minimum water t low depth
ot trough crossbedd 1 ng is appro x 1 mately twice the
th1ckness ot individual sets.
Trough crossbedd i ng torms in most shallow environments.
Hence both the bra i ded t luvial and the lunate meoa r 1 pple
zone ot the nearshore environment could be responsible tor
the VRPI. trough cro.sbedding.
Horizontal stratitication in a coarse lind is oenerally
limited to beach .wa.h cro..-strat1tication. Under
unidirectional tlows the horizontal lamination that torml
troll upper plane bed tlow 18 generally 111lihd to tine
sand and IUt (Harms et al., 1975). Furthermore, beach
swash croal-stratitication also display. the shallow
cro.s-cuttino lami nat 10ns documsnt.d in the quartz wack.
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ot this study (tor example in Plat. 4.2, Chapter 4).
The symmetrical ripples and the ladderback ripples torm as
a consequence ot wave -base re lated oscillations. They are
very well documented in marine association. in the
11 terature (tor:- example Clitton and Din9ler, 1984;
Diem, 1985
Shsdin9 ot the occurrences ot the VRP sedimentary
structur:-ss in the environmental dia9ram atter
Heckel (1972) indicates that the VRP has its ori9ins in
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.. Stdimtn,ory IIrUC'ur" ,n 'he VRP
I ol't, '''cllot 1972)
Plqure 6.7 Sedi.ontary structure. cla••ed accordlnv t.o
environ.ent.., with the etructure. that occur in
the VRP .haded (after Heckel, 1972).
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6.1.6. Ded SegreCJation and Lentlcular1t,
A strikin9 teature ot the VRP, and ••pecially ot t.h. upper
sheet-11ke uni t, 1. t.hat udimentol09ical teat.ur•• ar.
l.aterally consistant over very 10n9 distance•• Many beds,
Qr'Qillaclous part inQs and ud i mantary layere can be traced
tor distances ot up t.o 240 m 1n underqround .xposure; but
ar'e probabl y consi.tent ovar even 10n91r distance••
Another teature ot the VRP - and a9ain especially ot the
upper sheet-like por-tion - is that the lithotacias are
very etfectivIly segr-egated into beds (compar'e the upper
rudite and quartz wacke in Plates 4.1. to 4.7.)
Work on recent r'udite deposits by Clitton (1973) indicates
that difterent deQr'ees ot pebbl e seQreqation and d i tferent
bed shapes are characteristic ot particular sedimentary
env i ronments. He dev ised a method for quantify inCJ the
amount ot pebble seg r-egation and the unitormi ty ot beds in
a particular exposur-e. The two tactorll are r
1. Pebble SeqreQation Factor. 150 - 1111
where m ill the midpoint ot a semi-quantitative pebble
percentaQe class (tor example the cla.s.. 0-10.,
10-20', etc. would yield m • 5, m • 15 etc.)
2. t.entlcularity Index. (Tlllax - Tmln) 11
whorl Tmax. max 1mum thickn••• ot a bed in a 6 III
••ction
TlIlln • lIlinimum thickne•• ot a bed in a 6 III ••ction
1 • lataral extent ot the bed within the 6 III
••ction.
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These two Illenures are calculated tor each Identl t lable
bed in a 5 m 10n9 exposure. Then all are averaged to
produce one pebble segregation tactor/lenticularl ty· point
tor an exposure. See Clitton's (1973), Figure 3
(Page 179), Pigure 4 (Page 101) and Table 1 (PaOe 191) tor
e.xamples ot how the calculations are pertormad on a
particular exposure.
Clitton (1973) applied this analysis to various deposits
ot known fluvial/alluvial and wave-worked orioin. He tound
that wave-worked rudites show low lenticularity and a high
degree of pebblo segregation. Fluvial/alluvial rudites, on
the other hand, show a high degree ot lenticulari ty and a
low degree of pebble segregation (Pigure 5.9). The sallie
outcrop anal ys is is applied to the t irst five meters ot
every mapped section ot the VRP (AppendiX VI). Plotting
this shows that most points tall in the wave-worked rudite
tield (Figure 5.9). The sections which occur in the
tluvial field are generally trom the PlO region ot the
thesis area.
The same outcrop analysis ill exclusively applied to a
channelized rudite unit. This plots in the tluvial tield
(Figure 5.9). Hence, comparison ot the pebbla segregation
and bed consistency ot the VRP rudites with modern ruditOll
indicates that the channelized rudites are fluvial in
ori9in and that the upper rudlta 18 wave-worked in origin.
Tho high degree ot separation ot sections in tha plot
indicates that this type of analysis could be lIlore
et tacti ve in discr 1mi naUng matamorphosed Pracalllbr ian
wava -worked frolll t 1uv ial rudi tas than other methods basad
on Qraln-size distributions (Sahu, 19641 Bark, 1970), or
the roundne.. and shaps ot psbbl •• (Call1eux, 1945;
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Sames, 1966J Dobkins and Folk, 1970), or pebble
imbrication (eailleux, 1945), or variation. in the basic
sedimentary structures (McKee, 1957), or a..ociated·
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s , 1 .7 Li thotacie. Sequence.
The VRP cons1sts ot six l1thotacie. (Chapter 3) and two
major Burtacosr the uncontormity surhce at the base (UC)
and the discontormi ty surtlce (DC) b.tween the lower
channel1zed units and the upper, sheet-11ke, unit. The
rudite and arenite lithotacie. also display a seri.s ot
environmentaltacies (Gm, GI, Gt, Sh and Bt).
Hence the VRP can be considered to consist 01' a series 01'
basic buildinq blocksr seven basic tacies (Ker, Gm, Gl,
Gt, Sh, St and Ar) which are ssparated trom each other by
tour possible types ot contacts (the uncontormity surtace
(Ue), the discontormity surtace (DC), a sharp detinite
contact (,) or a gradational contact (,,» (Table 5.2).
Using a coded classification (Table 5.2.), a
representative section 01' each sedimentoloqical section
can be compiled (Table 5.1.)
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Table 6.1 l'ACIKS SKQUKNCES FOR A RKPRKSENTATIYK HETRK OF
EACH SECTION THROUGH THE VRP. TH! YKRTICAL
SEOUENCK, BOTTOH TO TOP, READS FROM LKl'T TO















































UC ci, Sm" SIl" r.1l" SIl, Ar
IJC Gm, fllll" SIl, Ar
lJC Ker, Gm" Sm" SIl, Ar
UC Sm, Ker, Gh, SIl, St, Ar
UC Ker, ci, Sm, sr, SIl, sr., ne , AI'
UC Ker, ci, Sm" SIl, Ar
UC Kur, Gl, sn, Ar
UC Kor, Gl, Sm" Sh, Ar
UC Gm, Dc , Gm" Sm" Sh, Ar
UC Gm, Ct, DC, Gm, sn,, r.h" sn, AI'
UC Gh, Sm, Gh" 5h, Ar
UC Gl, Sm, DC, Gm, Sm, Gh, 5h, Ar
UC Gh, Sm" 511, Ar
UC I~n, Gt, se , DC, Gm, Sm" SIl, AI'
UC Gm, ci, St, DC, Gm, Sm" Sh, AI'
UC Gm, Ct, St, DC, Gm, Sm" Sh, AI'
UC Gm, Ct, St, DC, Gm, Sill" sn, AI'
UC Gm, Ct, St, DC, Gm, Sm" SIl, AI'
UC ci, Sh, DC, Gm, SM" Gh" sn, AI'
tJC ci, St, DC, Gh, SIl, Ar
UC Gh, St, Gh, sn., Gh" SIl, AI'
tJC Gil, Sh" Gh" Sh, Ar
UC Gm, Sm" SIl" Gh" Sh, Ar
UC Gm, Sm" Gh" Sh, Ar
UC ~m, Gh, Sm, Ar
UC Gm, Ct, St, DC, Gl, Sh, Ar
UC Gm, Sm, Gh, St, Ar
UC Gh, DC, Gm, Sh, Gil, SII, Ar
UC la, Sm, r.m, Sh, Ar
UC Gt, sr, DC, Gm, Sh, Ar
UC Gm, sn, Gh, ss, sr, Ar
UC Gt, St, DC, Gt, St, Ar
UC Gt, DC, r,m, sn, Ar
UC Ker, Gil, Sm, Sh" ()I" Sh, AI'
UC Ker, Gl, Ker, Gl, Sm" SII, St, AI'
UC sr, DC, Gh, Sm" sn, Ar
lJC Gil, Sm" Sll, se , Ar
UC f.h, Sm" SIl, Ar
UC Gh, Sm" SIl, Ar
UC Ker, Gh, Sm" Sh, si, Ar
UC Gh, Sh, AI'
UC Gh, Sh, AI'
UC Gh, Sm" 511, AI'
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Table 6.1 (continued)
SI T1: Ll T1lUrACIES SCQUENCE
JI2-11 UC 1:11, Sm, , Sh, Ar
J12-9 UC (;t\, 510, , Sh, Ar
J 12-11) UC Gh, Sm, , Sh, Ar
JI2-11 UC lill, Sill, , SIl, Ar
J12-12 UC 1;10, Sm, , 5h, Ar
JI2-U ur; lill, I' SIl, Ar,>ITI, ,
J 12-1(4 UC KOI', Gm, Sm, , SII, Ar
J12-1~ UC lill, !'>lll, , Sh, Ar
J 12-16 UC lit, DC, Gm, Srn, , SIl, Ar
J12-17 UC 1;1l, SIl, se, Ar
J12-10 UC lit, Sh, 1\ I'
J12-19 uc (;t\, Sh, I\r
J12-20 UC lim, 510, , SIl, Ar
JlJ-l UC Kor, Gl, Sm" Sh, Ar
KlJ-l UC Gil, St, Ar
KlJ-2 UC Kor, ci , Sm, , Sh, Sl, Ar
KlJ-'s UC Kor, m , KOI', Gi, 510, , Sh, Ar
K13-/4 UC Gil, SIl, Ar
Tabla 6.2. EXPLANATION OF THE CODES USED IN TABLE 5.1
SURFACES UC - Angular unconformity surface at the base of
the VRP.
DC - Di sconformi ty between the channeli zed and
uppe r sheet-l1 ke uni ts.
FACIES Ker - kerogen.
Gm - structure less rudi te.
Gh - horizontally stratified rudite.
Gl - single pebble layer.
Gt - trough crossbedded rudi te.
Sm - structureless arenite.
Sh - horizontally stratified arenite.
St - trouqh crossbedded arenite.
Ar - argiliaceoull parting or argill.ceous
layer.
CONTACTS - definite (sharp).
,,- transitional (or.dational).
Th i. i ntormation c.n b. anal ysed st.tisticall yin terllls or
a t.lly Illatrix .howing the number ot times anyone tacies
p••••• upwards into any other. Th. nUlDbtrs aut..ide the bOlf
are the row and eol umn tatah. A total ot 320 t.ransi tiona
are daculDtnted in 61 8ectiont.
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VRP EXPOSURES FROM THE UNCONFORMITY SURFACE UPWARDS
UC ,I)C Kor Grn Gil Gl Gt Sm Sh St Ar
UC,DC 12 21 21 2 2 2
Kor 2 3 10
Gm 1 19 6
Gh 14 22 J
Gl 2 9 3
Gt J 1
Sm 1 1 S 34 1 1
Sh B 8 49












o 15 23 JB 12 4 44 66 15 61
The same statistical analysis can be performed on the
channelized unit and upper sheet-like unit separately:
CHANNELIZED UNIT
UC Gm Gh Gl Gt Sm Sh St DC
UC 6 3 3 1
Gm 6
Gh




















UC DC Kof' Gm Gh G1 Gt Sm Sh St Ar
UC 12 16 21 5 5 2
DC 12 2 1 1
Kor 2 J 11
Gm 1 7 19 6
Gh 1 14 22 3
G1 2 10 4 2
Gt 2 10 1
Sm 1 1 1 5 34 1 1
Sh 1 0 a 49














o 15 15 31 40 17 14 45 67 24 61
These three tall y ma tr ices can be transtormed into a
tacies relationship diagralll graphically showinCjJ all the
trans i tions in the VRP and the number ot tillles each one
occurs (Figure 5.9). Prom this diagram it is clear that
tacieR relationships 1n thl VRP are very regimented, with
most tac i8S occur r 1nQ 1n a very t ixed ..quince above the
uncontormity surtace. Statistically, thera aro three
common tacias sequence. in the VRP (Figure 5.10).
The channlll zed rud i te-typa .aquence typicall y conelst. ot
a mas.iva rudite on ths uncontormity .urtaco, tolloved by
a trouQh cro.sbedded rudi te and a trouqh cro••bedded
arenite. Abovi the d18contorJDity surtact tht upper ruditCl
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chamehled rudol.
~PCI ,udlle QuOrlz ort'fllle orQllloceous porlino







Flgur. 5.10 The three most co_on facl •• relationsh ips of
the VRP in thll study .rIP".
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ls Qenerall y massl ve, tollowed by a typlcal quartz wacke
sequence (Sm,Sh '11th Gh lIyers).
The kerogen-type sequenco typlcally compE'1lOs a keroQon
shoet on tho uncontormity surtace, tollowed by a thln,
s.lnQ18 pebble-type (Gl) rudite and a wacke .equence.
The third common sequence at VRP i. a non-channelized,
non-kerogen one whlch conl18ts ot a horlzontally
.tratit1ld rudite (Gh) tollowed by a horizontally
strat1t1ed arenlte wlth occaslonal small-pebble rudltes, a
trouQh crossbedded arenite and, tina11y, an arQillaceou.
parting. In this third type thlck horizontally stratitied
pyrlte layers are common withln the rudite.
6.1.8 Palaeohydraulic Reconstruction
The basls at early palaeohydraulic reconstructlons 11es in
the assumption that the maximum t lows which occurred
durlng the tormation ot a placer were responslble tor the
depositlon at the largest pebbles that are apparent now.
Thls theory has a premlse that the .ource area could
supply all available 81zel, but that the maximum tlows
could only transport the Illaximal sizes now preserved ln
tho sediment troll' th18 source sediment. The maximum tlow
condition can then be calculated tram the application at
an entrainment e e i te e 10n to the larQe.t pebblos 1n the
doposit.
Tho most troquently u.od entrainmont criterion i. that or
Shiold. (1936), who relat.d the .hear .trell on the bed ot
a tlo" to a Reynold'. nUllber ba.ed on plrtlcle Qr.1n .120.
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Baker (1974) used thls type at analysi. to reconstruct the
hydraul1cs at Quaternary aUuv 1UID. Thlre are, however,
several shortcomlnqll in thil technlque I
The tirst shortcomlnQ is that Shield's Intralnment
c.rlterion applies only to sinQle-slzed sidiment•• In thl
case ot multi-size lIediments, such as thl VRP, Shield'.
e r 1tel" ion does not accuratel y ret lect the Intral nment
torces required to move a Qiven Qrain lize ot that
sedlment. Hany have trled to develop alternatlve
entrainment criterla. AmonQ the mo.t lign1ticant are thole
ot Einstein (1950), EQiazarott (1965), Day (1980), Komar
and Li (1986) and Clemmow and Nami (1986). Ot these, the
lat tel" have pre.ented the most up-to-date .eml-empi r ical
criteria that make allowances tor the ettect ot relative
gra1n .1ze and .orting on the entrainment crlterion tor a
given size.
The .econd shortcom1 ng at the application ot Shleld '.
entrainment criterion to calculate a palaeohydraul1c
condition is that only the upper limit ot the tlow can be
pred icted. HOlt rive rs display a marked seuonal val" lation
in their discharge. The sprinQ peak run-ott period in
Qlacial rivers, tor example, 1. qenerally re.ponsible tor
the major proport i on at thl sed i ment Ir08ion and
tran.port. Thl .ort i nq proce•••• re.ponsible tor the
tormati on ot the sed i mentary .equsnce, howlver, 90 on all
the time. Thl aim ot a palalohydraul1c rlcon.truction
.hould bl to Qlt a measurl at the averaQI tlow conditions
and not ot thl unusual conditlone that lIlay have attectld
tho depol1 t.
Clemmow (p.r •• communication, 1996) hu deVeloped •
techniqui that can predict the most COBmon flow condition.
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that occurred durin(;J placer tormation. Hh technique
relies on the a.llumpt ion that the bimodality of tha Qrain
size distribution ill a result of the praterantial
entrainment ot the i ntermediat. IIi ze. dur inlJ the lonQ.st
and most common flow ••
A rudit. can be considered to have been loqnormal in its
size distribution for the 18ke of statistical analyses. In
rea li ty, however, many sediments, includinq the rudi tes ot
the VRP, are bimoda 1 in nature since they compr i sa pebbles
in a sand matriK. Some documented sediments are aven
polymodal. BridQe (1981) interprets the breaks in the size
distribution to be the result of ditf'erent modes of
sedi ment transport. C lemmow t s anal yses and eKper i ments
indicate that the breaks in the size distribution could
also be caused by preferential erosion by the most common
t lows. In tact, the periods of' h iQh f'low do transport
large amounts of sediment, but they do not sort the
sediment very effectively.
The palaeohydraulic reconstruction is theretore done trom
the full grain size distribution of the sediment. It
results in a measure ot the most common palaeoflows which
affected the system. This is done with the application ot
Clemmow Ind Nami's (1986) entrainment criterion.
Due to the consolidated and metamorphic nature of the VRP,
no detinUe Qrain aize distribution at the .ediment can be
obtained, Thu. aaaumptions are lIlade, nlmely r
1.) the' l.roeat pebbla size is 20 mill
2.) the amallest sand 8ize i. 0,1 mm
3.) the COllllllon pebble size i. 17 IIID
.. ) the common ..nd size is 0,5 1111I
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From the tiE'lt two aluulIlptions a 100noE'lIIal distribution is
geneE'ated. This loqnormal distribution hal a mean size at
1.7 mill and a log-variance at 1.6 phi unitl (lower diaOE'alll
in Figuu 5.11). The uppu Figure 111 • plot at the sh.aE'
~eloc1ty veE'IUS the ratio ot the OE'ain liZi (di/d50).
The two curves on the uppeE' diaQram are the entrainment
c r t t e r La , one by EqiazaE'ott (1965) and the other by
Clemmow and Narni (1996).
Applicetion ot the two common sizes to the lognormal CUE've
yields sheaE' velocities tor these sizes ot 0.39 m/s and
0.59 mls (FiguE'e 5.11). This indicatel that bed sheaE'
conditions in the ranqe ot 0.3 to 0.6 mls weE'e the most
common hydr aul Lc conditions during the tOE'ming of the VRP.
The shear velocity is detined as :
where.o is the boundaE'y sheaE' stress at the base at a
tlow (in Nm- lI ) and p is the tluid density (999 kqm-:a tOE'
water).
For tluvial situations, the shear velocity can b.
calculated a. I
wheE'e 0 1s the earth'. acclhE'at10n (9.91 .1-·), 0 1s tho
t low depth and S 1, the dope at the t low. The above ,h.ar
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1'1qure 6.11 Graph. ot trequenc, ver.uI the ratio ot a
Indl.ant size to the .ean all:e, and ot tha
ahaar velocit, varsu. the a••e ratio. The
curve. are tha entrain.ant condition. tor
al ••d sedi.ente att.r IQinarott (1965) r
Cla.ao" and N.al (1986) reapeclival,.
curvea. It • typical tluvlal alopa at 0.06 la aa.u••d, tht1
ranqa at co ••on tlow depth. which toread the channelizad
rudlto unite at tha VRP would be bot"..n 26 c. and 60 ca.
Tha pa1alohydraulic conditlona, howavlr, are .tlll boat
olvan in tara. at .hoar velocity, linea It I. not .p.cltl~
to any ..dl ••nt.ary onvlronaant (i ••• unidirectional
tlo"a) •
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S.2. ralaeoenvi ron_ental Hodal
Tho major aedlmentolo91cal toaturo ot the VRP that
requlra. lnterpretation 11 the tact th.t lt conaiata ot
two unlta, a lowar-, channolizad unlt and .n uppar ahoot-
11 ka unl t.
ComparlnQ th..e two unit. wlth modern tluvlal and
naa r-ohoro marlno .equonca. lnd 1cate. th.t tho channell zed
unlt ls tluvial and that tho upper- unlt 10 marlne (Section
5.1.4, thl. Chaptar-). This 1. aubotanti.tod by the h19h
toxtural .nd mlnar-aloQlcal matur-lty ot tho upper--aheet
unlt, ltr: 90 d09r-oos chanQa ln palaeoeurr-ont, ita chan90
ln sodlmontary nature (k.roQen, horizontal .tr-at1rlcatlon
and ar91l11 te.) and by tho presenca ot wave-generated
structure••
Such an •••• rtlon, however, need••ublt.ntiation by
comparinQ th1a lnterpr-etatlon with .tudla. at other
Wltwaterlrand palaeoplacerl, with .tud1e. at .1milar
str-at19r.phlc .equonces on modern uncontormlty-r-.lated
sedlment. and '11th studl0. at modern placer••
Compar 180n at tho VRP 'I ith other- Wl twatorarand
Palaeophcero
The VRP, ln tho araa covered by thl. th..1I, la al.11ar to
other Wltw.ter.rand palaeoplacera ln th.t lt la alao a
.heet-11k. rudlte on an .noular uncontoraUy ourtace.
The pre.enee ot a rQ ill1 t •••bove the tho VRP 1. al.o
COIlUlon ln othor pal ••opt.cor., tor exa.pla the Gr••n Oar
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above the Carbon Leader Reet palaeoplacer, the Black ear
above the Hain Reef' Leader palaeoplacer and the Khaki
Shale above the Basal Reef palaeoplacer.
The double Btructure at the VRP, consistin; at a lower
~hannel1zed unit and an uppal' sheet-11ke unit is alBo not
uncommon in other pa laeoplacers. Nami (1983) documentad a
similar double structure in the Carbon Leider Reef'
palaeoplacer. He interpreted the upper unit to be a
consequence ot tlooding (see Nami, 1983; Figure 9,
p. 572). Tucker (1980) showed that the Composite Reat
pa 1aeoplacer al so compr ises two uni ts, the E9G/d and the
UE1A. He interpreted this as two superimposed fluvial
systems. The Basal Reet palaeopl acer also compr i ses two
units: the Bacal and the Steyn units. The Leader Reet
pa 1aeoplacer has its Alma and Bedelia units (H inter,
et al., 1996). Other palaeoplacers, however, show no
evidence ot consisting ot two units - particularly the
Ventersdorp Contact Reet' palaeoplacer (Krapez, 1985).
Compared with most other Witwatersrand palaeoplacers the
VRP is one of the thinnest, most uniform palaeoplacers. It
also contains the highest uranium oxide grades as well al:
one ot the highest average gold grades. Ho.t other
Wi twatarlrand pa laeoplacers, a 1 though thay ara alao
rudite. on anqular unconformity surtace., Ira generally
thicker, 1lI0ra variabla in thair thickn••••• , conta1n Illore
variabla pabble a ••emblaq.. - 1n .iza and typa - and have
lower urlnium oxide and ;old grad... Tha .haat-11ke
natura of tho uppar rudit. portion of tha VRP 1.
particularly pronoun cad wh.n comparad with 1II0st other
Wi twatarlrand palaeo p lacar••
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Comparison at the VRP with other Stratigraphic Sequence.
Stratioraphically, the VRP i. a rudite on the anQular
uncontormity at the ba.e ot a 200 11\ tininQ upward sequence
(tho Strathmore Pormation). The .ame unit can b.
i,dent it ted throuQhout tho Wi twator.rand B.. in, with a
palaeoplacer at its ba.e (..e Chapter 2). Becaus. ot i te
basin-wide extent the Strathmore Formation can b.
interpreted •• a basin-wide transorellllive .equence.
A Qood analooy available in the literature i. between the
Strathmore Formation and the Cape Sebastian Sandstone
sequence ot the Oregon Contal RanQe (U.S.A.). This
sequenco has a basa 1 rudi te on an uncontormi ty lIur t ace
tollowed by a 200m t inino upward Ilequence
(Bourgeoia, 1980; Bourgeois and Le1thold, 1983; Leithold
and Bouroeolll, 1983; Bouroeols and Dott, 1995). The tinlno
upward sequence in the Cape Sebastlan Sandstone consistll
ot plane and trouQh crollabedded pebbly and coarse -Qrained
arenltes followed by a malnly hummocky-bedded arenite
sequence and, tlnally, by horizontally laminated
siltlltones and argillitell.
A Qood overview ot the Cape SebasUan Sandstone sequence
ill Qiven in BourQeois and Dott (1995, Fioure 7, p.1012).
Comparillon at thill straUoraphlc .equence wlth that at the
Strathlllor. Pormation (P lour. 2.3) .hows th.t thes. two
.equences a['l very .1m11ar ln thelr l1tholooie.,
Qoometr 111 and tota 1 th ickn••••••
Po.ail and trace-tossU evidence ha. allow.d Bourqeol. and
Lei tho1d (1993) to 1 nterpr.t the Cape S.buUan Sandeton.
a. a transou.ei ve .hel t ••quence. The taci •• docu.ented
by the. reprllent a prooreulon trolD naarshore- to outar·
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shelt sedimentation. The lower rudit1c tacies was
deposited in a high-enert,ly nearshore zone where lunate
Ill_gar ipples dOlllinated. The areni tic tacie. represents a
shelt sand ottshore zone and the art,JUl1te tacie. that ot
the d ishl ott shore .edhentat ion. The Cape Seba.t ian
~andstone is interpreted to represent sedimentation durino
a transt,Jression 01' at least 250 III depth - on the baai. ot
the 200 m thickness 01' the secti on plus a 50 m she 1 t-water
depth.
Bourgeois and Dott (1985) believe that the Cape Sebastian
Sandstone tormed during continuous relative sea-level rise
under wave-dominated conditions and in the prox i mi ty ot a
fluvial source gene rated by a tectonically act i ve, high-
relief source region. This occurred in a wrench-tault-
dominated accretionary terrain (see also: Bourgeois, 1980;
Bourgeois and Leithold, 1983).
Because ot the striking parallelisms between the Cape
Sebastian Sandstone sequence and the St['athmore Formation,
a similar envt r onme n t.a I setting can be proposed tor the
latter. The Strathmore Formation shows the same overall
prog['ession t['OIll angular unconformity, uncontormity
related placer, ruditic sequence, arenitic sequence and
arg illi tic sequence. Hummocky strati tication, however, waa
not identified In the St['athmore PormaUon.
Sequence. shU ar to the dual un 1ts ot the VRP - the
channelized rudltQ unit and the upper rudite unit - can
alao be ..en in 1II0darn environments and in other eXlatinq
sedimentary ..quence••
The channelized rudite portion Is vary 81m11ar to many
pediment-type braided depol1ta. An overview 01' the modern
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All generally compri.e a thin metre scale uquence that
11es on a dhcontormable surtace and consist. ot, trom
bottom to top I rudites, arenltes and, occasionally,
a r<;J1111 tu.
Based on these similarities a. well .. on the evidence
outlined In the previou8 dllcussions In th18 the.i. the
upper rudl te sequence ot the VRP Is InteE'preted •• being




















(lhOdtlitd of.. Olton .!.!.. I !'J71)
Piquro 6.12 Sche••tic dlaVE'a. ot .edi.entar, environ.ents
In tho ••rlno noar.hora ravlan (.odit" iad .tter.
Clltton,. 1971).
The nearthore E'eolon at a ttrand1ine con. lit. at •
characterhtlc ••quence at tedimentaE'y .nvironments
(FiouE'e 5.12, at1;.r Clitton et a1., 1971). Th••• COlDpE'lao,
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mov ing from land to the sea. the land surtace, the berm
zone (an efficient placer-sorting zone. Slingerland and
Smith, 1986 ; Komar and Wan9, 1984), the inner planar (or,
swash) zone, the inner rough and outer planar (or, surf)
zone and the offshore zone with wave ripples and
a,rg illi tes. The wave action in the berm zone often erodes
the advancing land surface and generates a planar wave-cut
surtace (tor examples see Bradley and GrigQs, 1976;
Swift, 1968). Landward movement under subsiding conditions
ot this shoreline will ruult in the vertical
superimposition ot the above zones on a discontormity
surtace.
I f the eli fton near shore model is compared wi th the VRP of
the thesis area, the following correlations can be made •
- the kerogen is correlated with back-beach or washed up
plants,
- the upper rudite with the berm zone,
- the quartz wacke with the inner planar to lunate mega-
ripple zone (which results in the transition from
horizontally stratified quartz wacke to trough
e rossbedded qua rt z wacke)
- the ar9illaceous partings and wackes sequence to the
oftshore facies with the wave ripples.
Compar ilion ot the VRP with Hodern Placers
The Indonesian ca•• itarite placar tield (Aiava, 1973,
1985) is very .imilar to the VRP in that it repre••nts a
t 1 uv ial placer on an uncontormi ty which h.. ba.n covarad
by a marine tranligr••sion. Tha ca.siterite distribution 111
relatad to the tluvial dlltribution, where, at pr••ant,
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ott.hore mlnln9 at the tluv1al channeh h bein9 done trom
boats throu9h the trans9resslve marlnl sed1ments.
The rev lew at placers by Sl1ngerland and Sldth (1986)
lndicates that tluvial placers are the malt common end
.,trendlln. placers the second most common types at
placers. The sett1no at the Indon•• lan calilterlt. placerl
and the interpreted settlnr,J at the VRP ara thus not
uncommon 1n the geol091cal record.
Moat modern gold placer. are 98nerally tound in ~luv1al
environment. in the ri9ht tectonic sett1nq (Slinoerland
and Sm1th, 1986). Marlne gold placers, however, do exlstl
malnly at Primor 'ye and 1n the Bay at Japan ott the
U.S.S.R. (Gorshkov et a1., 1971; Kashcheyer et al.,1972;
K09an et a1., 1975; Vorob'yev, 1978). Anothor locality tor
marine 901d placers is the Gulf at Alalka margin (Reimn1tz
and Platker, 1976). Egypt1an beaches near Rosetta on the
Mediterranean also concentrate 901d (El Genmizi, 1985).
However, no deta 11ed or comprehensl ve sedllllento 109 i cal
studies ot these modern gold placers ex1st ln the
literature, mak1ng the tluvlal and transgressive marlne
lnterpretation at the VRP, as proposed in thls thesis,
ettectlvely a tentative one.
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6.3. Subdividon or the Thed. Area into Facies
The subdivision ot the VRP into homogeneoul units is a
tunction ot the scale ot subdivisionl
On the ten-kilometre - or Qoldtield - Icalt the western
portion ot the VRP in the Klerksdorp Goldtield has a lower
cbe r t pebble count and a lower averaQe Qold content
(Hinter, 1976).
On the kilometre scale, tour properties ot the VRP change
systematically over the thesis area f
1. The BR I ot the uncontormity surtace.
2. The presence ot channe li zed rudi te un i ts.
3. The amount of kerogen.
4. The pebble size in the upper rudite.
Figure 5.13 shows the plan view ot the thesis area with
the sedimentological sites coded according to the listed
properties. Ditterent criteria yield ditterent tacies
subdivisions.
On the metre to tens-ot-metre scale the three main types
ot VRP are (Section 5.1.5, this Chapter)f
1. Chann.lized rudite type.
2. KeroQon and thin upper rudite type.
3. Thick horizontally stratitied (pyrita rich) uppor
rudit. type.
The above .ubdividin9 criteria can be split into two larQo
cateQor i.s f sourco a rea ditterenco. and .edilDentat ion
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be a retlection ot a difterent source area. The presence
ot channelized rudites, the variation in the
uncontormity's BRI and the upper rudite'. pebble size
would be a retlection of a variation in the sedimentation
nature and tectonic tramework. The variations in the
d.istribution of kerogen layer. would be a retlection of
tho variation in the 9rowth of the procaryote., which 18
a 1so a tunction ot the .edimentation.
The subdivision ot the VRP into the Witkop and Stlltontein
tacies, 8IiZ proposed by Hintor (1972), i. substantiated in
thi s thesi s. The Witkop facies has a lower abundance of
chert pebbles, a higher abundance of channelized rudites,
a lower abundance of kerogen, a higher SRI ot the
unconformi ty surtace and a hi gher mean upper rud 1 te pebble
Gize. As indicatad by Hinter'G subdivision in Figure 1.2
the transition trom Stllfonteln tacies to Witkop facies is
gradational.
The Witkop facies can be interpreted to retlect the
presence ot a second tluvial entry point to the VRP
system, which was possibly tapping a difterent, lower
9rade, source area. I ts different .edimentol09ica 1
characteristics could also be due to a difterent water






6.1 Bu.aarl at the Sedi.entological Dncription
The VRP in the thesis area consists ot two superimposed
I?edimentological unitsl a lower channelized unit and an
upper sheet-like unit. The lower channelized unit only
occurs in the weste r n portion o~ the thesis area, whereas
the upper sheet-li ke unit occurs throughout the thesi s
area.
The lower channelized unit contains two lithotaeiesl
channe11 zed rudi te and channe li zed arenite. The upper
sheet-11ke unit contains tour- lithofaciesl kerogen, upper-
rudite, quartz wacke and argillite. These occur- in a
sequence, from bottom to top, of ker-ogen tollowed by upper
rudite, quar-tz wacke and argillite.
The VRP is depos i ted on an angular- uncontormi ty surface.
This unconformity erodes appr-o:Kimately sixty metres of the
under-lying Mapaiskraal Member. The angle ot uncontor-mity
becomes progressively shallower down the palaeoplacer and
the base of the Mapaiskraal Member- progr-euively mor-e
parallel to the VRP. The VRP is calculated to be
confor-mable to the Mapaiskraal Member at distances gr-eater
than eighteen kilometr-es trom the sub-outcrop at the base
ot the HapaiBkraa 1 Member.
The degree ot i rr-egul a r i ty of the unconformity surtace
changell acr-oss the thesis ar-ea, with the "ester-n por-tionc
displaying a ciqni~ieantly hiqher- BRI. Allo the
uncontormity Ilur-tae. underlyinq the channelized unit is
more irregular (BRI • e.7) than the uncontor-mity surtace
under-lying the sheet-like unit (BRI • 2.6).
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The channelized unlt consists at channell which are' 36 cm
thick on average and have width to depth ratios ln the
order ot tens. The channel, otten occur In stacked Qroup"
w,i th smaller channa 1s superimposed onto larQer channels.
The pebbles in the channelized rudlte are eiQnitlcantly
larger than those at the upper rudlte and have a mean lonq
axis at 17 mm. The predominant sedimentary structure in
the channelized un 1 t is trough crollsbeddlnQ. Channel
oriontations and palaoocurrents Indicate a north to south
pa 1aeocurrents.
The upper rudite ot the sheet-like unit 11, on averaqe,
16 cm thick. It describes broad northwest-southeast
orientated 'channels' which have width to depth ratios on
the order at thousands. The pebbles In the upper rudite
are very well sorted, very well rounded and have a mean
long axis at 13 mm. A smaller pebble population occurs
mainly In the eastern portion ot the thesis area. A larger
or bimodal pebble population occurs In the Vicinity at
channelized rudltes. The pebble long axes qenerally havo
northeast-southwest preterred orientations.
The dominant sedimentary structure in the 'heet-llke unit
ot the VRP I' horizontal stratiticatlon. The top at the
quartz wacke, however, is otten trouqh crosebadded. Thene
98nerally display weet to .aet palaeocurrents.
The argillaceous partinqs ottan pre.erve scour structurol,
wave r ipphs and l.dderback r 1 pp18,. Th... also qenera 11y
.how ••st-west pal ••owave trend ••
Statistical anal ysis at the ••d 1••ntoloq leal data .howl
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that there are three lIIaln types or VRP I a channell zed
rud 1te dominated type, a hor 1 zontally .trat i t 1ed upper
rud 1te dominated type and a kerogen dOlllinated type
( F 1gure 6. 1) •
Chcrndized RudIe tuizalkly StrotfflOd
AuociollO l%~ Rudl.. Assoclo!lon
I«<OOM
Assoclallon
Flqura 6.1 Sch••at!c block diaQra•• UluatratinQ t.ha thron
aaln typo. at VRP 1n the atud, ar.a.
The keroqen dominat.d VRP occur. lIIalnly ln the •••tern
portion at tho theai. ar... The channelized rudit.
dominated VRP ia moat predolllinant in the north-w••tern
portion at the th•• ia ar... The horizontally .tr.titied
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upper rud ite domi na ted VRP i. 1Il0at cOllllllon in the central-
southern portion ot the thesis area.
The thesis area can be subdivided into two large tachs,
the Witkop tacies and the Stiltontein tacies (as proposed
~y Hinter, 1972), on the ba.i. ot the variation ot tive
sedimentoloQical properties. The Witkop tacie. has a
higher DRI ot its uncontormity surtace, I lower chert
pebble content ot the rudite. (Minter, 1972), channelized
rudites, a lower abundance ot kerogen and a larger mean
pebble size.
The subdividing criteria tor the Witkop tacie. are divided
into two cato90rles: source area ditterence (chert
pebbles) and tectono-sedimentary d1t'terences (all the
other properties). The lower gold content ot the Witkop
f ac ies is most li ke 1 y a consequences ot lJoth these
d i fterences.
6.2 Palaeoenvironaental Model
The following is the proposed history ot torlllation ot the
VRP in the thesis area (Figure 6.2 and 6.3):
1.) Progradation of the Hapaiskraal Helllber a. a lobe-
shaped system into a large body ot wlter.
2.) A IllAjor tectonic uplitt associated with lIlar9inal
tectonics (possibly tho Buttelsdoorn tault), causinq a
lIlajor regre.. ion ot tho shoreline. The central portion of'
the Klerksdorp CJ~ldt1eld under90es Illore uplitting than tho
north-natern and south-western portions.
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PiQuro 6.3 A plot ot tho propo.ad hhtor, at tor._tion or
tho VRP on • dopo.1tion r.to vu.u. r.l_tivn
••0 lOYal dioQu. Cattar Curra" 1964). Tho
lowar d i _Qr•• h.. t.ha •••• •••• •• t.h. upper
diaQra•• Th. nuab.r. ratar to tha .t_Q•• at
evolution at tho VRP ••dia.nt.. (.aa t.•• t.
and 1'1Qur. 6.2).
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3.) Two northwest.-southeast orientated fluvial .ystems
flow over the rai.ed coutal plain, one in the north-
eastern portion (at. Stilfontein G.M.) and one in the
Bouth-western portion (the thesis area). The low ba.e
level causu a widespread, uncontained erosion (due to the
l.ack at vegetat.ion) of the unconformity lurt'ace by th..e
two fluvial Byatems. The major placer t'orllin9 event i.
represented by th is long prot.racted ero.ion at' the
uncont'ormi ty surt' ace. Large amounts of source sed iment,
possibly ot Dominion Reef ori9in, are moved over t.he
degrading unconformity system. A thin pebble rich braided
stream type pediment remains on the surface, into which
t.he gold and uraninite is sorted by a transport sorting
mechanism. At the bottom of the palaeoslope the portion of
bedload that is transported through the system is trapped
in the shoreline zone, together with any associated
economic minera ls.
4.) The braided st.ream type pediment placer is partially
reworked and thon bur ied by a mar ine transgress i on. This
transgression occurs as a result of tectonic lowering of
the land surt'ace. The transgressive sequence does not
receive much sediment t'rom the t'luvial systemB during the
course of the trans9ress10n; hence its baaal di sconform1 ty
occurs under, on, or close to t.he erolive angular
unconformity. In plan view (land to ..a) it comprise.
marine related procaryotu (kerogen), beach berm (upper
rudite and aconomic mineral.), swa.h zone (horizontally
stratified quartz wacke), lunate me9uipple zan. (trouC}h
cro.sbedded wacke) and the ot't'.hore zone (wave ripple. and
argillite.). According to the t'ir.t principl •• or 9eo109Y
(Wa 1ther, 1904), ·the.e occur .equentiall y on top at' each
other in the final tl"an.gre•• rv••equlnce.
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The transgression occurred obliquely to the tluvial
system, relultinQ in mainly west-ealt trending
palaeocurrents with a high dispersion cOlllpared with the
northwelt-Iouthwest trendinQ palaeocurrents ot the
underlyinq t'luvi.l system.
The beach berm po rt ion ot the transqre.lion is 1 n part
responsible tor the concent r a t.Lon at the economic mineral.
onto the uncontormity .urtace, resultinQ in the high
uncontormity related concentrations ot the upper rudite.
The tran.gression is relponsible tor the reworkinQ ot
rolatively large amounts ot pediment placer into an on
average 16 cm th i ck uncontormi ty related depos it.
5.) A short-term regression atter the Vaal Reet Member
transgression occurs, allowinQ the Zandp.n Marker
pa laeoplacer to to rm on a di scontormity.
6.) This is tollowed by a major, basin-wide transgression
which torms the 200 m thick Strathmore Formation. Thi.
results trom a basin wide tectonic lowering in the order
at 200 m to 250 m. This large scale transqression and
sediment accumulation buries the VRP under approximately
200 m ot sediment.
7.) Finally the VRP underQoo•• long diaQ.n.tic -
metamorphic hi story. Thil ro-con.t! tute. the economic
mineral ••••mbl.g••nd chemic.lly conc.ntrat•• gold into
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epPENpl x I
METHOP FOR E I NOI NO ORTHOGRAPH 1C COOHO 1NAT~
QF UNpERGROUND EXPQSURES
MEl/fOD fOR fINDING ORTlfOGIlAPIIlC COORDINATES or UNDERGROUND EXPOSURES
Tho collection of goologicol, oedimentological, slob sample and chip
slIlRplo data Ie done in the plane of tho pn laeoplecer , Iher-ef'ore the
best corepur i non for theae moooured valuen 00 a function of thei r
opotiol diutributiono in 0 plan view would be given by projection onto
a plan parallel to tho plnno of the poloooplacer. Thia prenet-vea 011
length, nnql o and 01'00 re Ie t Ionahlpe, Hout Wltwoterorand poloooplocor
fnirWD uno a normal projection on local "otopo aheet a" to fncili toto
cu lcul at Inq oreoo, and honco tonnogoo mined.
Ilowevor, lho comparioon of menoured valuos 00 a function of thoir
apollo 1 diotribution botweon different ureue of the mine is compllcntod
by otructurally induced variations of tho dip and bearing of tho dip uf
the po locoplocor. If no rma I proJeetiono of ooeh 01'00 were uood, thCIW
could nol be compored on ono universol plan viow. A necessity of
comporinlj regionally pooitioned valuon io 0 unified coordinote ayat em.
Moot minco une on orthographic projection of thoir Ionae 01'00, ronlJilllJ
f rom plnna on 0 1:1,000 scu 10 t o plans on 0 11100,000 ccaIe ,
If the orthographic eoordinoten of only ono undorground point need to
be determined, one of two methods con be uaed, Either one can meuaurc
the diotonce from two pegs (ourvcycd ponitiono) and triangulate tho
point' 0 orthogrophic cuordinnten from the given coordinates of the
pelJu. This COil bo dono either graphically on on orthoqrnphl c p l an or
geomotricolly using t r Iunq l en , This method is often improctiol duu to
tho re lotively 10rC]0 diotonceo between pogo and the restricted OCCCll~}
to them.
Altornllti vely, one can moosure tho dintanco ond booring from onn pe q
only. Tho or thoqrapb lc coor-dtnutcn of the f bod point con then Le
calculated from tho cooedtnnt cn of tho Jlog. Agoin thio con bo d01l1'.!
oither grophicnlly on on orlho,]rophic plan or geomctrfcolly by tnklnq
the dl ntnncc 00 the long nido of a trinnl)lo, nnd then celculnt Inq tlw
diffcrcncoo in x and y from the dlntnncn timoo the coutne of the
beoring and the dlutnnce t fmoo tho oino or tho hnAring.
Ifowover, in the cooo where long otretcheo of tho polocoplocor ore
dccuaentcd, DO thoy are in th Iu study, end one needs to find the p Inn
pooit1on of nll1lcrouo pointo along thot face, it would be highly
impractical to determine each point separately using either of the
ebove methods. ltence 0 mothod is required thot yields the orthographic
cocrdf nat ea of eny point olong that foce given tho orthogrophic
coord ina teo of only ono fixed point along that some face, the dip and
beoring of the dip of the otrata and tho bearing of the face.
Dotormining tho coordinotoo of the fixod point on the faco io then
ljcllcrolly oimplor, oinco ono con chose 0 point olong the foco that io
clouent to 0 peg. Tho dip and lJooring of dip CM either bo meanured
unrlorqr-cund, uulnq a geologicol coepnnn , or can be rend from 0
lJIJlIlolJicfJl mine plan. Sirnilorlly, tho beoring of tho foco can be
meneur-od underground or from a mine pion.
Uuiny throe dlmonoionol goornotry (worldngo ohown below), tho following
two formulno thon yiold orthographic x and y coordlnatea of any point i
nul reu ulonq 0 linear undorground exposure about which theoo throo
thingu oro known:
(1) tho orthographic coo r-dlnatoa (xo, Yo) of a given point
a metre along tho f'nce ,
(Ll ) tho dip (,,) and beoring of dip (y) of tho palocoplocor.
(iii) lho beoring of tho foco (0), u!ling tho 0 mmark 00 tho origin.
Xi x {1-0) oin 0
.... (7)
= a + [[(coo~oao+uin't-lino)tonaJ~l] }/2
Yi Yo + (i-a) coo 0 .... (8)=
[[(COOlCOO l}+oin)'9ino)ton a ]2+l]}"2
Iheae formuloe hovo boon codod for use on 0 IIP9816 coepute r , The
Hoting in ut tachcdr "Coord".
In tho COOll of VRP on Vool Roefo Gold Hino, it wno found that tho nlwlt
nccurnt o wny of dotormining tho bearing of tho fnco In to monouro l lrn
orthogrnphic coordinotoD of two polntu, one noor or on tho extonnt o« of
o low metro mnrk and one noor or on tho extcnalon of one of tho hl<]I'l!r
motre marka, ond then to une the following formuloo, whore x I' )' I ore
tho orthogrophic coorctnntcn of the point noor tho ()n oido of the rOI:r.
ond x 2' Y 2 ore tho orthogrnphic cootdlnatua of tho point furthor down
tho f'ace ,
(l-O)(X2-X 1)
)( : x +
i 0 K
(l-O)(Y 2-)' 1)




whor" K : [/f(y2-Y l)cOO y+-(x 2-lC I)nin y ]lonaI 2+( x 2-)( I) 2
-(YrYI)2]Y2
Ihone hove 0100 been coe/od for lIlIO on Q IlP9016 cornllutnr. Tho 1 Int Inq
in nt tuchods "Voal".
Exomplo
El.even mot ron of foco ut 62111 Panul 6 (Gll-2) wern mnppod on 0 1: 111
acnln and oamplod. Tho orthographic coor-dfnntun of lho mid-point of
tho uoct Ion (II : 5,5 m) nrc )(n = 21,107 m ond Yo : 4,479 m. Tho
dip of tho pnleopluccr horo in -,0 lowordo :S21t"). The bearing of the
foce in 3290. lJni/H] tho above nllJorithm, the orthographic coor-drnnt ou
for tho poinlo ore un given in Iuhlo I-I.
Iable 1-1 OIlTIlOGIlAPlfiC COOnDINI\TES or TIfE HEIRE HARKS ON TIlE STope
fACE I\T Gll-2









7 2110!i,7 4470, }
0 21104,9 44110,}
9 21104,0 44110,0
10 2110',2 4481, J
11 21182, J 4481,0
WOHKINGS
Requiredl The orthographic ccordtnetes (xi' yt) for 0 di atunce
I olong 0 I tnene otretch of pu Ineop lecer of length 0 < I <N.
Given: B: dlstuuce olong the race of 0 f'Lxed coordlnote
(O(o(N).
Xo : orthcqeuph Lc x coordinate of point 0
Ya : orthogruphic Y coordinote of point 0
o : beorinl] of tho focc (Om murk un ori9in)
(0° ( 0 < 36(0)
y : blJoring of tho dip direction (o0( y <J6(Y»
a : dip nnq Io of tho poloooplocor plono (0°< a < 900)
I. Calculation of tho i motro mork coordinntcu
y
Xi: Xo + i'oino
where )(0 : coordlnote of tho Om mork
,
Xo = )(0 - )( /1
)(0 : )(/1 - o'oino
outlot i tuting
hence Xl. = Xo - o'olno + I 'olnO
Xi = Xo - (1'-0')01no ••• (1)
simi10rlly Y1 = Yo + (1'-O')CODO ••• (2)
thooe hold for all four quadrants of 0
2. Calculations of 0' ond i'
The equal dlatunce morko will undergo 0 compreaaion in the
orthographic projection dependant on the apparent onglo of dip of
the face (a). If a La 00 (L,e , horLzontnl ), the apnc tnq of tho
e
mnrka in proJoction will be equal to tho actual spncfnq, wher"on














o I I~i :
• • • •• (J) --------~ I
(4) -----=:;





















whoro cooll =cou (y- 0) = coo)CooO+fJlnyolno
4. Der Ivn tton of tho formulnc for xi and Yl
Unin<]1
•• •• (6)
Xi = Xu + (1'-0' ) oino
Yi = Yo + (1' -0' ) coso
Suboti luting 0' = 0 coo a
i' = i coo a
We 'Jet xi = Xo + (1 COOa-O c08ahJin 0






Subat Ltut lnq COOa = 1
[(co8atona)~l] Yz
•• •• (5)




+ (i -0 )coo 0
[(con atona) 2+1 ] ~
whore COB~ : con] y-O) = coo)Cooo+oinyoino
which ylcldo
.... (6)
Xi : Xo + O-o)olno
rr (coo "(Coo o+oiny'Jln oHon a]2+1] ~ II II (7)
Yi : Yo + (i-o )cosO[[(COfJ"(COOO+Oin'19inO)lonaJ2+1]~ .... (0)
I ••• to ••••••••••••••••
I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••













Progrlll'll'lll to col c u 10 to
1\ I gorl t hI'! I
Codlng l
I Get the p"ra/'loter5.
' ----
INPUT "Give a (ace Identity: ',Na/'let
INPUT "Uhat ls the beorlng 0' the diP 10-360):",Ooarlng
IF Oellrlng(0 OR Oeorl ng)360 TIiEN GOTO 19
INPUT "Uhat ls the lingle o( dip (0-90):· ,DIP
IF Olp(0 OR Olp>90 THEN GO TO 21
INPUT "Uhat IS tho bearing of the face, USing the 0 /'Ia"": d~ orlgln (0-360
IF Foce~0 OR Foce>360 THEN GOTO 23
INPUT "At whllt dr s t enc e IIlong the face 1s lhe 'I)(ed pOint -,"
IF A(0 THEN GOTO 2S
INPUT "Uhat IS the A coordinate o( thl' ncrnt : ",Xl!
INPUT "Uhat U the y coordinate of thu pOint:· tV"
INPUT "Uhat U the total length of the (ace:" ,N
IF N<0 THEN GOTO 29
INPUT "At what spoclng would you like the coordinates to be calcuillted~·.
IF SpllClng<0 THEN GOTO 31
I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••








FOR 1'0 TO N STEP SPdC Ing
XI I )·PROUNDcx".( I-A "SItlIF'ctce )/IIICOSln~M'lno)'CO$I f •.,~" IISI"COurlng
VI I )'PROUNDC Yit' CI -1\ ). COS IFilee )1« (COS! DtM'. no ). COS r f ., ~ ellS INI Our I ng
PR IN T I I X( I ), V( I )
NEXT I
PRINT
PRINT 'Searing 0' dip· ',OClGrlno
PRINT 'DIP' ',DIP
PRINT

















































































• p,.ogr."". to c.lcul.te Ie .nd 'I coordln,t .. In an orthoor.phlc •
• proJect Ion tor PrOJect 601PO. on \),a.l Reer. Gold Phn.. •
• Algorlth",' L. Ve,.,.ezen •
• Coding. L. Ve,.,..zen




INPUT 'Give is race Identity' ',Na~o'
INPUT 'Uhat II the boa"lng or the diP 10-360)1 ',80."l nO
IF Oe.,.lno<0 OR 0041"1 ng>JG0 TIIEN GOTO' 22
INPUT ''''hat II the anglo 0' dip (0-90),',OIP
IF Dlp<0 OR Dlp>90 ruEN GOTO 24
INPUT ''''hat 1st ho Y c ccr-dme te or the' I,.,t pOlnt;',)( I
IF XH0 OR KI>8000 THEN GOTO ZG
XI-S000-X I
INPUT ''''hat IS the X c cer-dtnat e 0' tho rlrst pOlnt/·,n
IF YI<16400 OR Y2'27600 THEN GOTO 29
YI-27600-YI
INPUT 'Uhat IS the Y coordinate or the second point: - ,)(2
IF 1<2<0 OR K2>B000 THEN GOTO 32
XZ-S000-X2
INPUT 'Uh"t II the X c oor-dme te or the second pOint' -, Y2
IF YZ<16400 OR Y2>Z7600 THEN GOTO 35
YZ-21600-Y2
INPUT "At wh.t d r s t anc e illong the race IS the 'I~ed pOlnt:·.f\
IF A\0 THEN 60TO 3B
INPUT 'Uh"t It tho Y coordinate of thu pOint I ',XII
IF Xa<0 OR Xt>8000 THEN GOTO 4"
XiI-B000-XI
INPUT 'Uhat It tho X coordinate or th., pOint ',ViI
IF YiI<IG400 OR Yo):!7600 WEN GOTO 0
y.,-21600-Y.
INPUT 'Uhet II tho total length or the 'ac.'· ,'l
IF PH0 THEN sore 46
IUI'UT 'At wh.t IPtlClng wOllld yOIl 11~0 tho coordinate,. to tll' ~1lculahd -
If' SPdClng<0 TlfF,'1 GOlO 40
,
,.. , " ,..", , ,.
,. Cdlculata o,.\hOO"/tOhIC coo"dlnotes ,nd PI'I"' "o,ul t ~ •




























































































FOR I;~ I~~p~oO~D~x~~fl !g~. (XZ-X 1 )/ e( elY2-Y1)-cos: Bear. ng )+ eXZ-X 1)'SINeBee
Yel )-PROUND ( Ya +CI -A ,. (Y2-Y 1 , / CCeeY2-Y1 ). COS eBeer. ng )+ eX2-X 1)'5 INC Baa
Xl I )-S000-X( I )








IF Y2<Yl AND X2)Xl THEN Face-lB0-Ftsce
IF Y2<Y1 AND X2<-Xl THEN Face-lB0-Ft!ce
IF X2<Xl AND Y2>-Yl THEN Face-360+Face





PROGRAMME U5E;D TO CALCULATE MAX I MUM ENTROPY
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,. Entropy
I. Pr 0gr a I'"'''' to c a l cu lat e the c l a es Interv4111 (or genernt ing
,. I'IcliX ll'lU'" entropy plot It (or thin sect ron data" •
I. Algorith,.p Full e t , 41. (1904); Optll'l41 con(lQur"tlon and
I. In(or""atlon content of lIeta of frquency dletrlbutlonll. •
I. Jour. Sed. Petrol. Vol. 54 p,0117-0126
I. CodinO: L" Verrllzen •
,. Oebuga Ino: L. Verrezen
I. Lent updated: 01.06.1985
, .
OPT I ON OASE I
-DIM Dlrects(200)[ 00 J
INTEGER I.J.T.Clttllnl.ClttIl1l2.ClclIH3.Clau4
CAT TO DlrllctS(. )iNO IIEADER
STATUS 1.9iScreeen




FOR I-I TO 200
PRINT DlrcctS( 1)( 1.10);
NEXT I
PRINT
PRINT "You l'IIIy s e l e c t four dlfferant c le ss r nt erve l e ,"
ALLOCATE Clllle( 4 )
FOR I-I TO 4
INPUT "Into how Mnny c l a eees would you like the popu Ie t t on diVided ?" .C411e
IF Cftlle( 1)(0 TlfEN GOTO 270
NEXT I




C I <'J1I1I4-Calle( I)




ON ERROR GOlD 420
FOH I-I TO 200
IF VAUOlrectS(I)[30.4SII>O THEN lfalll-Irlilltl
NEXT I
PR INT
PHINI "NuMberll of 1It1""cJlel"",lftlc
PRINT ·ClIlle l ". 1 , 2 , 3 , 4
PRINT"No. cI a U I " ,C I cU II I ,C 1411112 , CI" all 3 •C1ilU 4
Clltllll_l1zel-INTC l'alc'ISO/Clllul)
C I t1ll11_' ullZ-INTC 1'1 I C' I SO/C IlIuZ )
C I uI_Iue3-INTC I' al C' I !in/Clua3)
Cltlu sue4-INTlI'aI0'150/CluI4)
PRINT-"Per dus! ".CI4ulI_lIa:eI,CI~aa_ll:ft~,CI"u_'I:G3,CI"~'·-.'1:0"
ALL OCI\TE 0" til_bu "or ( 150)






500 FOR J·I TO !fIle
590 ASSIGN OPIIlh TO OirecUlJHI,I0J
G"" ENTER 8Plllh;01l ltl_bu' (erl I)
(j Ie ASSI GN or II l h TO I




Gr,0 MAT SORT Olllllill I )
li70 MAT SORT Olllllbl I )
liO" lIMllHI)-04lIlIlIIflle)
!i~H' lIM1t2( I )-011111111 If 11e)
70" t.1MI l31 I )-Olltlltll If 11c)
71" L Ii'll 14l I )-Olltllll( 1ft l e )
7:0 lIMI l HCIIl!l!l! q )-Olllnb( I)
73" UMI12IGI"!l!l2+l )-Olltnb( I)
740 LIMI t3(Cla!l!l3+l )-Ot'ltnbl I)
7!iO II 1'1 I l 4(G11l!l!l4t I )-0" I n b ( I )
'/li0 DEALLOCATE Oal",,(· )
no DEALLOCATE 0" It'lb ( • )
7A0 ALLOCATE OlllIlIlClas!l_!llle1+150)
790 ALLOCATE 0Ill,,2( C It'I!l!l_!l1 ze2t150)
000 ALLOCATE Oatll31 C1tl!ls_51 :e3t150)
010 ALLOCATE Olltll4<Clft!l!l_!lIZe4+IS0)
O~O ALLOCATE 011 t"_bu f rer 1 ( 150 )
030 ALLOCIITE O"ta_buffer:?I 150)
1)40 ALLOCIIT£ O"t"_buffer]l 150)
050 ALLOCIITE O"t"_buffer4( 150)
060 PRINT "lIMll0·,PROUNO(lIMlllll),-3),PROUNOIUMlt21 I ),-3).PROUNOlLlMlt3( I),
-3),PROUNOlLIMlt411 ),-3) .
070 FOR J -I TO Gltl!l!ll
OAO FOR I-I TO trlle
OgO DISr ·Cycle No.'; J;. F lie no.• ; I; ., • ;OlrectSI 1)( 1,10 J
90" ASSIGN OPlIlh TO Dlrec I Sll )( 1,101
910 EtHER ~Pllth;Olll,,_blJ( ferl' )
9:0 ASS I GN ora l h TO •
~no FOR T-I TO 150'
9JO Otllll_burrerllT )-Olllll_bufferl T)
~)ljO O(llll_buHlIr21 T)-Olllll_huffer l T)
9(;0 0t'S lll_bu H er31 T)-011 l ,,_hu r r r.rl T)
970 OIlIIl_burtllr41 T)-Olll(l_buf forI T)
900 If CJIl tc'S_buUer I IT »-L 11'11 t II J) TIlEN Dnl4_buHerl I T)-0
nse IF J>CIIl!l!l2 WEN (iOTO IOS0
lIOO ir Ot'llIlJIl"'er:'1 T »-L Il'Ill:?1 J) T1tCN Ddt"_bu"r.r21 T1-0
010 IF J>CI05!lSJ WEN GOTO 1050
(l~" If O(l16_bu"er31 T ))-L 11'11 l31J) TIlEN Onttl_burrnr31TI-O
030 IF J>CIA!lS4 WEN (iOTO I"!'in
0"0 IF OtltAJlI"'llr41TP-LIl'llt4IJI TIIEN O"t,,_bllrre,.4lT)-O
050 0" I c.11 I II-Oilt4_bU f , er I ( T )
060 IF J>CI1I!lS2 W(U GOTO II ~(l
070 O"la2( I )-OtlllS_buf fe,.:!( T)
000 IF J>Clus3 WEN GOTO 112"
090 0", I a31 T)-OllllS_bu f f er 3 ( T )
100 IF J>CI"!lS4 THEN GOTD II ;~0
110 Otl ltl4( TJ-Oah_bu f fe,.. ( T )
120 NElC T T
PRINT "LIM! l': J ,PROUNO( l1MI l/.l J+1 i , -3) ,PROUNO(lIMll2( J+ 1 i , -.1)
GOTO 1450
END IF
PRINT "5I::e : ' ,P ROUND ( LIM 1 l 1I J )-L 1M 1 l 1( J .. 1 ) , -3 )
PRINT "liMll';J,PROUNO(LIMllIlJ+1 ),-3)
FOR I-I TO C1455_5 i ze I" 150
Ol'llallll-O
NEXT I




IF J)Cltl5!i3 WEN (,OTO 160"
FOR I-I TO CI4!u_5Ize3t-150
O"t",.11 I ,-I!
NEX T I
IF J,.CI/lu4 THEN GOTO 1600
FOR 1-' TO CIl'I!I5_5IZe 4 t1 50




1130 NAT SORT Dahl<' )
1140 IF J>C14SS2 TliEN GOlD 1200
1150 NAT SORT Oal/l2(' )
IIG0 IF J>CI4!i!i3 TliEN GOlD 1200
1170 MAT SORT Oala3(' )
1180 IF J>CI/lu4 TliEN GOlD 1200
1190 NAT SORT Oat44(')
1200 NE XT I
1210 LIM It J( J t I )-Oal c'l 1< IS 1 )
1220 IF J>CI/lss2 THEN GOlD 1200
1230 LIMIt2(JtI )-Oala2( 151)
1240 IF J>CI4!i!i3 THEN GOlD 1200
1250 LIMIt3(Jtl )-Oala3( 151)
1260 IF J>Clllss4 THEN GOlD 1200
1270 LIM It 4 (J .. I )-0" l 114 ( 15 1 )
1200 IF J(·CIIH~4 THEN
1;~90 PR INT '51 ze :" ,PROlJNO( liMI t 1( J )-l!Mlll< Jtl ),·3) ,PROUNO( L 1M 1l2( J )-Llflll l2( J" 1
) •_3 ) ,PROUNO( L1MI t 3( J )-li Mit 3 ( J +1 ), -3), PROUNO( LIM I l 4( J )-L IMI l4 ( J + I ), - 3 )




1330 IF ,J(·CI4!i!i3 THEN
1340 PRINT 'Slze:',PROUNO(L1MllJ(J)-lIMltI(J+I),-3),PROUNO(L!Mll~IJ)-lIM1t2(Jtl
).-3),PROUNDILlMll3IJ )-L!Mll3(Jt1 ),-3)




1300 IF J(-CI"!i,2 THEN
























APPEND I X III






















___'_ - - L. - - ~ - -;f--
I !' I / I
I . I I / I
I 'I ..)/ _ L_
Eo- - - f" ,"": -. T - - / ,- - I
'1 ". J / I I
. r . I / I .l
--j-'-'--~---r--,-
. 1.. " , , I
... '",';, r,', I I ,
.:.i:. ~_ - -1- - - to - -,-
:4'>'1 I 1 I





-an, Ili.35 , 5.X
Shor~ axes
--, '8.83 • 3.1~
AxIal rat.los










--_1- __ L __ ~ --7
I I I / I
I I I / I
1 ,i· '..)~ __ L
:- - -r,:.-'- j - -/ I ,
.1 1 / 1 I
r.· ' 1 /, ,
- ~ .. '--;;('- - -r - -.-::.' 'i::,- /. I , I
.•:r:,'/ I I I_--";.J,~ _ -!_ - - to - -,-
, ...... , I I I






Short ax I s (mm)
I " t-
• ,':. I
. ': l ..: . I:. ' I
____ ....:, ... 1< "-~ _' ..::._ ~ -(~. __ - - .:.. - , - .- - -1- - -
I .' . I . : . I
I , 1 ,
, 'u n I D I







. t .. '. I
...1. . ~. '. J
. 1 -:.~ ~ I. ,,' I. I
. '1. ...•~" ..•. I' J- - - - - - . _. - - - __ 0.,. ,...___ _ _ _ _ __
I " ... '1 . "'1' I
I .. I t
, I U "I D I
• " 1"'1 ,,'
Long axIs (mm)
::\~ ~ ". '. ~ .~ ',' ",:: ~ .:..i :. .."., i . , Io .~..:. _," __• __~_~.4-.:.,;;,....a_._,__" ..J_ --
~a . ,r·· ... ' J' " .,
• - •. .. .: I ~. I 1
J 'u n I n I
I! •• , ,. J« ••• I _ •










,:'. ., .... I I
I .' I' I ,
- - ... -",':";?t"- - -r - - 'j'-
J • ", J , ,
rio ,.. I 1 I
. ,~
_:!:l-__ -! .. __ ,_
."1 I I I

















" ~. I :; • . '., • .' , ' I
*, • ,r.."-: • ...., • I '. t I
______ 4_. ~---~~-~--~---~---
I ,'.. . I
I I • 1
• ~ In' n I
, !










_ ... , 15.71




ShO r t ax I:: (r.!!:l)
, I ,/
- - -'- - - L - - ~ - - -f-
, "', I,/,: . :: ~.. '.... / ,
,-- - -r:-"-:"T -,... _J.- - - L_
.', '.. ,";-:., //1 "
- ·ttl····
.....;._1. I' I I
-~7';?t"---r--'j'-
* ""':~~=;'-' • I I
..-.f;.... , , I
~.JI_ - _1_ - - to - - , -





















DATA - PEBBLE SIZES OF THE UPPER RUDIIE
, I I I"
=-- - -1- __ L - - ~ - --r-
J I J"' ,
I I I" J
I I -)~ __ L-_
=---r.--T--" 1 I
I I" I I
I ~"' __ .1_--+---~---r I
• L . , • 1 1,~'.r./" I 1 I
~.shIr__ _1 ... --,-
.' ...... I • I














ShClrtax I s (mm)
" I I I
0' .1'·'· J I I
"";)' ..•. I
,0 ;,;e.";:~ :," ':. l J I
, '. ' ••"< o. " I J-----~~-~~---~------,------ ---I ' , i ' 1
I I I













1 , t ,
I I ,
'- - - L - - -4 - --r-
- - -, I J,," I
I , I" I
. I _':!. __ -)~ __ L-_
:- --r.. I. "I I
j .' I· "I I
i _ --. '......" I __ ~ _~--+-~-;:o---r ,
. l". ". I ,'~ ,," I I I
__-3 1 ... __ ,-
-'I I I I
" I I I I
" I
Short ax I s (mm)
~ • I ; II· I I.. . J : 0 J IL ClI, I I •01 c - - - - - - L - - - - - -' ~ -'- - - - -, - - - - - - J - --s: 0 1 I' I• - 1 1 ,I I
S I IS In' n I
Cl 1-}
N - 29 E
Long axes e
-._. n.84 • 1.4l
Sho"~ •axes -
._. 1l.S] • 3.0 x•Ax 1.1 ".~Ios
.57 1.14 01._. I C
0
~"':Jr~ a:<': C~.~,
Long aXIs ( .... )







.. i I I"
___1 L __ ... __ ;~
1 1 I" IEll I I ... ,
E • .!.---J:::'--L--
- - -r- - - , , , I
I I" 1 •
1 I" I ,
- - ": - - ;:0'- - - r - - 'j
,'.f". '. I I
• :';':c ,," I I I~.¥- - -1- - - to - - ,-
", "I I I I
:-t;' I I I 1






- - --:'~~:~~-~~ ~-' ~ - - - - - - ~'- - -- - -~- --
I" • I t















I I ,I _L __ -4 e-
---1-- I 1,,"1
I I I" I
, I ':::' __ L-_
Eo- - -r - - T - -,"'i I
, ,I , I I
I, . I" I 1
.. - - ,t'- - - r - - 'j -
., l:; '" I 1'":-~~(;' I I I
mr I ~--,-~. ------":"I I I I















• • ~ • . ; I I
. r. I I
- - - - - ~ ~:.- . .;~~"-.- :,,~, { .J _
I • , -. I I
I- I I






















































" ... II ..
....
II· Il· 1II":
I Illli ,,~ L,,-




, I I 1
-t --J - - -1- - - r - - .....
, I , 1 e
" \, I I I - e
\1 l.
.. "t - .. .,.- - - - - ~ - -
I ,I I "I I, I 1 ,-
I \ I I )(
I- oJ.. - -I- - -'ir, - - ,- -. ..
I I· "I .'
, . I ',' •I .. ,\.. , I ~
-1- - - L - - :& .. .; -'- - - - ,t;.1 " ~~, (/)
I I I' ....L,... •

























, I 1 I
- t .... ~ - - -1- _ .. r - - ~
',I I , I I
1,1 I I ---,---
I "l. """
- "t - - .,.- - - - - • - - II I" , .. ,
I 1',1 I I
I-- oJ- - -l- - -~ - --too -. ~ :
I , J' I .. 1
I I .1 "~I L ---,...---
_11 L:'~~:'!.i..-", ~O I fi
I . • .",.." I!
I I I' "• • l .." I.






" ".. ~. e- oJ
,,',j\ ,
, I















.': L • II il- I.-~ ..
,
Itt CIt ... '" ... • _ .. Buol 0
-
t e,o,-,Q z jl~I~1 ~
, I 1 I I
_l - - J - - -1- - - r - -' ~ II, 1 I F. II ' I I.
I' I I € ---,---
,I L 1
- "t .. - .,.- - - - - A. - - -
I ,I I ... 1
I 'I I - I il-
1 I',I I ,. 1
~ ..J - - -1- - - 1\ - - i - - . .. I
I I' J' I .. I
I 1 '.1 . " I L ._--,...--
_'___ L_- .......·<Jt-- 0 I
=fi t:, 1 I .: ,' .....', 1Il I
... I I 1 . \ ' " I c·I I I I I., I It
"
I







e ~ ~ :. I 00 I ..J




















- ""':'" 't' ... --
. ". ~~'I . •
" •,': r .



















... : ~ ~ ISII",:
I lCl't ."j c :
u ,.-('I") f'I ..
N CJ).. I. .. • ..
- t cIO'-'0 z .31~1~1
, I 1 1
- l. - - oJ - - -1- - - r - -
h I 11 , I I
I "IlL I
-"t--,.--- __ A.__
1 ,I I "
I 'I I
I I' I )(~ ..J I~ __'1\ - - .! - - III
I ,:. I': ..
I 1 '··r:·,~ I L
I l.'~~" \ 0
- - - - - ...... ",.:,,~- - - .r::I I '.'~' ,
I ,. ·t·· : 1\ (/)
I '1' .' ~~f.\







I ' I I,------L.--~--_f""
I a a ' I
I a • a " a
I . I I'E- - -r '-'-T- "'-jI L_
, , I
1 . 1 , I 1
I. I' ,: r - -".7";"',('- - -r - - f-
I' , 1 1 ,
-.: I,' 1 I 1
-.;....¥_-~-- ... --,-
.§;'I I I I
,)' 1 I I 1
~" .."I.ttf''''''t",'t , 'e .. ',ee,1







f- i, ....:"" ~ .: I ;. :
.. ' ':.'. '. I· I
• ·/ ..... 1. "1 •. , I
f----~~-l~ .------,------J---
: r ; -.1 . 1 I" I
I' 1 I
1 P I a 1 • I
__ _ _ __ _ _ , " 'c I _ _ _ •
Long axts Cem)












Sho,.t ax I s (mm)
, I I,
___1 L. __ ~ __ ;,...
I I I, I
I I I, I
I I -)!. __ L _
:---r--T--, I I
I . I , I I
"'. ". I
- - ~~- -,('- - -r - -.-
' .... , 1 1 I;... -, ,
_,4.,' , 1
_.~ ....._--.- - - ... - -,-
- '1 , 1 •~~" , , , I















f- ",.:.1 .: .. 1.' .: I
___~~~1_~~~__ 4_~~ ,------J _
". 'I- I
.. , I I I
S : • _. I~ J ~ ' " I













, I 1 ;
- - -'- - - ... - - ~ - - ;r- .
1 I a, I
1 I I,.
t , '!. __ ~_
:---r--T--;"'i 1
• . I.' I 1
I •• ' i'. 1
'- - _"~_.:.. ~ ;1f'---r - -.-
. '. 'a:.- " I I I
'-:." :., I 1 I
<•• ~.; _ -J- - - ... - - , -
':"''':''1 - I 1 I
~., 1 I 1 1









Short ax t S (1IIllI)
I. I i •
..'. :. r ' ,
- -- -- ~- ~ ~-~ ~:~'~~'~ ~ -: ~ - - - ~ - - - --- ~---
I : 1 1 .
























_____ L __ ~---,...
1 .' .1•. ·.t ,'1
I .. ,., ." 1
f
"-~";:~;{:-.'" '!. __ L
.iI.' ._,~ I.,~.·:;I··J 1 I
"':'~"~~'.!'•• I ~--Ir--.!.-
C'. I
.;.t' '1",;'7' 1 1 I
.;:' ,.; 1 1 IJ'~. 1 ... __ , _
oS', 1
",.:y , I,
•.• I I I
J.. • , , I , , ,
sn 0 r t a'1( I $ ( !!'l~ ') ,
1 '1""" I' -.' I
" '~' ..:.:-:.:.r ..# :~":'.~~ :.=,~ .': .e,·.··> .,.r .- •• •• 1
r~ . ~7•• ~:.!", ,-4 I!-".'-l";:i ..•• '. ',,:'-. Ir .· .: .' I.. ~ '." .• ~<I:."'.~- .....,-" .~.~..J..._ • ., ...•.o Co # .• ...L ~ ...:"'-_,. __ ,.... _ '] J _
"'5 0 ·~···':··.r·"';:·:.:··.·· ..:-,;.i····<:'!:~·. -', ..." -." :.'
s '. is • . . 1 ft I



























. - -1- __ L.- - ~ - - -r-
- 1 '. • ,,"I
I • .".I ,.' I I" L
=---r-----..,--- -
. . ,I " I ,
, : " '.: i "I 1
: ". "'."" I I~ --_..:---,...-- - -r - -.-
....,...:": ...., I I I
:.~.....: ,,'" I , ,~J;. , to - -,-
:~', , , I



















I I I "
- - _1- __ L - - ~ - - ;t- .
• f 1,'I I 1., I
I I _ '~ __ L_
=---r.--.T-;'i I
I,' 1 , I 1
I' ' .. I', ~--·J-~.-:;('---r--I-
..;\.' ., 1 I 1
.:,=i'.',," 1 I 1
: "~__ -J- __ " __ ,-






Short ax I s (min)
-T
, :.:. -:j .• :. . . ' • I •
• .: ..... _1 .. " .. I. ./.... I
.". :,._..:I~::,~ ....· ···.. f..~..... I I
_____ ~ r....·----.--t -- _-.,;-, ------J_ --
..1:' . '," . .' . . I
, " I I
, I ~ 1 n I n I
... I. . I.. '" I
L.ong a .. '. c_>
Short axis (-)
. ' I I' I
, • ; • -v, • • I •





----.:" .: ~..~ :...:'~;; ",-"~'----.- --i------~---
r 'r I
... • I
S • IS I' n , " I
, :'
l..ong •• IS (~)
• • 1
" 1 I. I
---:<~\J;;{'~ ~'.=- ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - -
I. 1







___I L __ "' __~
I • I, I
, • ." I, ' __ ..,I~ __ L
- -,.. - - T " 1 I
· l 1 I" I I
- 1 I' • .!._)( - - .. - -:;('-- -r-- •
· t .: ." "1 I I
CII "~",," I I IC Ji!:~__ -1 to __ ,-
o ;-~-", I I 1














Ax tal ,. at. t os
.WI. .55
I I"
- - -1- __ L._ - -I - --f'-
, , , "
'. , ,,' I
__~ __ .l __ ..,I~ __ L_
I , I I
,. ", I
'. " I ,
-.-: .._~ -,...-- - -r - -. -
..,.J '.',' I I II ,·f ; , , 1
J~'JI_ _ -,- __ to - -,-































J 1: • .,
___1 L __ -4 __~
I' I '"e~ I 1 I, I
eEl •• a I!. __ ,-_
'---r-.-T--~ I
I.' _. =l "1 •
.J • '. I' I _~_
--t---i('---r- I
.' 't-' .-' I • •
..L'~', • a
_._. J, _ _ -I- - - ~--,-
'I """ I I I I



















___1 L __ ~ _ -;f-
I I '" 1I I ., I
• 1 .,I!' __ L
--r--T--" 1 I
I I" 1 1
I' I' 1 __ ~_
--+--~;II'---r I
'" •. " I I 1z: ~, ..;' 1 1 I
";:~.i'_--I-_-t---,-
··~""'I I I I




















Short llX t s (mm)
1 IT:'o.:,". . 1 ~ ~ .' . - -. - -- 1 1
-, - 1 • .:.~ \:~ • •• I I
.. . .•: ~ ,::,...... I I I
"at.· , ' I
0 1c _.:..:. .:..".J:_.~._ .... _. _ ~ ,1 .J _
..r:: 0 ~ • '. '1 • I
.- '. :. 1 • I
I I 1j • u n 1 • Io J' • ,. , •• " I , ,
Long ax I s (....,.)
Short axIs (..)
'1 -.-••-I----;....;...,i~
~I ~ ·_~·_·l.~_·.:~~·:.·l-~·--i .. ,:_~ J_--
..r:: I" .' I
II - .1 1 •1 1 I
5 1 U n I • I
o Lo...............Jr..................J:...................................l................................1...........a..Lo............
Long ax I s (.-)
• a...
___I L __ ~ __~
1 • " I
1 I I,. I
I I 1~ __ Lo
--r-:-:r--,""'i I
I· ..,. •
I '. ·1' I ~
--+-.-,;·::;II'---r-- ,-
.<t:.' ,. I • I
'. I','. I •_.~"- --&--- ~--,-'~I I I •















••.. :. I· , . I i I
-~~·~~¥tf~:~·~i,;~·1:- ~.- --:J------ ~- --
1 I I I













Ax I aIr a" los
• .,..1 .5'1
1 I"___I L __ ~ __~
1 1 1 ,,'.
• 1 I" I--~--TI -_..,J~_-L
, I I
1 I" I 1
I. ", I" 1 1
-,:.'s-:..:,.-;11'---r - -.-:.;~1," 1 1 1:~ "I 1 IJ,J, 1 to - _,_
t·~'1 I I 1
rp I tit
.~, i. t .~ ..,.J~.....:......'










• • • . 1 1 I
......, I . 1 1
~I III 7.~. :~;{.:;.l";~:;;., :.:.':~.~.:.: 1a C _ _-:.::..l..:. ...~1",;..~...)_ .. , J _
s: .2 .• •..~,; ,. . .:. - ...-: I
.. . . .. t ", 1 1 1








Ax •• l r."lo.
..... .13
1 , I,
___1 L __ ... __~
I I I ,1'1
I 1 I I' I
~--~--Ti _-.,J~ __ L-
I' 1 I
,. I' I I
I: i, I' i 1
-.- +:..., -,. -- " t":": -.-
':)','1 I I
~.,? .... I I I
_:,-;-,0), __ -1_ - - t- - -,-
~;"'" I I I
...... I I , I
~IfJ.".'" It!. ,,,1. 'I" ,,,,,, ..... ,,,,




























, I __ L __ 4 ~
"'---1- I I 1'1'1
I I I I' I
. I·_~.!.--.,J~--~-
"'---, I 1'1 I
I I ..... 1 I
I . I I' I I
--:+-:- -.,.'- - -, - -.-
. .1 ....., I I
' ~ ..."
" '.1., I 1 I
':'~:..If__ -I +- __ ,_
:11"1 I I I
" , I I I




















"1 ~ .. :'. . '.. · . -.L e
CD
,'1': 1 1 I
a . 'L 0 C_~··. I' I I














~. 1 I I, IE 11.. 1'1E '.'1· ~~ __ L--r"'-:-T.--,I 1
• l. ;\ .·1 I' I I
- ~ . r :,C! I' i ,x __~~~.,.' , __ ._
• ··~ I I I
til E-'..1.~I' 1 I I
C E';'~:¥---I---t---,









• I i I
--~~~~~:~~:i~sI~;~~;~;;~;., .:j".~:-'~---~- --
I' -' 1 1 1


























0' . , n
1 i ~ .....
,. '. 1 I ....
______ L_oJ4 ~
I . I' 1 I'
J '. I' I
1 .' l. . ,.... ,
- -:":"~·.<.F. - ~~ - - L(. :. . ..... I ,
., •..., /.... I I
.'7'.',1;. , 1-.;t':I--':'~~" - - -,.- - --
. ~.,~" I I
til l" '.-;.~.... 1 I
C r /---l;' 1 I I
o i-~ - - -1- - - +- - - , -I~'" , 1L. I I£ I, I
,'.. I .. ct' 1« l.tI,I""I",,1
Short axIs (mm)
... :,~." .... ~).:.-, ~.'-'.. .., l··· i I
.. #,.. --, ,. l~ ··-:·.... .o' I
" ~-·:o·i..I'" ~"! ~I~.~: ·..<;·:1: -. .. ...... . I~ICIt~./.;.;.. r;~~IA"-.'.;~n""" .. 1. •... I'
.. ".- ~" .• ''''..~.":;'.~ .' .. .. . ~ I ..' .... . .o c _._-,.-.-;.;.k "'~- ....- ~.,--.-:- ~ 'J. _ -: .J _-_
~.! -: -, ·"~~:·t··'" ".~ .+:-.-... .. .. I." eO, .. :
• " IS : n , IS I
I ,It t ,



















.... Itt; w- :;~D • leN
I
'"
leN If. '-C\J; ,,- t'
ClI M '- M " _
....
•
q 0 i - i
'-'z ~16\1~1
, I 1 •
-t - -J - - -I· - - ,. - - -. l
, • I 1 II I
'. ',I I • e ---,---
,I l.
- , - - .,._ - - - - ~ - - I
,I 1 " .,
• ., I 1 1
, /: ' , I )(, •.J~.I*-;..,'P.--'--" ,',
• ",\~;.j ·t,
I .:(::~' r;\: ~fo'''.,,~~--.
-'1_ -_L'::;.{,' ~o .: , ~I
. I . Of'I I'" , ... :I .
. '. ( Il





.\ ;y.."...~', '.,', C
•....Ay; ." 0:~~ ~':.f;: e- .J~\)t;.};£·i~ ,
"" 11.'!:ft .: .
"" ..i.~ 'J •
.,¥I!!~.r•.•-.
s :JiJhl (~h.i~~(·~ '.
:,!-/~,l,~ ?, ,.
'? .•.~ "
. ,.~, .~~ ',.. .




















It .. w~ ., aWl'> )( . ~ .I )(..; ".,... ,,-
ru ", .,




o li .c 5 ";; li
H z ..JIUlIa:1
, I I
- t - - .J - - -1- - - ,. - -
',I I I
1 ,I I
1 'I I_ " __ ,. l. __ ~ __
I I ' , I
1 'I I
, " Ie.J---"'-·~--1-- ..
1 I I '1 .. : ., I .,
1 I .. ': I;,:,:., I '-
-,- - - L - ~ .....JI4.>~\ - - ~
1 I ''''1' III
I I" I' ".;'il'~·'\
I u.!u .. l..uh.uluu&u.. '






































_l. _ • J - - -I· - - ,. - -I, I ~
I 'I I , _ f
I \ I 1 '
- ., - - ~- - _L - - .. - - "IV1 I' I I ..
'I I .
I I' 1 )0
oJ_ .-t-'- -'1\- - ~ - - - n
: I,' . I', 1 ,.'
I I, l: .:' , J~)
___ .L_-·..... ,-_...
I I \.", l-I " ~ .. ~ ~ VI




















































- ~ - - .J - - -1- - - r - -
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!!lDLE OF OR1ENIlHED SLAD 5o.~
TAUL( Of IIlE OIUENTAIED SLAB SAMPLES
The toblo below f e the Uok between tho slob oompleo outlined in
the trocingo of the underground rnoppingo in oppendh V I and tho
data from tneue uued in tho body of this otudy.
for each of the :no alnb aamplea collected, the tohle documento
tho al te of oric)j n (figuro J.l), the dlstence in met roe olong
lhe mopped eect Ion ot that al t e from which H woo collected
(opponcHx V I), the 11 thcfucl en it repreuente, the vertical
pool t Ion it woo token from ond tho lIl6oouromonto that hove been
performed on it (poUohed euct f on, thin oectlon, motrJx quur t z







Numbor 000 i gnod to ench aamplo.
Underground oi to tho oomplo woo co llectod
, I "
Distance olong tho mopped auction ot which
tho oomplo woo collected.
The rock-Lype of tho somple
CR - chonnoLl led rudi to
UR - upper rudHe
UR (+Kor) - upper rudito with kr-r-oqen
QA - quartz oreni to
Morolokrool - footwoll to lho \1\111 Reof
pn locoplocor
IJ - unconformity ourfoco Incluclnd in lho
oomplo







I X - 0 pol l aned auction hllD been producod
from th10 aaeple
Blunk - no po l tahed eect lon hoo been modo
I X - 0 thin eect Ion h09 boon eut
Ulonk - no thin aect Ion 11ItO been cut
I X - tho long 0)(00 of the quar t z groino in
thin sect Ion have been monourod
Blullk - tho 10nl) oxoo hovo not neon monuurod
I X - tho long nnd ohort axen of 011 pebb loa
expoued on tho outer surf'nce of the
oomplo hove boon moooured
Olonk - no pobblc nlze mooouromento
performed.
X - 0 otorooocopie X-roy phot.nqrnph of tho
rock hoo boon token
Olonk - no X-roy photograph hll:) boon tokon
5cWlple Si te
~I.
L>iHttrO~ UUllfoclen Pooltial Pol. Ihln Ihln Pdi)lc X-roy







































































































































































































































































































StYlpllJ Situ (hnlln~~ l.i thlflldoo Pl.,i tim Pol. Ihin nlln l\.<ti)ln X-ruy


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































~;,"'IIt' ~iih' Olftltn't1 Uth{..:h~II\Ii'tlU\ 1'01. Ihlll r..in I\(,)l~"-ray
























































51rrplo 51 til 01 tlhn:e Li U1.1foc100 Ponlt 1m Pol. nlin n,in PtUlle X-l'8y



































































































































































































































































~:''''I1«' 5ilrl Oatil,..~ tHIlI',,:1 ttl l\lIi' t it.\ 1\,1. Ih" 1 lhill 'Y'li ttX-ruy
~). ~'t • ~....i • ~... 't. Sa,.,1 2
-'tJ/l JI2·) 7,'- III LJ
"X1fJ. .112·) W,O III U l
"PH .112·) 12,7 Ul U l
jI,)\ .112·) II\,~ til U X
,,'Ill J Il·1 s 'J,n III LJ X
'211'l .1U·1} lU,l III U X
,2\U
.112·1' IfI,l) til LJ X
'~Yl .l12·1J 2",0 III LJ X
'21r, JI2·S 'lil,n III U X
33k'J .112·) 27,f, III lJ X
32117 .112·) J(,,2 III lJ X
)2111 rt I·) X
,?I') r II·) 1,7 Q\ LJ X
'210 1"11·) t, 'J til lJ X





J214 JH·l n,2 til LJ X
'ZIS JIJ.I 1,0 til (tflJ!rl u X
'21f1 JIJ.l 7:,2 1ft (tflJ'r) U X
.l217 .112....
)2111 .112....
J2111 Clll-2 (J,lI III (tllJ-r) lJ X




,m .112.... 82,0 Q\ X
va« J12.... 02,0 til (tflJ! r ) U X
sm .112-4 01,'- III (.vJ'r) U X
,m .112-4 81,S W (~f)
sm .112-4 01,0 Q\ X
)210 .112.... 8'l,7 III X
Jm .112-4 0),7 to\lftl I!kf.vll
J2J2 .112-4 f~,O Q\
J:lH tllO-S 0,7 III U
X
'2J4 tlln·s l,l, III lJ
X
J2SS 1t10-~ 2," Q\ X
}ZIG tllO-~ ",2 III U X
}2J7 IIIO-S 7,1 Q\
}2~ .112·2(1 2, 'J III U X X
'2)? .112·211 1.9 III X
)2t() .112·211 i.n ()\ X
)241 .112-211 1.4 to\l rnI'''Tm'
)242 .112·2(1
}2U J12·211 2,0 Q\
)20\4 J12·211
)24', J12·, 42, , III U I
'~, J12·) 47, ., lit U I)247 J12·) '.1ft, 7 III U I
}24fJ J12·) T1,G III u X
'2tf) J12·) ~),G III U I
'2'() .112·'
I
)2',1 J12·1? 0.7 If! II I
-......
Sorplc Situ Oiulfrn: liU.,roc!el) Pooltlm Pol. Thin nlin NJ)le X-ruy
~). S~-t. ~Irl. ~.>d. 5al!'
, 2







DATA - MAPPEP SECTIONS (ON MICRQFICHE)
